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Ltt tLfl tyt\.rULrLEg Nowenloya
!vor d wrdP reputatlon for qualrtv rel ablltty and performance at a rea sttc once Four modeis
ava able to surt ihe needs ol the professtona and hobby market I e, lndustry Lersure
lnslrumenta and l-l F etc When compalng prrces NOTE al models nclude Torordal
powerSUpply lntegra heaLsrnk.GIaSSftbrePCB. andDlvecrrcurtstopowercompatlble
Vu meter Open and shorl c rcurl prool SUpplied ready bUilt and teSted.

OMPlOO Mk ll Bi-Potar Ourpur power 'l lO
watts R M.S. rnto 4 ohms, Frequency Res,
ponse 15Hz-30KHz 3dB, THD 00j%.
S.N.R l18dB, Sens f or Max output
5O0mV at'lOK, Srze 355 X I l5 X 65mm.
PRICE f33 99 + f3.00 p&p

OMp/MF1O0 Mos_Fet Ourput power 110
watts R M S rnto 4 ohms, Frequency Res
ponse 1 Hz IOOKHz 3dB, Damprng Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V,'uS, T H D Typrcat
0 002% lnput Sensrtrvrty 5OOmV, S N R

-125d8 Size 3OO \ 123 r 60mm PRTCE
PRTCE f39 99 + f3 00 P&P

r 2OO
Res

ponse 1 Hz 100KHz 3dB, Damprng Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V,,uS, T.H.D Typrcat
0 0O1"/", lnput Sensrrrvrty 500mV, S N R

130d8, Size 300;r 150 \ 1OOmm PRTCE
PR|CE f62 99 - f3 50 P&P

OMP,/MF3O0 Mos,Fel Output power 3OO
watts RMS rnto 4 ohms Frequency Res
ponse 1 Hz 1OOKHz 3dB, Damprng Facror
350, Slew Rare 6OV,uS, T H D Typrcat
0OOO89t, lnput Sensrtrvrty 50OmV, S N R

13OdB, Srze 330 \ 147 ! 102mm PRTCE
PBTCE f79 99 f4 50 P&P

NOTE: Mos Fets are supp ed as srandard il OOKHz bandw dtlr & npur sensrrrv y 5OOmV) j requ redPA versron(50KHzbandwdth & tnpul Sens I vrry 775mV) Order Sta|dard or pA

Vu METER Cornpatb e w Ih our four amol I ers deta e.l ahovp A

PRICE f8 50 - sOp P&P

Beller lo be Alarmed lhen terr led
Thandar's famous Minder' Burglar Alarm System
Super or nr cro,rave pilnc ple Supp red as three un ls
comp ele wrlh nlerconnecl on cab e FULLY
GUARANTEEO
Control Unit Houses m crowave radar un .a-tra
up lo I 5 melres adJUSlab e by sensrl v ty aa-. a
Three pos lron key operaled lacra swrlch orr :a:'

armed 30 second er t and entry de ay
lndoor alarm E ectronrc swept lreq s ,a-
1 04dB output
Outdoor Alarm Eleclron c swepl lreq srren -.ti3outpul Hotrsed rn a tamper prool heavy duiy .;-'-
case
Bolh lhe conlro un I and outdoor a arnr conla n .e
cnargeab e baller es wh ch prov de lul protect c-
dur ng nra ns lar ure Power requ renrent 200,260 Va :

AC 50/6OHz Expandabe wilh door sensors oana
b!llons elc Conroiete vr lh nstrucl ons
SAVE 1138.00 usual Pr ue t228 8s

BKE's PRrcE f89.99 + f4,oo p&p
7 Why buy a c,, ect on of sell assemb y boards'

IDEAL for Work
shops, Factones,
O[frces, Home.
etc Supplred
ready burit

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value N/lade spec atl! ro s- ::_: :
need for conrpactness wrth lr gh sound oulput evels : - :-:l
hard wear ng black vynrJ. w lh protectrve corners gr E :-: .-
hande Al modelsSohms Full range45Hz 2OKH2 :::-_
15 12" Walls B M S per cabrnet Sensrt v1\ l!' -' :i
OMP 12-100 Watts 1OOdB. Price f 149,99
per parr
OMP 1 2-200 Watts 1O2dB. Price f 'l 99 99
Pef Pair De very Secur cor i3 -'- :: ::

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet sterec
ampsr Used the World over in clubs, pubs
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, il'. -
toroidal power supplies XLR connectic.s
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ra.r;.:s
R.M.S into 4 ohms). lnput Sensitivity 775m!

MF200 (100 + 100)W. f '169.00 Securicor
M F400 (200 + 200)W f228 85 Deliverv-
MF600 (300 + 300)W. f322.00 f 10 00

19" STEREO RACK AMPS '1 ( iir l-
St ]= : U!dER

" upro400WATTS R.M S
ge selection of McKenzie
uding Cabrnet Plans. Large

POWER BANGE
8"50 S Hi-Fr,,

?a oz " ai y vo round a ly i xrng esc|tctreon Res Freq 4OH? Freq Hesp ro6KHz PF CEfl abie w 1tr btack gr ile ft 1 99 p&p ft 50 ea12 1 .M.S Hi-
50oz riagnel 2'alyvoce corl Gro!ndallylxngescutcheon Dr-.castchissrs Wl le.ofe Rpc
Er pq

25Hz Fteq Resp to 4KHz Sens gsdB PRCE f2B 60 f3 OO p&p ea

McKENZIE
1 .M.S. C1285cP Lead guitar/keyboard/Dlsco
2 lAlly@ntredomeRe;Freq+Slzrreq.niip to65KHzSens gBdBpRtCE!2999

12" 85 WATT R.M.S. Cl285TC P.A,/Diso 2" afly yoice coit. Twin @ne.
Res. Freq. 45Hz Freq. Besp. to 14KHz PRICE C31.49 + 13.00 P&p ea
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Base cuita/Oisco
3" a Pea
10"
2"v
10"
2"v
15"
Res
15" i()o WATT R M.S. Cl5400 High Power Bass.
Bes. Freq. 40H2. Freq Besp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102d8 pRICE C89 52 +f4 OO p&p

1" HzSens.SgdBpBtCEl22.OO+C1.5Op&pea

1 " 92dB PRICE C32.OO + C1 .50 p&p ea.
'10

1 " voice coil Res. Freq. 35Hz Freq. Resp. to 4KHz Sens. 92dB pRtCE t36 OO + f2 OO p&p ea
12" I)0 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re+nlorement ets.
11/2" voice coil Hes Freq 35Hz Freq Besp to 4KHz Sens 94dB pBtCE €4700 + C3OO p&pea

SOUNDLAB (Full Bange Twin Cone)
5 60 WATT R M S Hi,FilMulliple Array Disco etc
l"vorcecorl Res Freq 63Hz Freq Resp to20KHz Sens B6dB pRCE1999 ftOOp&ped
6,r" 50 WATT F M S Hi-Fr/Multiple Array Disco etc
l vo.ecoil Bes Freq 56Hz Freq Resp ro20KHz Sens 89dB pRCEft099 ft 50p&pea
8 60 WATT R.M S Hr Fr Mullrple Array Disco elc.
l/i"vorcecorl Res Freq 38Hz Freq Resp !o20KHz Sefs 89dB pRtCEft299, ft 50p&pea

1O" 60 WATT R M S Hi-FilOisco erc
l%"vorcecori Res Freq 35Hz Freq Besp tolsKHz Sens 89dB pHlCEft649rf2OOp&p

BSR P295 ELECTBONIC TURNTABLE
i E ec ron,c spoldcon rol45& 33,r p nr r P Lrs
M nls vani )lc prrclr contro a Belt dr ven r A u
rrr n rirf !l.1ter wrr i stiobed inr i Cue lever r A.l
skdlc lbr.s dev cc) * Adlustable counler balance r
Manoa arr r Srandard , cartr qe frx ngs. r
Srrppl eci coilrplere w lh cuL o!t re irp a e * -O 

6
Operation9l4vDC 65mA

Pnce f36 99 f3 00 P&P

DC 04 maq cartildge for above Pnce f4 99 €a :a: :

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass i
fibre printed circuit board and hiqh oualitv
components complete with rnstrucllonb_ ' :

mony spplietions Rtreiver g0 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 voh) p7ic.; l:
f 17 82 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt) Pricc: f 1 1 29
P&P + 75p e8ch. S.A E. frrr complsre list.

STEREO DISCO MIXEB

lQs_Irtl_c-l-]4tqEs pER oRDER f 1.oo minimum. oFFtCtALg! pF]ls jglLg gIvr E, sc H o o LS, c o LL E G Es. c o Vr n iri r,ili'r,t i,!!r 
B o D r E s, E r c p B r c E b JN-c L u-sli! "o;V'A.J "ddiE;'c?iuiii ii, VISA ACCESS C,Q,D, ACCEPTFD



ln al
SaEte - Concentrution, @ ALPHA - Relaxation,

problemsolving,-aclive pleasurc, lrunquilily,
lhought. - \ Posilive feelings. /

This ill allow you to hotr your own brainwav(
prog n to conlrol them and achieve peak pel

revo !

The conlains: two PCBS; all components,
amo for screening th€ bio'amplitier; attra(
lesi; knobs, plug5, s@kets; leads and bra
assembly and use

vailable separate havB a range of a@e
Please send a st l-addressed envelop€
an SAE + e2 will sts, @nstruction deta

THE ALPHA
PLAN
Can you really train your
mind lo think more
effetively? Can you really
exc€l at things you're
'rc good at ?
The Alpha Plan hs all
the answ€rs!
t2.fl, (m VAT)

@
VYqor
u.& G.in "l',li

fe

7 V,T$ii_H.
GSI f.2X"^-

aTHEIA - tnagination,
, crealivily, hynagogic

tmaqer)t As leatured in ETl, January 1988 The
approved parts set contains PCB,
case, toroidal cores, class X and Y
capacitors, VDRs, lCs, transislors,
I FDs all edmhnnanls end fi rll

TIONER
--)

instructions

Parts are available separa
Please send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope
it you want the lists
Otherwise, an SAE + el
will bring you lists,
construction details
and lurther
inlormation.

For those who will

Use with Hi-Fi, cot
mains-borne inter
10 LED logarithmi
removed

Massive filter secl
balanced inductor

Bank of six VDRs

Suppresses comr

O
o

o

o

O
o

te y.

Y;tru

!s! Through a simple training
lormance in all situatios lt will

including thre PMI prsision
tive instrument cas with tihing
ss electrodes, tull inslructions fol

tsories, professional el*lrodes,
r il you just want ihe lists
ils and lurlher inlormation

Just wipe on with a cloth to Plate
PCB tracks, connectors, wire,
compon€nt leads, coins or
hosehold ornaments with a layer
ol purc sllver lt must be magicl

LARGE BOTTLE (150m1)
SILVER SOLUTION eil.m + VAT!
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FEATURED IN ETI,
MARCH 1988

JUMPIN'JACK
FLASH
ts4........
.Lighhngwizard brings

any r@k band s stage
performance to lile!

. Sound operated llash - pholograph
bullets in llghtl

. Voice swrtch and sound to action
controller wrlh endless applications

The parts set consists ot a high qualily
PCB and all components, los opto isolato(
triac, heat sink, pots etc to build the circuit
board What you do next is up to youl
The ETI article, supplied lree with every
sel shows how to make the most of J F s
capabilities

JUMPING JACK FLASH 86.90 + VAT

THE DREAM
MACHINE
FEATUREO IN ETI,
DECEMBER 1987
AdJusl lhe conrols lo
sud your m@d and lel
lhe gentle relarrng
sound dflll overyou
Ar hrsr you mghr hear
sotl rarn. sea sud, or
lhe wtnd lhrough dtstanl lrees Almosl hypnolc
sound draws you irresistably inlo a Faceful,
rekeshrng sleep

For many, the thoughl ol waking rekeshed and aled
kom perhaps lhe firsl truly r*flul sleep rn years rs
excrting enough in itsell For more advenlurous souls
lhere are skange and mysleflous dream exp€(ences
wailing Take lucid dreams, lor inslarrce lmage b€ang
rn conlrol ol your dreams and able lo change them al
will lo act out your wrshes and lanlasres, Wilh the
DreamMachrne lseasyl
The approved pais sel consrsls ol PCB all
componenls. co oudspeaker. knobs. lamp
luseholde( luse pow€r surply preslige case
and lull rnslructrcns

DFEAM MAoHTNE coMpLETE pAFTs sEr C16.50 + var

also AVATLABLE wrrHourCASE FoB oNLy 811,90 ' var

POWERFUL AIR
IONISER
FEATUBED IN ETI,
JULY 1986
lons have bsn dEcnbd
as'vitamiEollh€ air by
lhe hoalth magaines,
and have kn crdild
w{h everylhi4 Lom
cunq haylever and
aslhmatoimprcvngMtu dtrmg md
toin$mnia Allhdghered kffi royb
erderated,lbre ism(Ml tulM UEld
deanerand purei d ffi l'd Ee qdatng
than dead air

TbO|RECIlON6s(:Mag€ldd
excileftnl when il af ed as a ffi trWt
inETl Allast, anmrstutw6ry*6
(bfl€rthan?) cotffi gtu e6 r*, god
lobuild andlunrApdffi tuclff**atm,
soreollh€ sqgdd exFr16red@s!

U/e can suply a ffi sd Fre, hriy
appovd by hdqG. b M tu ry roid
The sel ircludes a r# lIG FEE {d Md,
66@mpoMb,@ lftd deghpd6
lorlhelosler Adg btr ffi, hg@sls
'ahutehtrdolturedhffi@nE
Whatmqe @ re sy,
OIRECT loll PAFTS SEf lnslructims
WITH BI-ACK CASE El1.5O + VAT are
WITH WHITE CAS. Al1.& + VAT rrcluded

AD7Y1 Prftision 12-bit multiplying DAC 8t.m + VAT

1M3524 Switch mods 60ulator lC m,m+ VAT

cFs csldlaror lc tl 0o + vAT
LMsg GrEd @mparalor lC 3 lor El .m + VAT

Mcl456Dualry-amp 3,or$.m+VAT

4 los sHlid winh FREE DATA.
ftE apdy sly dils 6l6ks l6st

1M2917

EXPERIMENTER SET
Consisls ol LM817 lC. 6@d pnntd c(di board and
deleilod rn6lMlonswilhd.la mdcr@its lor eighl
dlfrqenlprcids bbuild. Cen tE us€d b 6xf.im€nt
dh hecrcirils in tu'N€n G€d UUe lC ,eelur6
(ETl,Oe@b€r1S)

LM2917 Expeilmenter Set 85.00+vAr

RUGGED
PLASTIC
suilau€ lorm6rG @tuilroffi
ad mains @d@ll6t

ONLY E1.65 + vrr

LEDs
GIs Ect lgarla LEOS
fd bd{raph dsdaF
50b.e350 5O0b.C25
l@bE6 10@he45
dcrnrAro^tm EqflPrEr{T
Asled 3.m LEOS rsd,gr@n, yellw and
oaE€ 25 ol each (1(x) LEDS) lor e6.8O
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Paul Chappell: Prolects Editor

Fowler: TechnicalJerry Fowler:

Jeff Hamblin: Design

News

Diary

Fame &
Fortune

r0
Next Month

ll
Read/ffi

t7
Capacity For
Thought
John Linsley Hood takes
the first of two looks at
capacitors - what they are,
how they're made and how
to use them properly in
audio design.

I Golden Square
London WIR 3AB
Tel:01-437 0626
Telex: 881 1896
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ol42-722g au
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publish
conrained in adveftisements are accepted by us in good faith
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nor rhe pub le however, for any
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O Subscription rates UK {16.80. Europe:
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Rest: {21.50 or U5$32.00.
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T-Shirt
Gompetition

r6
Satel I ite
Acolyte
Keith Brindley rounds off
our extensive look at
satellite TV with an in-depth
review of the top three
systems available.

70
Count On It
Mike Barwise continues the
Chip ln series with a look at
the Fairchild 74F525 pro-
grammable divider and finds
that under the cloud of com-
plex application notes lies
an extremely useful chip.

77
Special Offer

23
Competition
Results
Results of the Specialist
Semiconductor competition
from the January issue.
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Mark Webb: Grorp Editor
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Subscriptions
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Pulling lt All
Together
Paul Chappell's Circuit
Theory series finds some
practical use for all the
complex numbers and
phasor diagram theory of
recent months. Perhaps the
maths is some use after all.

76
Virtuoso
Power
Amplif ier
Hi-fi devotee Graham Nalty
describes his power amp to
end all power amps. This
month he looks at the
general principles behind
the design and in detail at
the power supply.

37
Clockwise
Keith Brindley kicks off our
Firsf C/oss project series for
beginners to electronics
with a simple but accurate
timer for the kitchen, or
anywhere else come to
that.
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ranges to avoid overloading and
costs just t24.50 + VAT.

Contact Beckman, rli|-rl{l New
Street, Birmingham 82 4L). Tel: 01-
643 8899.

f he European Consumer Elec-
I tronics Directory has been

published by Euromonitor publica-
tions. The directory is not simply a
trade directory and carries no
advertising. It covers all EC
countries plus Scandinavia.

The directory begins with an
overview of European electronics,
examining trends of the first half of
this decade and giving some fairly
generalised predictions for the
second half - audio sales to fall,
Portugal to go hi-tech and so on.
The next 150 pages are the most
useful - Iisting publications, MR
companies, trade associations and
the main electronics companies of
each country.

The last section of the book deals
with statistics for each country -mainly dealing with import, export,
sales and production of electric
consumer durables.

It's a useful tome if you get it free,
otherwise the [135 might limit its
appeal to PR and MR users. Con-
tact Euromonitor, 87-88 Turnmill
Street, London EC1M 5eU. Tel:
0L-251 N24.

nline Distribution has an-
nounced its new catalogue of

passive, electromechanical and
connector products.

The catalogue has 48 pages with
ing of photos and
prices and postage
nents from various

manufacturers including Erg,
General Hybrid, Harwin 

"na 
l. -

The catalogue is free from Online
Distribution, Melbourne House,
Kin gsway, Bedford MK42 g AZ. T eli
(0234) 2t7ets.

ultimate in surround sound
I' _sensation is promised by Sharp

in the form of the Optonica SM-
475. convert your living room into an

acoustic Wembley or White Hart
Lane, consider that for the tg79
that Sharp are asking you could
spend every Saturday until 1993 on
the terraces themselves. . .

_.Full details from Sharp UK,
Thorp Road, Newton Heath,
Manchester M10 9BE. Tel:061-205
2333.
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ew from Dataman of Dor-
chester is the Softy 3 Pro-

grammer - a PROM programmer,
PROM editor, ROM and RAM
emulator and development system
all crammed into what looks like a

desktop calculator.
As a PROM blower the 53 has a

buillin library for EPROMs and
EEPROMs (25,27,28,87 series and
so on) and can blow say an Intel
27C256 in under 20 seconds.

It is also upgradable for handling
future PROMs, Ioaded via the ROM
socket (bottom left in the photo).

The whole thing can be remotely
controlled by 2-way RS232 inter-
face, with baud-rates up to 9600.

As a memory emulator the 53
accesses typically in 100ns, provid-

ing a direct replacement for
EPROMs, EEPROMs and RAMs
up to 64K

Inside the dinky 7in by 4in case
the CMOS architecture has 4K of
BIOS ROM masked into the micro-

controller, with 8K RAM program
area and a 54K buffer for user data.

The 53 retails at 9495 + VAT.
Contact Dataman, Lombard
House, Dorchester DTI lRX. Tel:
(0305) 68065.

jBiBigtii

'Talking Books for the Handi
I capped would greatly welcome

any volunteers who would be able
to service the Library's specially-
designed tape machines or to
produce homemade induction
loops for listeners with hearing aids.

The organisation is based in
London but operates nationwide.

If you could help please contact
The National Listening Library, 12

Lant Street, London SEl 1QH. Tel:
0r-407 9477.
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stations. The distribution mono-
poly simply wouldn't bother or
would make little headway if it did.

The fourth monopoly option is to
split the industry into regional
boards. Each board would have a
local distribution rnonopoly and
would gen€rate most of its own
power, purchasing the remainder
competitively. The boards would
however favour their own power
stations and competition would be
minimal.

This option would create several
buyers of coal and would enabl€
coal to be privatised,

The report firmly informs the
Government that 'it would be a
grave mistake to adopt any of thesg
options'.

The altetnative is competitive
privatisation. The CEGB is broken
up into separate generating com-
panies which compete to supply
electricity to five Regional Distribu-
tion Utilities (RDUs).

Components In Electronics 88 - March 8-10th
Islington Business Centre, London. Conference and exhibition. Contact
Nutwood Exhibitions on (0705) 264333
Senior Management Seminar On Surface Mount - March lfth
The Royal Automobile Club, London. Seminar by Coopers and Lybrand
for DTl. Contact Katy Parkinson on 01-831 2858

Status Of Nuclear Fusion Research - March lTth
IEE, London. Lectures by Dr D C Robinson. Contact IEE on 01-240 lg71
Video, Audio And Data Recording - March 2l-24th
University of York. Contact Institute of Electronic and Radio Engineers on
0t-240 t87t
CADCAM 88 - March 22-24th
NEC, Birmingham. Contact EMAP International Exhibitions on 01-404
4844
Electro-Optics & Laser UK - March 22-Z4th
NEC, Birmingham. Exhibition running alongside the Optics-Ecoosa ,gg

conference at the Birmingham Metropole Hotel. Contact Cahners
Exhibitions on 01-891 5051
lnternepcon Production Show - lvlarch 22-24th
NEC, Birmingham. Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01-981 5051
Into 88 - March 22-24th
NEC, Birmingham. Products, advice and services for industrial training.
Contact EMAP International Exhibitions on 01-404 4844

Computer Show - NIarch 22-24th
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre. Contact Offshore Con-
ferences and Exhibitions on 01-549 5831

r Recruitment Fair - March 25-26th
Rainbow Rooms, London. Contact Intro Ltd on (0491) 681010

ing In The Next Generation - March Zi-27thr

(F

This would produce comp€tition
at every stage except the final
regional distribution, would enable
coal prluatisation, would bring in
new management (ten companies
starting up), should ne€d minimal
r€gulation and should enable con-
siderable cost savings.

The main drawback with this
option is that it would take years to
implement, and the Government
will not wait that long.

The report therefore puts for-
ward what appears to be the only
choice for a Iast privatisation.

Private Transition to Com-
petition (PTC) creates the same
RDUs for distribution but keeps the
CEGB as a rrrcnopoly wholly
owned by those RDUs.

This new CEGB is debt-financed
and so cannot make a profit giving
the RDUs an incentive to g€t com.
p€titive generation moving as hst
as possible, eventually leading to
complete competitive privatisation
over a longer period.

This is a radical reorganisation
and will worry a good many people,
not least the unions involved. The
TUC is firmly against any form of
privatisation at all.

For the consumer, prices would
be expected to drop but since each
RDU would bea regional monopoly
the consumer might suffer corner-
cutting and artificially high prices
without recourse to any regulatory
body.

Nuclear power presents prob-
lems that are totally irreconcilable
with privatisation, ev€n the CPS
report admits that.

And would the Electricity
Council ceas€ to exist or become
an advertising agency for the com.
bined industry?

The industry and its dependants
nervously await the Prime
Minister's decision.

'Current Choices - Good and
Bad Ways to Privatise Electricity'is
available fot 84.90 from CPS, B

Wilfred Street, London SWlE6PL.

privatisation of the electricity
I industry should be abandoned
rather than create a British
Telecom/Gas style private
monopoly, concludes the Govem-
ment's own report from the Centre
for Policy Studies.

The report (entitled 'Current
Choices') examines in detail six
methods of privatising electricity
and consigns four ol these to the
waste bin.

The first is the option urged by
the CEGB, to privatise the whole
industry as a single entity subject to
minimal regulation, as with British
Gas.

The report rejects this as failing
to introduce any form of com-
petition, incompatible with the
competitive privatisation of British
Coal and as unlikely to draw
commercially-orientated manage-
ment into the industry.

The second option is to keep the
supply industry whole brit allow
competition in the building and run-
ning of new power stations.

The report rightly suggests that
few investors would relish the
ptospect of putting f, 1%billion into a
180OMW station that would take at
least seven years to build, only to
Iace competition from the still-
existing and massively entrenched
CEGB.

Effectively then, this second
option is the same as the first.

Next to hit the binliner is the
proposal from the Electricity
Council. This involves creating two
separate monopo.lies, one for dis-
tribution and one for generation.

The distributing monopoly could
(if it wished) compete in power
generation

However the report points out
that the new CEGB would hold all
the expertise and experience of
building and operating power
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Annual conference of the British Computer Society's young professionals
Group. Contact Julia Allen on 01-637 O47l for the venue

ters In Retail & Retail Technology Exhibition - March 29-
3lst
Metropole Exhibition Centre, Brighton. Contact Focus Events on 01-g32
7717
HF Radio Systems And Techniques - April 1l-l3th
The IEE, London. Conference organised by the IEE and The Institute of
Mathematics and its Applications. Contact IEE on 01-240 1g71

Nuclear Power - April 12th
Scarborough Lecture Theatre, University of Durham. Lecture by C
Smitton. Contact IEEIE on 01-836 3357
Scottish Computer Show - April 12-14rh
Scottish Exhibition Centre, Glasgow. Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01-
891 5051

on (0491) 681010

1010

Heathrow Penta Hotel, London. Contact Softsel Computer products on
01.568 8865

TE 1988 (Automatic Testing & Test Instrumentation) _ April 26_

Metropole Exhibition Centre, Brighton. Contact Network Events on
815 226

sh Electronics lVeek - April 25-28th
Olympia, London. Contact Anne Jackson on (0799\ 2669B

Second Power Sources And Supplies Conlerence - Apri! Z6-2glh
Olympia, London (at British Electronics Week). Contact AnnL Jackson on
(07e9) 26699

tronics And The Stock Exchange - April 28th
IEE, London. Lecture bv D C Marlborough. Contact IEE on 0l-240 1g71

tronics And The Space Program - May 4th
London. Lecture by J Egan. Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

l9th
88 (Technology In Tourism & Leisure Exhibition) - May l7-

Business Design Centre, London. Contact PLF Communications on
(0733) 60535

omputer North - May 24-26th
G-Mex Exhibition Centre, Manchester. Contact Cahners Exhibitions on

l-891 5051
ineering Products And Technology North - May 2S-Z6th

ribition and Conference Centre, Doncaster. Contact Trinity exhibitions
(08e5)58(}1

mation Technology And Office Systems Exhibition - June T-

Exhibition Centre, London. Contact BED Exhibitions on (0932g
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PROJECTS
ETI has built its reputation on novel, worthwhile

designed and
ave recently de
e want to hear

first instance send us a brief description of your
masterpiece along with a circuit diagram.

Whatever you can contribute to ETI, take the plunge now.
We can offer a modicum of fame and a very reasonable
fortune.

Write in to:
The Editor

ETI
1 Golden Square

London W1R 3AB

If you know what you're talking about and it
hasn't all been said before, we want you to add
to our wide ranging and informative features. If
you have a great idea for a feature or two, send
in a brief resum6. If you don't have the ideas but
you think you have a commanding knowledge of
a suitable subject area we want to hear from you
too.

ruEUY FROM SAGE AUDIO - A OUANTUM PLUS LEAP FOR HI-FI IN SONIC AND TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
Build your own 'Sup€rfi'class A syslom, superior to oll the big namos in Hi-Fi today

THE WORLDS HIGHEST TECHNICAL
PERFORMANCE, COMBINED WITH . s u P E R M O S 2':i'H'f,rHsT:i5'J3fiiBti".j"r'iffLor,aporuerurs

Po lOOW to 45OW (Dependant upon chosen PSL Voltage
O/P Power
Distortion
Slewrate
Freq resp
O/P Curent
O/P lmpedance

1 00W to 450W (+/-50V to +/-72V DC)
0 0001% (1 ppm) A World firsll
685/us (Zero transient compression)

All semiconductors ars sel€ct€d, prsision matched P/N types,
Custom msd9 matched MOSFETS, completely symmetrical design
HOLCO resistors for non-critical areas and tor critical areas we use
the very bost lazer trimmed SMD resistore, sup€r io bulk foils with 5
times lower inductance, Minimal €pacitor design using €xtanded
,oil and polypropolene types.

0,5H2 to 350kH2 -3dB (lin
8oamps and total reactan ble
0.0085ohms(dampingfa 80) M6NSTER;NTEGBA;HEATS;N1stzE24orlo0r,loomm

THE MOST ADVANCED POWER AMPLIFIER IN THE WORLD
Ultra linear 7Olo efficiency. PURE CLASSA Thtoughout

Don't buy another power amplifier until you've checked ALL these lactsl Take the guess work/risk out of power amp construction, our modules are ready built,
tested, guaranteed and come with a signed certificate of performance comformity.

Some manufacturers build technically excellent amplifiers whilst turning a deaf ear to component sonic quality.
Other manufacturers use audiograde components whilst totally ignoring BASIC technical performance.

THE SAGE AUDIO DESIGN PHILOSOPHY _ A UMAUE COMBINA|ION
a ADDITIONAL SAGE EYCLUSIVE (World firstl TECHNICAL DESIGN FEATURES ENABLE THE SAGE SUPERMOS 2 T0 ACHIEVE A NEW HIGH LEVEL lN AUDIBLE
Osorurc pERFoRMANcE urunanrcireo ev lrirv orxen powER AMpLTFTEB, EITHER MoDULE, Krr, BoARD oR coMHERcrALry MADE AMpuFtERs.
1 Activg Class A Our unique MOSFET pure class A O,/P stage eliminates crossover distortion generated by cla$ AB stsg€s along with all thermal tracking problems, BJT $orage

effects and will not switch to class B under high drive as conventional low eJficiency class A amps will
2 Zerc THD All semiconductors are exclusive matched selected pairs operating in patented constant current/@nstant VCE for totally distortionless linear operation

ultre high linear symmetrical slewrate some 50 iimes the normal eliminating TIO altogether.

the 'Sound o, the PSU comps'
5 Pfotgction Conventional Vl limiters which introduce distortion when driving real speakers have been eliminated The massive oulput stage can wilhstand a S/C this ensures no

sund degradalion whilst driving up to totally reactive loads with zero resistance
6 BalanCed CifCUitry Symmetrical design gives inherent stability and lineararity eliminating the need ror DC *rvos which degrade LF disiortion

AND THERE'S MORE . . .
SONIC COLOURATIONS'ELIMINATION' ln addition, by
Colourations' associated with conventional amplif iers:-

and innovative engineering we have ELIMINATED 5 of the major causes oI 'Sound

yohage is allowed to appear across them ror the lowest possible source of'CAPACITOR SOUND'

A N D STI LL M O R E . . . We can't possibly describe this unique Super Hi-Fi a mplif ier f ully in this ad, to receive a full size 8 page glossy brochure giving f ull
technical details send f 1 and a large SAE (6 IRC) Supermos 2 modules f 14O plus f2 9/p ler module.

The original Supermos 50-1 50W f65 plus f1.50 p&p per unit. User manual f2.5O refunded on purchase.
SPECIALOFFERS GradelaudioPSUcapsbrandnewMullardl'l422,OOOI63Vf18each,36amp6OOVbridgerecsf450,MOSFET'S10Al7OVT03Pmatchedpairsfl1/pai,
MJ1 1 01 5/1 6 darlinglons, brand new matched pairs f8,/pair APRIL PSU KIT OFFER - 4x22,OOOu 63V CAPS, 2x36amp bridges f68 (normally f81 | or only f6O if ordered with two
Supermos 1 or SuDermos 2 modules Oflet for this month only
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Sales Construction House, Street, West Yorks. BD16 4JH, England.



Next month's ETI features even more ingenious projects and
instructive features. The comprehensive news section keeps you up
to date with the best new products as wellas with the movements of
the world and its stomach. As Napoleon said - "Not tonight
Josephine, I'm trying to get this co-processor going".

It was in the early 1930s that ETI exploded onto the newstands of
depression-ravaged Britain, although it only sold its first copy in
l972.That copy was bought by a Mr. Sinclair of Cambridge and he's
never looked back. "l laughed so much I crashed my C5 into the
Hoover factory" he said, though no one bothered taking much
notice.

Other world leaders say:
"l cried until I got an Oscar" - Sally Fields.
"l'm glasnost'vailable in Russia" - Gorbachov & Madivar.

ETI is read in 44 different countries, and all by Mr. G. Smith of
Croydon. "Next month I hope to read it in Malawi" he said in an
exclusive satellite linkup with Wofch with Mother'lbut I'm having
trouble getting a copy."ELECTRONICS

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Moke 9th April your Moy Doy with ETI
The artlclct llrted are planncd tor tha nGxt i3rcG but m.y not appcar duG to <ircumit.ncct bcyond cvcn our control
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WRITE
hen studying the ETI Concept
(October 1987) and the Heat-
ing Management System
December 1987) I noticed the
of 1N4148 diodes across relay

coils.
I consider this to be fundamentally incorrect

as this type of diode is not suitable for this type of
service.

I have experienced failures (about 100) doing
a similar function. I think designers have forgotten
one of the fundamentals. When using transistor
drives, especially on gates (lCs), their switching
times can be extremely fast.

If I remember my theory correctly, the peak
inverse voltage (PIV1=6;76,. So with a coil current
(di) of say 0.06A and a switching time of say 100ns
then PIV=600000V. Only 1N4007 diodes are
appropriate.

Finally, the article Home CADMAT (October
1987) was rather irritating because of the relatively
high cost of commercial CAD packages and
quality assemblers for the BBC micro or IBM PC
compatibles. Has any thought been given to
publishing a PCB design program in Basic?

R A J Howard
New Farnley, Leeds

Nice try but although your formula is correct,
it's the wrong formula. PIV= di/dt only applies
to circuits utithout the diode. The diode is
placed across the relay coil to prevent just
this voltage build up. Withthe diode, inverse
voltage is limited to 0.7V - the forward
voltage across a diode.

The reason your diodes were failing was
probably due to excessive instantaneous
current - not voltage.

To solve fhot problem an 1N4007 would
be a good idea although these devices may be
too slow to conduct to protect the driver
circuit.

The idea of Home CADMAT was to write
programs and build equipment of your own
rather than rely on the expensive commercial
variety. However, we shall look into the
possibility of a PCB design program in Basic.
Any readers care to contribute?

t last! Other ETI readers are reveal-
ing their true colours by coming out
in favour of Doctor Who (Read/
Write-, January 1988).

I too was pleased to see the
return of the good Doctor to the realms of our FST
Trinitrons and equally appalled to see him still
accompanied by Bonnie Langford (good though
she is at screaming).

The good news is she has left the series. The
bad news is the series has ended (three stories - a
series?!)

Come on BBC let's have less of Anne Thingy
ard Points Of View and some moreDoctorWho,
immediately.

John 'Cyberman' Graham
Gallafrey.

ETI APRIL

Yes, yes, but why tell us? Shouldn't you be
writing to the BBC (even'Anne Thingy') and
heckling them?

By the way, how can impoverished ETI
readers afford FST Trinitrons?

'm glad to see you're taking a look at the
world of satellite television. This has long
been a subject which has interested me.

However, I feel your introductory look at
STV (January 1988) was short of one

important aspect of the installation - planning
permission.

Planning permission is required for any dish of
more than 90cm diameter. Different local
authorities take different views on the obtrusive
nature of satellite antenna but all tend to take eons
to express their views in the form of permission!

It can take months for planning permission to
go through and stories of over a year are not
uncommon. Some local authorities insist the dish
is disguised with shrubs or even painted green!

So be warned, before you part with the
readies, you have the local bureaucracy to
contend with.

Mark Pinna
Walkley, Sheffield.

Too true. It does seem ridiculous thatyou can
put up a 15 foot greenhouse and paint it pink
and the council won't (and can't) do a thing
about it but put up a 4 foot aerial hidden
behind your garden fence and they go
berserk.

As the government is trying to encourage
satellite TV for the future (in the form of DBS)
it is ridiculous it is now discouraging the fore-
running service. Write to your local MP and
local councillor.

n the August to December 1986 issues of
ETI you published a series of articles on an
Intelligent Call Meter project to automatic-
ally log the cost of telephone calls.

The project began with a warning which
said that although the meter was not BABT
approved 'it can be used as the basis of a sub-
mission for approval.'

Have any readers submitted one of these
devices to BT and was it approved. If it was
rejected - on what grounds?

S Green
Smethwick, West Midlands.

Devices can be submitted to the BABT either
for'one off approval or for approval of design
(which includes the entire manufacturing
process). So, any reader submitting the ICM
for approval would only obtain approval for
their own particular model. Only if they go
into production (which they cannot without
the permission of the author and ETI anyway)
can a generalised approval for the ICM be
granted, and then only for those produced by
the approved method of production.

ln other words, you're on your own!
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CAPACITY FOR
THOUGHT

(b)
Fig. 1 (a) Circuit symbol (b) Accurate
representation of a capacitor

(e) (b)

Fig. 2 Physical construction (alwithout dielectric
(b) with dielectric

position, how much space you can spare, andhow
little bothered you are about wasting money.

As for polypropylene (the current favourite of
the 'golden-eared' fraternity) the questions I would
ask are 'what type, how made and by whom, and
how used?' So, let us look at some technicalities.

Normally in circuit diagrams the circuit
symbol shown in Fig. 1a is used to depict a
capacitor, but in reality it is more accurately repre-
sented by the drawing of Fis. 1b, where 'C' is the
capacitance at some specified frequency, tem-
perature and applied voltage, 'Rr' is the leakage
resistance across the capacitor (which again may
be temperature, humidity, frequency and applied
voltage dependent), 'Rr' is the equivalent series
resistance due to dielectric Ioss (again not a
constant factor), 'R.' is the straightforward series
resistance due to its method of manufacture, and
finally 'L' is the inevitable inductance of the
component.

Physical construction
In principle, a capacitor is a pair of conductors in
proximity to each other but not in electrical
contact, such as a pair of parallel conducting plates
in a vacuum (as shown in Fig. 2a).

When an electrical potential is applied
between these plates, electrons will flow into the
negatively connected plate from the negative pole
of the applied potential. An equivalent number of
electrons will be repelled away from the opposite
plate and will flow towards the positive pole of the
applied potential. If there is some circuit resistance
this will lead to the familiar charging current stage
shown in Fig. 3.

If the potential is removed and the wires from
the capacitor are shorted together the same
process will happen in reverse, so the wires will
probably spark as they touch since there is now no
longer any reason for the asymmetry of charge on
the plates.

The capacitor LS a
much used but
often
misunderstood
component. John
Linsley Hood
turns your doubts
to dust with a two-
part looh, at all
things capacitiue

here is an old joke that a metallurgist is
someone who, given a choice of
materials, chooses wood . . . The point,
I suppose, being that any specialist who
knows the snags inherent in his chosen

speciality is likely to be more enthusiastic about
the potential use of something else.

This is basically how I feel about capacitors.
For some years I was involved in the manu-

facture of the polypropylene film used in making
capacitors, responsible for the electrical
evaluation of our own and competitive films of
various types to see how well they would perform.

This was quite an interesting project and
involved visits to a large number of capacitor
manufacturing companies to discuss the use of
polypropylene and other films in this particular
field.

I don't think that this makes me a capacitor
specialist, but at least I have had a rather closer
acquaintance with this topic than is normal for
electronics engineers. I know a lot of the unpub-
licised problems.

So Say The Hi-Fi Buffs
Quite a lot has been written in recent years in the
'Hi-Fi' and electronics press about the differences
in sound qua.lity which can be brought about by
changes in the type of the 'passive' components
used in the audio system, whether these be
resistors, capacitors, connecting cables, mains
transformers, printed circuit board materials,
solder, or even the fixing screws with which the
cases are held together.

With most of these claims technically
plausible explanations for the observed el{ects are
usually only remarkable by their absence.

The tests on which they are based are also
inevitably subjective in their nature and rely on
listening trials which, however extensive, can
seldom be conducted on an instantaneous'A vs B'
switch-over comparison. Where any length of time
elapses between two alternatives, the memory
becomes clouded and expectations begin to
colour the observations.

There may be basis for the claims, though I
feel that these are often exaggerated or incorrectly
interpreted by their discoverers - like the change
in sound quality (sometimes even for the better,
since it lessens 'crossover' distortion) which
happens when an amplifier having a poor stability
margin is caused to oscillate at some ultrasonic
frequency by the unwise connection of high self-
capacitance LS leads. I remain agnostic.

Nevertheless, in the case of capacitors and
particularly in the case of those used in the
feedback loop of an amplifier using negative
feedback (NFB), I feel that a good case can be
made for care in their choice, since there are
effects which are capable of being measured
instrumentally as well as being heard.

But there is no blanket answer to the question
of which capacitor do I use - it will depend on
where you want to use it, what are the particular
qualities which are especially needed in that
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The theoretical value of such a capacitor
(ignoring the effects of fringe fields at the edges of
the plates) is given by the formula:

C = AK/11.315d (pF)
where A is the effective opposed area of the plates,
K is the dielectric constant of the material separat-
ing the plates (=1 for vacuum or air), and d is the
gap separating them - all dimensions being in
centimetres.

The practical problems of such a construction
are due to the need to prevent the plates from
touching and the difficulty of getting any large
amount of capacitance.

These can be solved if some insulating
material is fitted into the gap, as I have shown in
Fig. 2b. If this is thin and has a good electrical
strength, the gap d between the plates can be
made very small which increases the capacitance
for a given elfective plate area (see the formula
above).

Dielectric For Division
The capacitance will also be increased because the
dielectric constant K of the insulating material will
be greater than unity.

This comes about because all such insulating
materials will 'polarise' to some extent, either by
the displacement of orbital electron clouds
surrounding the atoms of the constituent material,
or by the migration of ions, or by the physical
reorientation of polar molecules.

This has the effect of producing equal but
opposing charges on the surface of the insulator
facing the capacitor plates (Fig. 2b) which lessens
the effective spacing between the plates.

Unfortunately, the introduction of a dielectric
brings the problem of leakage (though this isn't
such a problem with modern materials as it was
with the old waxed paper insulated 'tar babies' of
my early years in electronics!)

The insulation may break down electrically
though there are techniques tor reducing this
hazard. The dielectric constant may not be
constant - certainly it will decrease with applied
frequency and will also be affected to a lesser
extent by temperature and applied voltage.

Finally the dielectric introduces'dielectric
loss' which is represented by the term'Rr.'in Fig.
1b. This comes about (understandably) because
the migrations of electrons or ions or the molecular
reorientations (which produce the eflect shown in
FiS. 2b, and which cause the increase in
capacitance) all absorb some energy when they
occur, which is every time the applied electrical
field is reversed.

The more frequently the polarity of the
applied electric field is reversed (the higher the
operating frequency) the higher the loss. Materials
such as the largely non-polar plastics (polye-
thylene, polypropylene, PTFE, and polystyrene)
don't have very high dielectric constants - which
doesn't help very much to make compact high
value capacitors. On the other hand very little
happens when the field is reversed, so the
dizlectric loss is very low and the dielectric
constant K doesn't alter significantly with
:requency (up to the GHz range).

The thinking of the hi-fi purists is largely
coloured by considerations of dielectric loss, and
'9p' is reputed to be very low and therefore very
grcd. However, the actual loss factor depends onjre purity of the material, on the way in which it is
:nade (including additives included to assist in
-=roduction and the extrusion temperature). I have
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Fig. 3 Typical capacitive charging current pulse

(b)
Fig. 4 Foillfilm capacitors (a) construction (b)
contacts
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listed the major qualities of the most common
dielectric materials in Table 1, but as I have
indicated these figures can only serve as a guide.

Non-polar Manufacture
Generally, plastics film insulated capacitors are
either of the film/foil type, or of the metallised film
construction. In the'F7/F'type, two long lengths of
aluminium foil (which should be scrupulously clean
and of high purity if the loss factor of the capacitor
is not to be worsened) are sandwiched between a
pair of slightly longer strips of plastics film and the
whole thing is wound up in 'swiss roll'form, as
shown in Fig. 4a.

Usually the foils are arranged so they extend a

bit beyond the edges of the film strips so that
electrical end contacts can be made to them as
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shown in Fig. 4b. Sometimes (as is usually the case
with the small polystyrene capacitors) the foils
don't overlap the Iilm but a pair of connecting wires
is simply trapped in the spiral while it is being
wound.

With larger capacitors it is helpful to make a
continuous edge contact since this lessens the
spurious inductance value, because of the'shorted
turn'effect. It also helps keep the electrical resis-
tance of the plates low.

In all film/foil capacitors the electrical strength
and consequently the thickness of the film must be
great enough to prevent any possibility of electrical
breakdown at the rated working voltage. Such
capacitors therefore tend to be bulky for a given
capacitance value.

In the case of the metallised film (MF) types,
the problem of possible electrical breakdown is
solved by using a very thin metallic conducting
layer, vacuum evaporated onto the surface of the
film so that it leaves a clear strip along each
alternate edge. End contacts are then made by
spraying a solderable metallic layer onto each end
of the sandwich. Such MF capacitors will 'self heal'
in that if there is a local breakdown of the dielectric,
the instantaneous discharge of the stored elec-
trical energy through the puncture will burn off the
metallised layer in that region.

Such internal flash-overs cause a gradual
worsening of the loss factor because of the
accumulation of combustion products in the
windings. They also cause a gradual decrease in
capacitance. Both of these problems are lessened
significantly by not running the capacitor at more
than half of its rated working voltage.

The major problem with'MF'types however
is that the metallised layer is so thin and has a

significant winding resistance Rs which cannot be
distinguished electrically from dielectric loss. On
the other hand they are very small in size.

There has recenily been an increased avail-
ability of stacked foil capacitors, a number of
postage stamp sized pieces of film with either
metallised layer or foil plates assembled into a
small rectangular stack, and then resin encap-
sulated with projecting radial connection leads as
shown in Fig. 5. These have the advantage of low
series inductance and compact PCB assembly, but
are otherwise similar in characteristics to the spiral
wound versions.

Tantalum And Aluminium
Electrolytics
In these capacitor types, a large value of
capacitance is obtained by chemically growing a

very thin insulating oxide film on the surface of an

etched metal plate or a pellet of sintered metal
powder, with a conducting electrolyte occupying
the gap between this and the other plate. This
avoids the problem of electrical failure through
breakdown of the insulating layer because if there
is a puncture in the oxide film it is promptly
repaired by local electrolytic action between the
exposed metal and the electrolyte.

The snag is that this action is going on all the
time, with continuous small pulses of current
evened out by the capacitor itself into a fairly
smooth current flow. The electrolyte though quite
a good conductor is not as good as a layer of metal,
which is why the non-polar capacitors always have
a lower series resistance value. The other
problems are that the value of the series resistance
is dependent on voltage, temperature and
frequency, as is the capacitance itself.

Also the polarity of the capacitor must be
observed, and if any AC potential is likely to
appear across it there must always be a continuous
DC bias voltage which is greater than this. This
means that electrolytics are not very happily used
with zero polarising potentials.

When 'tantalum bead' (sintered tantalum
pellet, resin encapsulated) electrolytics first
appeared they were greeted with great enthusiasm
since they had a lot of factors in their favour. The
tantalum oxide dielectric was electrically and
chemically very strong, and it had a much higher
dielectric constant than alumina. This meant that a
much more acidic electrolyte could be used giving
lower series resistance, and more capacitance
could be packed into a small volume.

In addition because of the strength of the
oxide layer, the capacitor would even stand a small
(0.5 lV) reverse potential which permitted use in
signal lines. Unfortunately the instantaneous
(though small) voltage dependence of conductivity
leads to a complex behaviour pattern on transient
voltage steps, and this can give a rather'dull'sound
when used as the blocking capacitor in a feedback
line.

The increase in the cost of tantalum bead
capacitors has stimulated research work on their
aluminium equivalents with the result that
physically small high-capacitance aluminium types
are now available which are much to bepreferred
in audio use such as DC blocking in signal or leed-
back lines if high capacitance values are essential
(though their quiescent working potentials must
be carefully chosen).

Even so, non-polar types should always be the
first choice, except in routine supply line
decoupling duty.

Permanent Polarisation
This is the electrostatic equivalent of permanent
magnetisation and is a snag which is exclusive to
the plastics film dielectric types of capacitor.

As in steels, the durability of such a
permanent polarisation is a function of the hard-
ness of the material. It occurs much more readily in
those films which are biaxially stretched during
manufacture such as polypropylene or polyester
(PETP) since this greatly increases their
mechanical strength.

Those films which are made by casting from a
lacquer (such as polystyrene, polycarbonate, or
polysulphone) or by sintering a powder (such as
PTFE) are much more limp physically and much
less prone to this defect which can have the effect
of building in a permanent series potential within
the capacitor dielectric.

Circuit Applications
Next month I shall look in detail at the specific
requirements of audio circuits and how best to fulfil

Fig. 5 Stacked foil capacitor
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!T'S NEW, IT'S HERE AND ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH ETI

MICRO MINIATURE SURFACE MOUNT PROJECTS
You've heord obout them, probobly seen ond
morvelled of them inside your colculotor or wotch
ond now you con begin using them with the lotest
ronge of surfoce mounted component kits from
SUMA DESIGNS. All the kits ore of well proven, in-
house design ond come completewith oll compon-
ents individuolly pocked for eosy identificotion, high
quolity fibregloss, surfoce mount, solder resist P,C,B.,
full ossembly ond circuit instructions, All you need is o
poir of tweezers, o fine-tipped iron ond o steody
hond. Using osembly techniques develo@ to
cope with our own prototype ond botch monufoc-
ture you con be ossured of success, To moke things
even eosier we hove developed o custom mode
component jig which olthough not esentiol greotly
simplifies ossembly ond is well worth the investment,
A full ronge of SM components ore olso strcked for
your own projects,

SM20: SOUND TRIGGERED $TVIICHT t13.9t
lriggecfrom slightest sound, LE.D. indicotion,
vorloble sensitivily

SM21: DIGITAL DICE: 9'15.9:
Touch control, roll dNn speed SM L.E.D,

reodout

SM22: VHF FM TRANSMIffiR: 9't2.9t
Complete with mic, tunmble over 88-108
bond

SM23: LI\IE WIRE DETECTOR: i,9 9{
Non-contoct indicoiion ot llve wkes, blown
fuses €tc,

SM24: trHF FM BLEEPER; t{3.9{
Tronsmits constont ble€p to neorby FM

rodio Tuneoble

Clllz: Custom designed ossembly jig for speedy t6.9(
ond rccurqle oss€mbly

Send 9x4 S.AE, forfulldetoilsof these ond othe
kits plus oll components qvoiloble,
All prices ore inclusive but pleose odd e 1.50 pe
order to cover post & pocking.

i4 N *',1;ft"*cr barterre.q

T.SHI T
COMPETITION

Back in the halcyon days of 1980 ETI had a pretty nifty line in
T-shirts for sale. Although those garments are long gone, the
unclothed masses at the ETI editorial office want to resurrect the
tradition and once again see the ETI logo across the chests of
millions.

The only problem is we have no design (well, we wouldn't want to
use the old one again would we). Since we're not only unclothed
but overworked too, we haven't the time (well, OK, we haven't the
imagination either) to come up with a good design. That's where
you come in.

We are giving away three ETI T-shirts of the winning design and a
year's subscription of your favourite mag (this one, silly!) to the
creator of the best design for the ETI apparel, The design should
be in just one colour, incorporate the ETI logo (as on the cover of
this issue) and be suitable to fit on the front of a T-shirt. Although
humorous designs would be appreciated, please bear in mind it is
illegal to send obscene material through the post!

Get your grey cells working on the problem, draw the design on a
large T-shirt shaped blank (like the coupon) and send it with a
completed coupon to arrive by 15th April to:

n

\\

\\
\I___
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SATELLITE
ACOLYTE

here are so many satellite television
receivers around (see February ETI),
with so many different features you'd
be forgiven if you are confused by all
the relevant specifications. It's for this

reason that the final part of this series on STV
concentrates on only three receivers, with the
intention of an objective comparison - although,
as you'll see, comparison isn't easy. The three
receivers looked at have been chosen simply
because they seem to provide the widest range of
features and represent some of the best available
systems.

They are all 'future-proof' (a term used by
many manufacturers to show that their products
can be up-graded with add-on boxes to receive
scrambled signals and MAC signals). Other
equally high quality receivers exist, however.

The three receivers reviewed are the
Rediffusion RSR50, the Salora SRV1150 (both well
known and highly acclaimed) and the newcomer
Pace SR640.

Readers of the many satellite television
magazines will already be familiar with the
Rediffusion and Salora receivers but the Pace

receiver (designed and built by Pace Micro Tech-
nology - perhaps better known for modems) will
be a stranger. Nevertheless the Pace receiver, as
you will see from the following, is a receiver to
reckon with.

First, a brief description of the three receivers,
listing a few relevant specifications and highlighting
their quirks.

Rediffusion RSR50
Last year the RSR50 took the STV fraternity by
storm. It was the first receiver which allowed the
user to fully store all relevant information about
individual satellite television channels.

The idea had been around for a while oI
course, with some receivers able to store infor-
mation regarding frequency, polarisation, audio
sub-carrier frequency and skew, such that the
touch of a single button (or at worst, two or three
buttons) on the remote control handset would
change the channel displayed on the television.

What distanced the RSR50 from the rest is
that it allows the user to store antenna position
relevant to particular channels too.

When channel changing from one satellite to
another, users of other receivers must first adjust
antenna position as well as changing to the
required channel. RSR50 users merely have to
press a single button - the receiver takes care of it
all. This feature caught the eyes of the STV press
and prompted one magazine to call the RSR50 the
'one to beat in 1987.'

The antenna position-controlling factor
means that, whereas most other receivers require
a separate antenna controller, the Rediffusion
RSR50 is effectively an integral system.

I say 'effectively' because the receiver is not,
correctly speaking, a stand-alone unit - a
separate power supply is required, containing the
transformer and relays required to control the
antenna actuator. This power supply is merely for
the antenna though, and the receiver still incor-
porates its own internal PSU, which means it con
be used alone in a single-satellite installation
(without an antenna actuator).

Without all the bulky antenna-controllirig

Keith Brindley
rounds off his looh,
at satellite TV
with a detailed
reuiew of his
fauourite three
systems
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electrics, the RSR50 has quite a low profile in
comparison with most other receivers and is of
such a width, depth and colour as to be extremely
handsome sitting on top of your video cassette
recorder underneath your telly.

Apart from its good looks the RSR50 also has
some specifications worthy of note. First it has a
reasonable carrier-to-noise threshold of only 8dB

- so even fairly weak signals willproduce pictures.
Its IF bandwidth of 30MHz allows a good picture
resolution for most channels (only Superchannel,
Teleclub and RAI-Uno have higher bandwidths -
35MHz - than this).

For transmissions in stereo sound the RSR50
has stereo audible outputs allowing direct connec-
tion to a hi-fi system. Video outputs allow similar
direct connections to video recorders or TV
monitors for higher quality pictures than the UHF
output affords.

Whereas most other receivers accommodate
descramblers or MAC decoders simply by
featuring a baseband output, the RSR50 also has a

descrambler'loop-through' socket. When
descramblers are available, only one inter'
connection will be required, so installation will be a
doddle.

The remote control handset is a delight to use.
Single-handed operation (either hand) is possible
simply by movingyour thumb around to reach only
a few logically placed buttons. This is the result of
two things incorporated into the receiver; first, the
stored details for antenna position, channel
frequency, polarisation and so on which mean that
a sing[e button press changes received channel.
Second, the receiver has two main operating
modes, the handset buttons meaning different
things in each.

Main mode is called memory mode. In this,
channels are selected simply by pressing a
numbered button - Premiere may be pro-
grammed into channel 1, so pressing button
number 1 selects Premiere. Logical, huh? Up to 50
channels can be programmed into the receiver and
as there are only ten numbered buttons, channels
above number 9 require two button presses. In
both modes, other buttons on the handset allow
control over antenna position, polarity, skew and
audio mute.

The other mode is search mode, entered from
the handset by pressing the mode button then
button number 1. In search, the receiver creates
an on-screen graphic displaying the frequency of
the received transmission. Handset buttons
marked channel- and channel+ allow tuningof this
frequency up or down. The numbered buttons can
also be used to jump to a desired frequency (thelF
frequency range of 950-1750MH2 is split into eighty
10MHz steps). Once a channel is located, and all
relevant details have been selected, it can be
a.llocated a channel number by pressing the store
button (inset into the handset) followed by the
desired number.

Once back in memory mode (accessed by
pressing the mode button twice) that channel
complete with relevant antenna position can be
selected just by pressing its number.

In operation, there are few things to complain
about. A great deal of thought has obviously gone
into the receiver in a successful attempt to make it
user-friendly, resulting in the two operating modes.
Single-button channel selection is a sheer delight
and I'm sure many other manufacturers will be
rushing to adapt this feature into their products to
compete. On-screen graphics are clear and
precise and remain synchronised even when no
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signal is picked up, say when the antenna is
tracking between satellites.

The only real niggle with the receiver was the
lack of any facility for accurately metering signal
strength - useful when installing and setting up
the antenna. The integral bar-graph signal level
display isn't sufficiently accurate.

Salora SRVI1SO
This receiver has been around for a little while and
as such you might be forgiven for thinking that
technology has overtaken it. However, quality-
wise you'd be wrong to pass it over. Whereas the
Rediffusion RSR50 control-antenna-positions
directly, a Salora system actually comprises
receiver and a separate antenna control unit (ACU
1160) - this makes a 'feature-by-feature' com-
parison a little tricky.

In overall specification terms, the Salora
system is every bit as good as anything else around.
Threshold is 9dB (not quite as good as the
Rediffusion RSR50 and a lot poorer than the PACE
SR640). Onthe plusside, an IF bandwidthof 32MHz
means that picture resolution is theoretically much
better. The argument goes that a picture formed
from a signal with a carrier-to-noise ratio less than
about 9dB isn'tworthwatching, so youmightas well
have a good picture resolution when a stronger
signal is available.

The receiver itself is smartly designed but this
is slightly offset by the presence of the antenna
control unit which, although the same colour,
doesn't quite match in style. Back panel connec-
tions for video, sound and baseband outputs are
provided for direct connection to video cassette
recorder or monitor.

Operation of the receiver is straightforward
enough. Front panel buttons for tuning (+ and -),
sound (one of four preset subcarriers), channel
step and store are the only controls provided and
once the antenna has been pointed at a satellite,
it's a simple job to locate channels and store them
ready for watching - much as you'd tune in a UHF
television tuner. Setting up the antenna control
unit to store details regarding antenna position,
channel polarity and skew,'is somewhat more
involved. Nevertheless, lengthy instructions are
provided, albeit translated - presumably from
Finnish. Satellites are number from A1 to A6, 81 to
86 through to E6 - a total of 30 satellite positions.

One of the trickiest concepts to come to
terms with is the fact you have to allocate different
polarity signals into set channel nurnbers. This
depends on a rear panel switch setting. Either odd
channel numbers all cause the polarotor to be
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vertically polarised and even channel numbers
cause the polarotor to be horizontally polarised or
channels 1 to 16 switch the polarotor for vertical
polarisation and channels L7 to 32 switch it for
horizontal polarisation.

A compact remote control handset is pro-
vided which takes a while to get used to. Channel
buttons are numbered in white from 1 to 16,
doubling up from 17 to 32. Choosing between
hexadecimal groups is done with two other
buttons marked 1-16 and 17-32. Buttons for
antenna polarity and position are provided, as are
buitons used to initiate the satellite selection
procedure and to return to channel selection.

Although a parental-lock isn't a feature of the
SRV1150, it is possible to lock the antenna position
so mean mummies and daddies wishing to frus-
trate their offspring could lock the antenna into a
position where no satellite is sited, effectively
rendering the system useless.

Where the system falls down is in general
operation. Changing channels on a single satellite
is easy enough, a maximum of two button presses
will select any channel stored. But, when you wish
to change to a channel located on a different
satellite, things begin to get tricky. First, by press-
ing the SAT button on the handset, the satellite
selection procedure is invoked. Then the satellite
wanted (A1 to E5) is keyed in using the blue
lettered buttons on the handset for the letter,
followed by its number - at this point the antenna
control unit moves the antenna to suit. Then, by
pressing the CH button to return the system back
to channel selection, the required channel is finally
located. Although logical enough, it is a lengthy
procedure, all of which could entail a total of six
button presses - try doing that after a Vindaloo
and five pints of lager!

That really is the system's only fault (if you can
call it a fault). It is, however, only apparent when
considered beside receivers like the Rediffusion
RSR50 and the Pace SR540 because they are so
simple to use. Most other receivers are equally as
complex, if not more so, than the Salora 1150
system.

Pace SR540
Satellite television receivers are a new venture for
Pace and it's interesting to consider why the
company has gone down this path. Their first
product, the SR640 follows in the Rediffusion
RSRSO's footsteps in that it has separate modes of
operation, making use extremely easy.

AIso like the RSR50, it is an integral system
rather than just a tuner. It has a similar separate
power supply too, although Pace has gone the
whole hog with the SR640 and put the receiver
power supply in the separate black box. This fact
makes the SR540 itself the smallest (to my
knowledge) and lightest receiver on the market.
Housed in a custom-adapted Vero Proteus
instrument case, the receiver is certainly neat.

Specifications are, like the other receivers in
our comparison, pretty good. Featuring the lowest

threshold of all (6dB) the SR640 will produce a
picture where the others haven't got a sufficiently
high carrier-to-noise ratio - not that picture
quality at a carrier-to-noise ratio of 6dB is worth
watching (see March ETI).

On the other hand, an IF bandwidth of only
27MHz means that picture resolution for those
channels such as Superchannel, with bandwidths
around 36MHz isn't as good as, say, the Salora
SRV1150's. However, the trade-off between
resolution and sensitivity which Pace seems to
have made means that fewer sparklies will occur
when a weak signal is received when compared
with wider IF bandwidths, lower sensitivity
receivers.

Back panel sockets for the usual audio, video
and baseband outlets allow direct video cassette
recorder or television monitor interconnection.

Only three controls adom the SR640's front
panel, two of which are labelled with left and right
going arrows (channel down and channel up - in
normal mode) and a mode control which steps the
receiver through the three modes - NORM
(normal), DISH and TEST.

The remote control handset is quite easy to
use. Ten numbered keys 0-9 are used for channel
selection and can be used for single-button
channel selection (see later), although channels
are generally in decades - 1-9, 10-19, 20-29,and
30-39. Two buttons, tune- and tunef adjust
received frequency. Two buttons, decade- and
decadet select which decade of channels are
accessed. One button alters polarisation and a
number of buttons are used to store antenna
position and channels. As well as a single mute
button, volume can be turned up or down (a nice
feature) with the vol- and vol+ buttons and finally
there is a standby button.

The receiver is factory pre-set so that different
satellite positions are allocated to each decade of
channels, which means that to change to a channel
from a different receiver up to four buttons may
have to be pressed in sequence. However, users
can store channels from different satellites within a
single decade if they wish, thereby making single
button channel selection possible.

Channel selection takes place in normalmode
and users will rarely need to access any other
mode. In dish mode, for example, the two arrowed
keys on the front panel change function to adjust
dish position east and west. Dish mode is also the
mode used when channeli are to be stored in the
receiver. Like the Rediffusion RSR50, all details of
a channel including antenna position are stored
together with a corresponding channel number so
when in normal mode, users can select a channel
(and antenna position) merely by pressing the
channel's number.

There are three test modes. Test mode 0
produces a black and white UHF test signal used
when tuning the television receiver upon installa-
tion. The other receivers in this review also feature
such test signals, via switches on the rear panels.
Test mode 1 converts the digital dish position
display on the receiver's front panel into a digital
display of signal strength - extremely usefulwhen
siting the antenna. Test mode 2 is a skew adjust-
ment, allowing the receiver to adjust the antenna
polarotor's absolute vertical and horizontal
positions - only undertaken once on installation.

Quirks are few and far between. The only
significant hardware problem is the lack of a UHF
'loop-through' facility which, a company spokes-
man has concurred, is to be included in the near
future. Without 'loop-through'UHF, signals from a
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terrestrial aerial aren't passed through to the
following video cassette recorder and television.
Either users have to swop UHF leads, or a UHF
splitter/combiner is required. The only other
minor niggle is the fact that on power-up, the
receiver jumps to the first channel of whichever
decade it was in on power-down. When using
normal factory preset channels and decades this
makes absolutely no difference but if you prefer to
store different satellite channels on single decades
and if you were watching a channel from a satellite
other than that stored at the first channel of the
decade on power-down, when powering-up again
the receiver will reposition the antenna before a
picture is obtained. So a wait of quite a few seconds
will elapse before anything is seen. This could be
prevented with a software change to either power-

up the receiver in the channel it was in on power-

down or to put the receiver on standby when
powered-up.

In Conclusion
Well, we said comparison isn't easy, didn't we?
Each receiver in this review has its own pros and
cons and deciding which is the best is well nigh
impossible. Best value for money has to be the
Pace SR640. The Rediffusion RSR50 just pips the
SR640 to the post when considering which is

easiest to use. Highest quality picture resolution
must be the Salora SRV1150 (due to its IF band-
width) but the SR540 with the narrowest IF band-
width gives a picture which is sparkly-free with the
weakest of signals when the other two show some
most irritating interference.

Ah well, you pays your money
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Mihe Barwise
takes a look at the
Fairchild 74F525
and finds there's a
lot of counter
squeezed into this
chip
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COtlA{T ON IT
ew generations of logic devices
within extant generic families
usually differ in terms of power and
speed. However, sometimes a
manufacturer will use the new

generation to introduce additional new devices.
Such a device is the 74F525 programmable

divider from Fairchild. This is a versatile device
which can be used wherever binary programmable
digital timing is needed. It is typical of new
introductions in logic in that it incorporates the
functions of ibout half a dozen separate
conventional chips in one package.

The 74F525 (Fis. 1) consists of a 16-bit down
counter, a 16-bit input holding register and some
custom control logic which Fairchild has not
documented. The device has five modes of
operation, three of which have alternate modes. It
can act as a triggered digitally timed monostable
with retrigger or pause, or as a free-running binary
divider. The Fairchild modes are given in Fig.2.

The Fairchild operational documentation
leaves a bit to be desired (l had to phone the USA
for control informationl). So, I am giving here a
control resumd before discussing.

The mode pins M0-2 are set by CIP switches
or hard wiring to the literal mode number in
positive logic. So all lines low equals mode 0 and all
high gives mode 7. The input clock is applied to
CP. The inverter between CP and XTAL must nof
be used as an oscillator inverter. It cannot carry
the required current. XTAL can be used to carry
forward an inverted clock in.

The data inputs are conventional TTL
compatible logic inputs into a 15-bit transparent
latch. This is loaded by taking WE high after the
input data is stable, but due to the transparency of
the latches WE should not be kept idle in the low
state unless stable data is available from an
external source.

The safest data write is performed by a short
negative-going pulse, the data being effectively
latched on the trailing (rising) edge.

The RUN/LOAD alternatives of the counter
are controlled by the state of XTR. This stands for
externol trigger (a misleading name - it is not a
trigger edge signal. It is a sfofe controlled mode
signal). While XTR is high, the counter loods
synchronously with the clock, when low the
counter counfs.

The remaining control input MR is a master
reset. There must be a master reset after power-up
before any other operation. I do not know what
would happen in each mode otherwise but I reckon
the results would be pretty unpredictable!

Controlling The 74F525
Whatever the mode of operation you have chosen,
the external control sequence is much the same.
After power-up, MR must be pulsed low. There-
after it can be ignored, except in mode 7 (con-
tinuous divide by n) where it is used to stop and
clear the counter.

Next, XTR is taken high and a 16-bit data
word (the divisor of modulo) presented to the data

1 Block diaqram of the 74F525

inputs and held stable while WE is pulsed low.
When XTR is next taken low, counting will

begin. When the counter reaches zero (counting
down) the outputs Q and Q/2 change state in
accordance with the chosen mode of operation.

In all modes except mode 7, XTR must be
taken high and low each time a sequence is
required. In mode 7, alter an initial XTR falling
edge, the counter is automatically reloaded by its
own rollover through zero. In this mode, the
output at Q is a positive-going pulse one clock
wide. Q/2 just changes state (toggle5) on the rising
edge of Q.

The preceding notes show the internal trans-
parent latches are only essential to operation in
mode 7. In all other modes they simply avoid the
user reprogramming the counter externally
between one-shot operations.

Some source of external programming is still
needed and this usually takes the form of binary
switch inputs or registers programmed by a micro-
processor. Assuming for the moment that this is
the case, a simple loading/control interface is
shown in Fig. 3.

Using The 74F525
Now let us look at the various modes of this clever
little chip in more detail. In all cases, let us assume
that M-R has been pulsed and a modulo loaded into
the input register already.

In mode 0, the F525 operates as a 'wait for it'
delay device. Q goes high n clocks after XTR is
lowered. Q/2 toggles state as well but this is not
very useful unless you know its state before.

If XTR goes high, the counter reloads and Q is
taken low. If Q is still low (because the sequence
has not completed) it stays low. Lowering XTR
restarts the sequence from the top.

This mode is basic but not very widely
applicable. Precision timing is not possible due to
the delay of anything up to nearly one clock period
between XTR falling and the first active clock. The
main use of this mode which comes to mind is as a
time-out microprocessor watchdog. Software
writes to pulse XTR normally often enough for the
counter to not time out. If the CPU loses its way,
XTR is not pulsed soon enough and the output
from Q is used to either reset the CPU or cause an
error interrupt.

In this application DIP switches would be used
to set the required modulo. WE would be tied



While XTR is HIGH, the data in the data latches is loaded

into the counter upon the next positive-edge of CP The

negative-edge of XTR enables the count-down to begin

with the next positive'edge of CP. When the count

reaches zero, 0 is brought HIGH and 0/2 toggles state'

Taking XTR HIGH at any time causes the data in the

latches to be loaded into the counter and the 0 output to

be cleared.

MODE O

MODE 1

MODE 2

MODE 3

MODE 4

MODE 5

The operation is exactly the same as in mode 0 except

that 0 is normally HIGH and goes LOW on a count ol

zeto. O/2 toggles on the negative-edge of 0

While XTB is HIGH, the data in the data latches is loaded

into the counter upon the next positive'edge of CP' The

negative- enables the count'down to begin

with the e-edge of CP. When the count

reaches z ght HIGH for a single period of CP'

0/2 toggles state e edge o{ 0. Taking XTR

HIGH at any time ata in lhe latches to be

loaded into the co 0 output to be cleared'

The operation is exactly the same as in mode 2 except

that 0 is normally HIGH and goes L()W on a count of zero

for a single period of CP O/2 toggles on the negative-

edge of 0.

While XTR is HIGH, the data in the data latches is loaded

into the counter upon the next positive-edge of CP' The

negative-edge of XTH enables the count-down to begin

with the next positive-edge of CP. When the count

reaches zero, 0 is brought HlGl'lfor a single period of CP'

0/2 toggles state on the positive-edge of 0. Taking XTR

HIGH before the counters reach zero causes the data

currently in the counters to be held.

MODE 6
While XTR is HIGH, the data in the data latches is loaded

into the counter upon the next positive-edge of CP The

counter. but will not affect 0.

MODE 7

The operation is exactly the same as in Mode 4 except

that d is normally HIGH and goes L()W on a count ol

zerc. A/2 toggles on the negative-edge of 0.

The negative-edge of XTR enables the count-down to

begin with the next positive-edge of CP. When the count

,rrirhrr.rro, 0 is brought HIGH for a single period of CP'

0/2 toggles state on the positive'edge of 0 The

positive-edge of CP upon which 0 goes low also causes

ihr dat, in the data latches to be reloaded into the

counters Taking XTR HIGH at any time causes the data

in the data latches to be loaded into the counter and the

0 output to be cleared. However, after an initial XTR this

mode can run continuously until stopped by MR'

Fig. 2 The Fairchild mode descriptions

permanently low and the clock would drive CP.
Mode 1 operates the same except the Q

output polarity is reversed. It goes low on time-out.
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UPDATE -1F----+Lr-
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Fig. 3 A simPle loading,/control
interface

m
l-l
FJ{i-{.d

z
TA +25'C T^, Vtc = Tr, Vcc =

Vcc = +5 0V Mit Com
CL = 50pF Cr = 50PF CL = 50PF

Min Tgp Max Min Max Min Max

f.,, Maximum 50 65

Clock
FrequencY

t(L) D. to WE 4 5

th(H) Hold Time. 2 0

HIGH or LOW
D" to WE 20

) D"toCP 11 5

t'(H) Hold Time, 0
HIGH or LOW

h(L) D" to CP 0

t(H) Setup Time, 7 5

HIGH or LOW
r(L) XTR to CP 13 s

Hold Time,
HIGH or LOW
XTR to CP

Setup Time,
HIGH or LOW
Mode to CP

MR Pulse 7 5

width. Low
CP Pulse Width 4 0

HIGH or LOW 9 0

Recovery Time
MR to CP

Table 1 Timing constraints ol the 74F525

Modes 2 and 3 are very similar. The only
difference is that the Q output is active for only one

input clock period when the counter reaches zero.

This output is therefore more suitable for driving
level triggered flip-flops, where only one input may
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Fig. 4 Using the 74F525 for precision
pulse generation

be active at one time for valid outputs.
The addition of a simple one-shot tripped by

XTR and clocked synchronously with the F525
allows this mode to be used for precision pulse
generation (Fig. a). For this application, the input
of data can be the same as that specified for modes
0 and 1 if binary switches are used but if a micro is
used for programming (a good idea!) an additional
set of external registers is used.

Modes 4 and 5 are the positive and negative
logic variants of ahold-off monostable. This acts
like a retriggerable monostable in that the period
may be extended during the delay but instead of
reloading the delay from the registers, the F525
simply freezes the counter when XTR goes high.
This has the effect of applying an arbitrary
asynchronous extension to the monostable period
while XTR is high.

Mode 6 is an internal implementation of my
rather clumsy attempt at precision pulse
generation using modes 2 and 3. After a falling
XTR, Q goes high on the first active clock (the first
clock to decrement the counter) and goes low
again when the count reaches zero. This is the true
digital monostable. It is also retriggerable by taking
XTR high and low again u-,rithin less fhan one clock

period (to avoid screwing up the timing precision)
without affecting the state of Q.

The timing constraints (Table 1) suggests that

three PCB pulse generator
87) could be built using only
modes 6 and 7 plus a few flip-

Mode 7 is unique in that it is a free-running
mode. Once set up it will continue dividing by th!
same modulo until either a master reset stops it, it
finds a new modulo in its registers or XTR is taken
high. It is important to note that in mode 7 the real
modulo used by the counter is n+1. The output at
Q is a clock-wide pulse and at Q/2 a square wave of
twice the period.

If you are going to modify the modulo on the
fly, the external registers and the control interface
of Fig. 3 are obligotory. This interface reloads the
external registers, writes the internal registers and
then pulses XTR.

The only possibility of a restart glitch is where
by chance the at
the moment
updated. A littl ::
by synchronisi to
the leading edge of Q (or the falling edge of the
input clock) allowing the update to be iterformed
either sufficiently early or late for this lrazard to be
covered.

That's about it on the T4F52S,butrt.,villalmost
certainly crop up in the future as a supporting
device for other new chips. It might be u,orth men-
tioning that it is the perfect solution (in nrode 7) for
the MFS switched capacitor filter clock (ETI

I ma'".. 
I

SPECIAT OFFER
FOR SPECTRUM AND BBC MICRO OWNERS

Now your computer can take control for
an affordable price. These tried and trusted
interfaces from DCP Microdevelopments are
offered at t20 otl the normal price.

Both units are extremely easy to use from
both Basic and assembler/machine code and
are supplied ready built and complete with all
the documentation you need.

To order by post fill in the form below (or
a copy) and send it with your remittance to

ASP READERS'SERVICES (RO ET5/6)
9 Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate,

Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7BH
Please make cheques payable to ASp Ltd.
Overseas orders add f5 (lnterspec) or f10
(lnterbeeb) for airpost.
Access and Visa card holders can also place
their order by phone on (0442) 41221
Allow 28 days for delivery.

INTERSPEC f29.95
The lnterspec unit plugs directly onto

the expansion edge connector of the
Spectrum to provide a full range of
i nterfaci ng facil ities.

The unit is housed in a plastic case
approximately 4/zx3x1in which contains the
top quality double sided PCB and interface
con nections.
. 8-bit input port
. 8-bit output port
o four or inputs
o four ed 1T lA outputs
. e!8h ultiplexed anaiogue to

digit
a 15-way expansion bus

All sections of the interface are l/O port
mapped and designed for maximum com-
patibility with existing Spectrum
peripherals. Power is supplied through the
Spectrum edge conneclor.

The expansion bus provides all the data
and address/control signals for the addition
of further DCP modules or home-built
devices. Connection is by multi-way pCB
connector and all the information required
for adding further devices is given.

November 1987).

INTERBEEB f49.95
The lnterbeeb unit connects to the BBC

micro's lMHz bus expansion connector
and is supplied complete with its own
power supply unit.

The interface unit is housed in a plastic
case approx 4/zx3x1in which contains the
top quality double sided PCB and interface
con nectors.
o 8-bit input port
o 8-bit output port
o four switch sensor inputs
o four relay-switched 1fl 1A outputs
o elght channel multiplexed analogue to

digital converter
o precision 2.5V reference
o external power supply
o 15-way expansion bus

interface are memory
ma expansion map for
ma and compatibility
wit als.

The expansion bus provides all the data
and address/control signals for the addition
of further DCP modules or home-built
devices. All the information required for
using additional devices is included.

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card

No..........,...,...... to the sum ofr



SS COMPETITION
RESULTS

The Specialist Semiconductors kit competition
back in the January 1988 issue attracted a large
number of entries.

Most readers managed to correctly calculate the
current in the given network as 1mA (to the nearest
mA). The wordsearch caused a few problems with
some entries listing every combination of three
letters possible! However, from the entries with the
most real words the first out of the hat were from
Harry Clough of Hitchin and Mark Thomson of
Barnet. Congratulations to the lucky winners and
commiserations and thanks to everyone else who
entered.

The t75 Specialist Semiconductor vouchers will
soon be winding their way to Mr. Clough and Mr.
Thomson.

The wordsearch square with most of the real
electronic words is given here to show you where
you went wrong! Don't forget the T-shirt
competition in this issue!
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Paul Chappell
shows how the
theory of recent
months can be put
lo practical use
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PULTI}{G IT ALL
TOGE

ince we've spent most of the past six
months looking at phasors and complex
algebra, I think it's almost time to give it a
rest for the time being. Before takingour
leave of the topic, let's just look around

and see what we've achieved so far.
One of the problems with explaining the

theoretical side of electronics is that most demon-
strations of any new idea involve very simple
networks far removed from the complexities of
practical circuits. The idea, of course, is to show
up the new concepts as sharply as possible without
becoming involved in irrelevant detail. But the
better it works, the more remote the theory seems
from real life!

Believe it nor not, if you've followed the
articles so far you already have a useful tool at your
disposal. It's not a complete and self-contained
means of investigating circuit behaviour but then
no other single technique can make that claim
either. Used in conjunction with your intuition and
general electronics knowledge it can help to shed
new light on obscure areas and act as an aid to
developing new ideas.

In an earlier article I had occasion to mention
amplitude modulated radio signals to make the
point that an amplitude modulated sine wave is not
a sine wave at all, rather a combination of three
sine waves. At the time the best'proof'l could offer
was to refer you to the corresponding trigono-
metric identity.

Invoking mathematical authority is a con-
venient way to bludgeon disbelievers into sub-
mission but it doesn't actually exploin anything
unless you're so familiar with the area concerned
that its truth seems self evident. The attraction of

the phasor representation is that the truth leaps
out at you - you couldn't avoid seeing it if you
tried! In Fig. la, f" is the carrier, which corresponds
to the frequency you set your radio dial to. Let's
say it's at 1MHz. The modulating wave is another
size of frequency f,, which we'll say is 1kHz. This
makes f"+f, 1.00iMHz and f"-f. 99kHz so the
three phasors of Fig. 1a are rotating at almost (but
not quite!) the same speed.

The sum of the three phasors is shown by the
dot. The result of adding the three sines in the time
domain will be the shadow of the dot on the real
axts.

Imagine the phasors are spinning around and
you have a strobe light which catches them each
time f" is pointing vertically upwards. Since f.+f, is
rotating slightly faster than f. it will move slightly
anti-clockwise on each flash of the strobe whereas
f.-f. will appear to be moving clockwise (although
it's really moving anti-clockwise but a little slower).
The dot will move up and down, always in line with
f., taking 1000 cycles of f" to complete its travel and
return to its starting position.

Figure lb shows the positions after a number
of cycles of f" (or flashes of the strobe) and Fig. 1c
shows the shadow of the dot on the real axis - the
translation back into the time domain. A lMHz
sine wave amplitude modulated by a lkHz sine
wave! It shouldn't be necessary to draw Figs. 1b
and 1c once you get used to interpreting phasor
diagrams. Just looking at Fig. 1a should be enough
for you to be able to visualise them.

The main attraction of amplitude modulation
is that it's so very easy to recover the signals at the
receiving end. Figure 2 shows how easy. It may
come as a surprise to those of you brought up on a
rich diet of ICs and high technology but this little
circuit is all you need to pick up most AM broad-
cast signals. Look, Mum - no batteries!

If you want to experiment with the circuit, L1
and CV1 can be removed from an old radio set
(otherwise use about 50 turns of enamelled copper
wire on a length oI Ierrite rod and a variable
capacitor of about 300p maximum for a medium
wave receiver). D1 should be a germanium diode,
C1 about 1n0, and the headphones (which give a
nice radio-shack flavour to the circuit diagram) can
be a crystal earpiece. In areas of high signal
strength, just about anything will do as an aerial -your bedsprings, a length of insulated wire, the TV
aerial. Gtherwise, 100ft of insulated wire strung
between two posts in the garden will do fine. The
earth connection can be made to central heating
pipes or a rod stuck into the ground - you may
find it's not necessary at all.

The coil Ll and variable capacitor CVl form a
resonant circuit which responds enthusiastically to
signals close to its resonant frequency and barely
at all to anything far removed from this frequency.
The resonant frequency is varied by CVl which
allows the set to be tuned. D1 lops off the negative
going portion of the AM wave, C1 removes the
carrier frequency and you're left with a copy of the
modulating signal to be fed to the earphone. C1 is
not really necessary, since the mechanical inertia

Fig. 1(a) Phasor diagram for amplitude modulation. (b) The phasors in motion.
(c) The resulting time domain waveform.
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Fig. 2 A modern version of 8 crystal radio set.

of the earpiece will smooth out the wave well
enough but it makes the explanation more
convincing!

If we take a closer look at Fig, 1a it soon
becomes evident that, apart from the ease of
recovering the signal, amplitude modulation
doesn't have a lot going for it. For one thing, a large
part of the transm a constant
amplitude sine wave ins no infor'
mation in itself about wave (which
is what we're really interested in). It seems a waste
of power to transmit it at all!

Secondly, the information contained in one
side frequency is simply repeated in the other' If we
know f.+f. and f", we should be able to reach f.
without much trouble, so why double the band-
width and and send f.-f, as well? The broadcast
bands are crowded enough as it is!

Now, I could go on from here to develop the
basic theory of single sideband and suppressed
carrier transmission but that's not the point. What
I'm trying to show is the way a simple diagram of
three arrows can send your thoughts in all kinds of
unexpected directions.

If you want to experiment with these ideas, try
to think what would happen if the two side
frequencies of Fig. la were increased in amplitude
relative to the carrier. Would the circuit of Fig. 2 be

able to make sense of the result? What would the
transmitted waveform look like if one side
frequency was removed? What would our simple
radio receiver make of that? How about if one side

frequency and the carrier were dumped? Is there
any way at all to recover the modulating frequency
from the result?

In applying phasors to specific circuits rather
than general ideas, we have only considered net'
works of three or four components. It has to be

admitted that phasors become rather cumber'
some when more than half a dozen or so com'
ponents are involved - if the diagram has too
many arrows it becomes difficult to visualise the
relationship between them and the way this might
vary with frequency or with component values.
Apart from the fact that many more powerful tech'
niques have their roots in phasor diagrams, this
doesn't limit the technique as much as you might
think,

If you think for a moment about how you go

about designing a circuit, it's essentially a matter of
beginning with a broad outline then considering
finer and finer detail as the design progresses, In
the early stages you look at the circuit as a whole,
later you may find yourself wanting to tweak up the
performance of one very small area which may
only consist of three or four components.

An example is the triac snubber network
shown in Fig. 3a. The capacitor is intended as a
kind of dustbin where the surplus energy of the
inductive load can be dumped when the triac turns
off. Unfortunately, the capacitor forms a resonant
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circuit with the load, like the series RLC circuit last
month, and ringing of the circuit can cause more
problems than the one it was intended to cure!

In an earlier article (ETI March 1987) I
described a way of choosing these component
values by rule of thumb but the situation can also
be pictured in terms of phasors. Figure 3b is taken
from a triac data book and shows the kind of
diagram you might come across in your general
browsing through the data books.

The very same RLC circuit crops up all over
the place (although sometimes R might be the
resistance of the inductor or of some other device,
rather than a physical component). In a trans-
former there will always be some magnetic leakage

- flux which does not link both coils - which
makes the transformer appear to have an inductor
in series with each winding. In many applications
this can be a nuisance but in fixed frequency
circuits it can often be'tuned out'with a capacitor
chosen to resonate with the leakage inductance at
the circuit's operating frequency. The capacitor
doesn't prevent the magnetic leakage, mind you, it
just prevents the effects from upsetting the
circuit's op€ration,

Choosing a suitable value for the capacitor is

easy enough if you have a value for the leakage
inductance but you might be more interested in
knowing the effects of component tolerances or
frequency drift on the circuit. A quick sketch of a
phasor diagram should show up the likely results.

If you are keen to find out more about
phasors, you could do a lot worse than to track
down the eponymous book by M. G. Scroggie,
Being about twenty years old now it's unlikely
you'll find it on the shelves of a bookshop but your
local library may have a copy. A large portion of the
book is devoted to examples based on networks
and circuits which demonstrate the practical side
of phasor diagrams. It assumes a certain level of
understanding of basic techniques but if you've
followed the ETI articles you shouldn't have any
difficulty with it. ffi|
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Fig. 3(al Triac gnubber network. (b) Phasor diagram for the network drawn
from a triac data book, Uv ia the mains voltage, th€ thr€o 'zig'zag' phasors !o
tho lett are voltages in the load and suppressor rosistor genorated by current3
f lowing in the resonant circuit' l' / C is the voltage across the suppressor
capaciior and Ur,i* is the voltage across the triac, which exceeds the peak mains
voltage.
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VIRTLIOSO
POWER

AA/IPLIFIER
igh fidelity amplifiers should drive
loudspeakers to produce the same
sounds that create the effect and
enjoyment at a live performance.

For a top performance amplifier
it is vital to use top quality components. I was

this amplifier is mostly due to higher grade passive
components.

Every cable carrying the signal or power
supply will degrade the overall sound as a result of
conductor impurities and dielectric losses in the
insulation.

Important Factors
Temperature generated distortion can occur when
the gain of an audio amplifying transistor varies
with changes in the temperature at its junction.
The changes in gain cause a blurring ofthe sound

- possibly the reason why some people prefer
valve amps which only suffer from temperature
generated distortion due to ripple on the heater
supplies.

The solution is to use power transistors
attached to the heatsink wherever large current or
voltage swings from the input signal are found.

This type of distortion also occurs in resistors
and can be solved by using resistors with lower
temperature coefficients and better heat dis-
sipation properties.

Even with a good power supply, the amplifier
circuit itself needs good power supply ripple
rejection. Without it, crescendos become blurred
and ambience is degraded. Cascade circuiting and
ultra-high dynamic impedance improve ripple
rejection considerably and using separate
rectifiers and smoothing capacitors for separate
stages of the amplifier helps prevent ripple from
one stage affecting another.

Each switch contact and connector degrades
the quality of a passing audio signal. If oxidised the
contact acts more like a diode and sound quality is
seriously degraded. Hence it is very important to
use high quality switches (even gold-plated
contacts for low level signal connections).

Slew Rate
Figure 1 shows how slew rate limiting can distort a
sine wave signal.

It is essential that the amplifier can accurately
process the fastest signal that it is likety to
encounter. Also it is important that the amplifier
can handle a slew rate considerably larger than the
fastest input since distortion rises sharply as signal
speed approaches slew rate.

It has been established that there is a strong
correlation between slew rate and sound quality -the lower the slew rate the worse the sound. How-
ever this may not be because of the slew rate itself,
but because the measures taken to increase the
slew rate also improve the sound (very fast output
transistors sound better because their gain is more
linear at high frequencies for example).

DC Offsets
The DC offset is the DC voltage at the loudspeaker
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super-rt, proJect
with a looh, at the
design features
and power
circuits of the
Virtuoso Power
Amplifier

pleasantly surprised at the number of readers who
opted to build the upgraded Virtuoso pre-amp
rather than the standard version (ETI June-
November 1986).
power amplifier I ha
further, using even

The requireme
designed for accurate (and pleasurable) sound
reproduction presents a problem or two. Such a
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requirement cannot be measured during develop-
ment. only auditioned when complete. Fortunately
as a result of extensive research, development and
testing of audio amplifiers, I can identify those
design areas which are most crucial to sound
quality.

Those features I have listed below as crucial
or important should be pursued to the limit of your
budget. Every improvement in these areas should
give an improvement in sound quality. The other
features of design may not give an improvement in
sound quality but inadequate design may result in
degraded sound quality or other problems.

Crucial Factors
A power amplifier needs a good strong power
supply with low impedance through the whole
audio frequency range (and beyond). A mains
transformer with a VA rating several times the
total power rating is the very first requirement for a
good sound.

Passive components (resistors, capacitors)
are extremely important and the price difference
between the standard and upgraded versions of
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Fig. 1(a) Slew rate limiting.

terminals when no input signalis applied and which
is constantly supplied to the terminals. I work
within limits of +200mV - the level at which a noise
becomes noticeable when a loudspeaker is
connected. The Virtuoso Power Amplifier is

specially designed for much lower offset'
The one way not to reduce DC offset is via a

supply derived from the power supply lines as

shown in Fig.2.

Harmonic Distortion
Harmonic Distortion measurements have no
direct relevance at all to sound quality' Measures
such as cascode circuitry (Fis. 3) improve distor-
tion figures (by improving tinearity) but actually
improve the sound quality because of improved
power supply rejection (Fig.4a).

Multiple feedback loops may reduce dis-

tortion (lower %./L variation) but in my
experience are audibly inferior. This is possibly
due to Transient Intermodulation distortion.

This distortion occurs when the signal input
rises so fast that the feedback signal from the

output of the amplifier cannot catch up. In an

amplifier with large negative feedback the open
loop gain that results is very large and overloads
the internal stages of the amplifier. This does not
sound pleasant!

An easy way to reduce TID is to lower the
negative feedback (Fis. ab) by lowering the open
loop gain. Unfortunately this increases the
harmonic distortion.

Current Delivery
Many designers are now claiming excessively large
output current capability for their amplifiers, to
some extent as an over-reaction to the situation
where some high-powered amps were shown to
have inadequate current delivery.

An amplifier can be overloaded either by
voltage limiting (clippins) at a voltage just short of
supply or by current limiting (by protection
circuitry, power supply or breakdown current of
the output devices).

An ideal amplifier has current and voltage
capability designed so that the maximum voltage
and current delivered under normal use are very
close to (but do not exceed) the maximums. The
ideal low-powered amplifier should in normal use

werload on 50"/o of occasions due to voltage
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limiting and on 50o/o due to current limiting.
In the case of high-powered amplifiers the

ability to supply a larger current or voltage can add

considerably to the cost. At the same time it can be

expected to have a large margin of reserve
capability over the requirements for its use.

The Virtuoso Power Amp should be more
than adequate for most users with a peak voltage
capability of 40V and peak short term current limit
of 40A (from protection circuitry). Also important
is high frequency stability (oscillation at supersonic
frequencies or ringing when driving square waves
into reactive [oads).

Those purists who can detect audible
differences from phase inversion (reversed con-
nections to each loudspeaker) would also include
correct polarity (positive gain) as an important
design feature.

These are the maior features which are of
concern in the design of audio amplifiers. Now we

are able to move on to the details of the Power
Amplifier.

As the power supply is the number one

feature in a high fidelity power amplifier, I shall start
with that (see Fig. 5).

Mains Supply
The great British mains supply is not exactly high
quality but it is the only one we have, so let's make
the most of it.

The effect of load interference from fridges,
cookers and other assorted appliances can be

considerably reduced by connecting a separate
mains supply from the fusebox. A second separate
supply can be used to good effect to power tuners,
pre-amps, CD-players, turntables and cassette
decks.

Further, a copper bar in the ground con-
nected to the earth of these supplies will make an

"trIdE
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Fig. 2 DC offset adjustment not suitable
for hi-fi applications

Fig. 3 Cascode circuitrY imProves
linearity of gain for 01 and Power
supply rejection from power supply

Fig. 4(al Low variation of %'
lc

(b) Reduced negative feedback
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circuit theory
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audible difference by removing currents induced in
the earth by household appliances.

The old 15A plugs and sockets make a much
better cont it is
possible to and
sockets (13 s of
mains tarnishing.

For mains cable there is a version of the
Kimber er cable suitable for mains,
its only g that it cannot easily be
fitted in plug,

The Virtuoso Power Amplifier has been fitted
with a standard IEC socket which cannot really be
justified in hi-fi terms. Anyone who wishes could
bypass it by taking the mains lead directly from the
fuse and switch (see power supply circuit in Fig5).

Kimber Cable
Kimber cable is a multistrand cable of I ditferent
sized strands of oxygen-free copper, specially
treated to increase surface conductivity. The
insulation is of Teflon tested at 1500V to ensure its
integrity.

I have found it the best cable for internal

to amplifier circuits).
price of the single core

Fuse Views
The mains fuse FS1 will of course slightly degrade
the sound quality of the amplifier but G iniluded fo,
safety reasons (and because most constructors
will want it)- The 1/ain fuseholder used has a higher
current rating than 20mm holders but is not ideal

lightly sprung contacts.
seriously at fuses in audio
have fuses firmly attached
fuseholder. We should test

many fuses for audio quality to find those with the
lowest sonic degradation. (l would be interested in
hearing from any readers who have encountered
silver fuses for audio applications).

served that by increasing the
nd quality is improved, Unfor.
s the protection given and may
problems if the house burns

Similarly the best mains switch in sonic terms
would be no switch at all, but for safety reasons I
cannot recommend its omission,

current path and this resistance to the transformer
current demands make the amplifier sound
sluggish, degrading the portrayal oi rhythm and
tempo in music.

Capacitors can be used for interference
sup apacitors shouldnot ure might exposeanY Y capacitors do
not
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The rating of VDRs is normally specified in
joules. The VDR in the Virtuoso (R1) is rated at
110J. If the voltage surge reaches 600V the VDR
will pass a clamping current of rOA - obviously for
a very short period of time.

Transform Your Mains
The mains transformer is the heart of a good

a is si d enough to saY that
y er g r channel so needs a

2 sfor a bigger transformer
will significantly improve the all-round quality of
the amplifier.

In the standard version of this Virtuoso Power
er is rated at 300VA. The
one rated at 500VA- the
a 2U case. If you were
ase you could fit a625VA

transformer.
The problem of mechanical noise from the

transformer is addressed by using an audio-grade

transformer wound specially for low mechanical
nolse.

Many constructors prefer to house the trans-
former outside the case containing the circuitry to
avoid either transformer vibration or
electromagnetic/electrostatic fields hffecting other
components. Certainly I would reduce vibrations
by situating the amplifier on a non-resonant
surface. The disadvantage with a remote trans-

foimer is the finite resistance of additional cable,
plugs and sockets.

Rectify Yourself
I have used a standard (low cost) 25A bridge
rectifier in the standard version and the Motorola
BYW62 35A bridge in the upgraded version.

In both cases the bridge is bolted to the heat-

sink to minimise any effects of temperature
generated distortion.

Recently I was most impressed by the
improvement achieved by fitting fast recovery
rectifier diodes in place of standard power diodes

in an amplifier. I will be recommending them in the
Iow current power supplies of upgraded Virtuoso
Power Amplifiers.

The main reservoir capacitors (C1, 2) of an

amplifier are extremely important. These have a
great influence on the sound quality and you must
use capacitors of the highest quality (long life, high

ripple current, low ESR).
Such capacitors are very expensive but are

justified by their sonic performance.
Large electrolytic capacitors have excessive

inductance so you can improve their impedance
characteristics by bypassing them with smaller

values which have less inductance and react faster
to high freq

The up ctured has a

main reserv ,2) bYPassed

direc lYtic
(Ca, lene

locat the
output devices.

Incidentally the value of 6800p is restricted
by the size of the case and constructors seeking

extended deep response are recommended to use

larger values.
The output stage of the amplifier draws high

currents and even with a low impedance power
supply the effect ofthese currents is to generate an
additional ripple voltage on the power supply lines.

Despite very careful design the input circuit ol
the amplifier is very sensitive to such a ripple
voltage.

ETI APRIL

The most ellective way to prevent ripple
caused by the output stage from reaching the input
stage is to feed both parts of the power amplifier
from completely separate rectifiers and reservoirs.

Figures 6-8 show different ways of providing
power to the lower level stages of a power
amplifier.

Fig. 6 is very common in low quality amplifiers.
Not only does this kind of circuit give poor sound
quality but it is more prone to high frequency
instability from unwanted high frequency oscilla-
tions fed back along the power supply lines.

The circuit of Fig. 7 gives better performance
at high audio f requencies and suffers less from high
frequency instability but that of Fig. 8 is consider-
ably more superior still in both ways.

It is not essential that the power supply
components (rectifier and reservoir) are as high
quality (expensive) as those required for the
output stage.

Next month I shall be moving on to describe
the power supply regulator circuits.

ItrE
ETIn
lFl

Fig. 7 lmproved power supPlyFig, 6 Power amP Power suPPlies
connections

Fig. 8 Top quality Power suPPlY

BUYLINES
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REVIEVT

Top hi:fi rotiewar Paot frlitler gives his yerliet sn the 2U yersions ol thc Virtuoso.

domeslic designs.

0n tast thero proved to be significant differences betweerl
the 1w0 products. Taking the more expensive amp firot, the
distortion ligures were very good at the IW level, being

. primarily cornposed of srcond and third order har.monics, Ihe
higher order and more subjectively disturbing harmonics were

. sqppressed by at least 100d8 throughout the power bandwidlh.
.Ortfy the sscond-order intennadulation rgsults were a little
weak at this price level, however 0.1 1% is acceptable.

,'A 2.67d8 pow+r increase was registered between thri 8 and
4 shm loads but ttre supply sagged quickly into lower
impedances * the 3.4d8 loss will restrict the use sf more
raw*ward'. loudspeakers.

.. 
Anotfrer thirg to wate h is rhe inFut levdl. With lgss than fiali

tho usef a.
owthev e

driven direetly {rom line sourres, such ar tuners, Mosette decks
and C0-players.

The choaper Virtuoso ampli{ier had timilai puworeharactsr,
istics but Broved to be marginally unstahle funder the tast
conditions. Fortunately, full-blown oscillations did not occur but
a parasitiu RF resonance {probab}y around'l0MHz) caused

. interrnodulation within the audio band. This was manilegted as .

'furzy' crest on the output sinewaves (as viewed on an osrillo-
scope) lonli hefare clipping was reaehed.

Furthermore, the spectrum analyser revealed a Iarge
increase ir 2nd-10th harmonics {rypicat}y araund -6BdB)
aesociated with alt fundamenlal tones aboue one qrarler
power. This is reflected in the THD figures. I am sure thairhis is

will derive in the
amplifier, 1 lity oI
of oofltenl piecr

a$Bsse$ the basic and upgraded Virtuoso power amplifiars -tsshnically and Subiectively - in the ligit u{ comparably prbed

'a layout {saflacitive?} prob{em ufrich should bri easilyrrctified,
at which point tha techniral param€ters should be on a parwith
tho$f of the upgraded amplifier.
, I $ubiectively, tfie [irtuoso soundtd quite fast' and dynamic.
'ruocfring some Jerm of sirnic equrlibrium very sosn afler switch-
'on {some amps take eeveral holrs}.

Test fesults Standaid

Max continuous power output, 8 ohms
4 ohms
2 ohms

8 ohms * 2yF

Total hormsnic distortion {0dBWe lW)
I 00Hz

r l kllz' lGktlz

{at /3 power} 100H2
(at 2/, power) lkHr

I

I

AMBIENCE AND
CRESCENDO

The ambience of a live musical perlormance is an easily
degradable property. Ambience can be lost by delayed
electrical disturbances such as dielectric absorption in
capacitors, by temperature generated distortion in
resistors and semiconductors, by low level 50Hz and
100H2 ripple in power supplies and by poor power
supply ripple ejection in the amplifier circuit.

There are several'audiophile' amplifiers that
sound pleasant for a single instrument or voite but
which sound blurred when several instruments play
together or crescendo. The main cause of this is poor
power supply ripple rejection, and also power supplies
being shared between different stages of amplification.

Needless to say, the Virtuoso Power Amplifier
tackles all these problems head on.
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WE'LL HAVE !T!
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AUDIOIflIS PRECISIO]I COTPOilEilTS

THE
,d/1"

POWER AMPLIFIER

INSIDE AN UPGRADED VIRTUOSO POWER AMPLIFIER

BUILD THIS SUPERB POWER AMPLIFIER WITH AUDIOKITS
TOP OUALITY COMPONENTS FOR THE ULTIMATE IN

SOUND OUALITY.

FULL DETAILS DESCRIBED IN APRIL.JUNE 1988 ETI.

COMPLETE KITS AVAILABLE FROM AUDIOKITS OR ALL
PARTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY.

SEND LARGE SAE (OVERSEAS 3IRC'S) FOR FULL PRICE
LIST OF KTS & COMPONENTS TO:
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Fed up with hard
soft-boiled eggs?
Un-chuffed with
singed toast?
Keith Brindley
kichs off our
beginners' project
series with a
hitcheru timer

give timing intervals of 1 to 30 minutes, with only a
few seconds or so leeway, and we reckon that's
good enough for mosf kitchen or household uses.

With a few minor component value modifica-
tions the circuit could also be used to time many
other ranges too as a photographic timer, PCB
ultra-violet exposure timer or the like.

If You Can't Take The Heat
Most kitchen timers are either mechanical devices
which you wind up and which give a single ring of a
bell at the end of the timing period or are LCD
digital clock-type devices. The former are only as
accurate as the mechanism allows (not very)

PARTS LIST
RESIST0BS {all /rW 5%}
ftl
R2

R3

tl,
H5,
BVl
nvz

tAFAClT0ns
ctri ;
c2
c3
c4. c5

.,'
sE[frcorl,FricTDRs,-,',,'.'",
tc1
,ail1

401 1 : 'l ,, ...:
.3!0 600rnW rener,diods

although as with the PCB version there's no
essential need to use a socket.

ch :t;[ffi
be

Although we've offered no suggestions for

CLOCKWI.'E
Ithough this project could never be
as accurate as a quartz-locked,
microprocessor-controlled, sooper-
dooper, whiz-bang model, you've got
to admit it's simple and it's neat. It will

whereas the latter types are quartz-locked and so
are extremely accurate. The ETI timer falls some-
where in between the two, having the advantages
of electronic timing while still being easy to build.

The timing method used is a simple capacitor
charging circuit. Maximum delay is approximately
equal to the time constant formed by just two
components so you simply have to chauge these
component values to suit other applications.

Construction
Two ways are suggested to build this project - on
PCB or stripboard. Both methods are straight-
forward and apart from a few points are more-or-
less self-explanatory.

On PCB, construction doesn't need to follow
any particular order, although it's probably best to
leave the integrated circuit till [ast. Follow usual
precautions handling the chip but it needn't be
mounted in a socket. Instead solder it in - 4011s
aren't exactly pricey so if you destroy on€ you can
bung in another. Go easy on the heat. Solder one
pin then leave the IC to cool before moving on to
solder the next pin.

On stripboard, it's probably best to stick to a
conventional order. That is, make all copper track
cuts first then insert and solder all wire links
followed by resistors, capacitors, flying leads to
peripheral components. Lastly insert the IC,

HOW IT WORKS
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housing your project, any suitable sized box can be
used. The only real precaution you need to follow
is to mount the piezo \uzzer on the outside of the
case (if it's on the inside you won't be able to hear
it!).

Setting Up
You'll need a fairly accurate watch here, preferably
with stopwatch facilities. Initially, set potentio-
meter RVl to minimum resistance - fully anti-
clockwise. Also set preset resistor RV2 to about
the middle of its range. Make sure that switch SW1
is in the off position - resistor R2 must be
connected in parallel across capacitor C2.
Connect the battery,

Now simultaneously turn on your project and
note the iime (or set your stopwatch going).
Nothing should happen. Good eh? However, after
40-50 seconds, the alarm tone should be heard
from the piezo buzzer. Note the time taken and

BUYLINES

Fig, 2 Componont ovorlay f or th€ PCB
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turn switch SW1 off. Setting up is now just a simple
procedure of adjusting preset RV2 and re-timing
the time interval until exactly one minute is
obtained.

Once you've done this, turn poientiometer
RV1 (the main control) fully clockwise (maximum
resistance) and then re-time the interval again.
Something around 30 minutes should now elapse
between turn-on and alarm.

Once your project is housed, the potentio-
meter control can then be marked off in a linear
scale from the one minute minimum to the
maxlmum.

If you have a frequency meter you can fine
tune the alarm frequency to make sure the astable
multivibrator's frequency is on the resonance of
the piezo buzzer, to give maximum volume. How-
ever, this is by no means essential as the piezo
buzzer will still sound pretty loud, anyway.

Fig, 1 Circuit of tha ETI kitchen timer

&) = cur rN TRAcKs
- oN REvtesE stoe

Fig. 3 Strip board component layout and track-
cuts on copper side



@ (0983) 292847 Xen-Electronics (0933) 292847 t5r

Just o sg,mp,le ol stock. Askfor items not listed. Super Project Kit Bqrgo,ins
tc's
400 uB 12
401 UB 12
401 1 12
4017 31
4028 29
4040 38
4063 37
4066 19
4081 12
zSoAcPU 1 85
z80AP10 1 68
7217tPt 4 00
6402tPL 7 30
555 41
558 3 30
741 25
1M380 1 A7
TDA3810 5 56
TL074CP 51
sG3526N 3 69
sG3526J 492
SL486DP 220
SL4gODP 213
ML926DP 3 04

DtooEs
tN4001
tN4002
tN4oo3
tN4004
rN4005
tN4007
IN
tN5406

ZENER
DIODES
2V7 4W
5V1 4W
7V5 4W
9V1 4W
10v1 4W
1 1V1 4W

LED'S
5mm DIA
RED

o5
05
05
o5
05
05
't2
'14

o5
o5
06
o6
o6
o6

13

GREEN 12
ORANGE 21
YELLOW 15
3mm DIA
RED 13
GREEN 13
ORANGE 21
YELLOW 13

FIXED
VOLTAGE
REGULAT
+5v 1a 36
+8v 1 5a 68
+12v1 5a 36
+15v la 36
+24v 1a 68
-5v 'la 39
-12v la 210
-15v la 39
24v 1a 39
+5v0 la 25
+8v0 la 28
+'l2v O 1a 28
+'l5v O 1a 36
6wO 1a 30
2w0 1a 30
15vO 1a 30

TRANSISTORS
8C107 't 6
8C108 21
8C109C 19
8Cr 82 05
8C212 05
BC546B 04
BC556A 04
80233 42
BFY51 54
8F259 58
BSRsO 49
tRF520 1 61
tRF840 1 10
J112 57
MTPBN1O 44
TtP121 34
BD675A 32
BD676A 32

TtP126 34
TtP3l C 30
T|P32C 30
2N2646 1 18
2N3055 47

rc socKETS
Low Cost
6 way 05
8 way 07
14way 1 1

16 way 13
18 way ,1 5
2Oway 16
22 way 18
24way 20
28way 23
4Oway 30

TURNED PIN
6 way 12
8 way 16
14 way 28
16 way 32
18 way 36
20 way 40
22way 44
24way 48
28way 55
4O way 80

CONNECTORS
D Type Soldergwskt 43
9w plug 38
9w cover 98
1 5w skt 60
1 5w plug 53
1 5w cover 1 07
25w skt 60
25w plug 53
25wcover 1 16

PCB MOUNT
15wskt 102
'l5w plug 39
25w plug 2 15

CAPACITORS
Radial Lead
22QF SOv 05
22AF 63v 1 1

47oF63v 06
33 OF 16v 04
47 OF 10v 06
47 AF 25v Oo
47 OF 35v OB
47 OF 63v OB
47 OF 10Ov 07
'l O OF 35v 06
1O oF 63v 06
22aF1OOv 21
1O0OF 1Ov Oo
1@OF 16v 06
1 OO OF 25v 07
1O0 OF 35v 08
1O0()F5Ov 19
1O0 oF 63v 21
220 OF 1 Ov 06
330OF16v 19
47OOF 16v 25
47O OF 50v 40
47O OF 63v 63
1 ,OO0 oF 10v 23
1,OOO oF 'l6v 27
2,2OOOF 16v 45

AXIAL LEAD
47OF63v 05
1O OF 35v 'l 

1

47 oF 25v 10
lOO OF lOOv 18
470OF 1Ov 22
1OOO OF 1Ov 31
1 OOpF 25v 1 I
METALISED
POLYESTER
5/7 5mm Pitch
33c,F400 05
00'10 c,F 100 05
0 022 C,F 63 08
0 047 OF 1 oov 08
0 0l OF 63v 08
015OF63v 17
0 33 OF 63v 33

O 47 OF 63v 17
Disc Ceramic
lOpF 63v 05
IOOpF sov .06
1 SOpF sov 05
220pF 5Ov 05
01 pF 25l5Ov 05
OlpF 1Kv 27
O22pF 63v 1O
O47pF SOv 12
11tF 25v 06
1 pF 50v O7

BESISTORS
Carbon lilm
0 25 watt 5%
1 -1O mO 02
0 5 watt 5%
10O210mO

04 each

THEBMISTOR
BEAD (NTC)
GM472W

[4 7ko] 1 95

Potgntiometors
PCB Mount
Cernet Top Adj.
'lO0 p 30
lk t, 30
5p 30
10p 50
2Op 50
100 p 50
2OO p 50

Z8O Based Controller Board
This super little micro board using the very powerful Z80A CPU
running at 4MHz has all the necessary hardware to control
menial to the most complex tasks. The PTH PCB Measuring only
107 x 118 comprises 2K EPROM (Empty),2K static RAM, 16
input lines using two 74L5244 and 16 output lines using two
74LS373. The port connections are via four 1 OW pin strips, each
having eight data lines, one ground and either NMl, lNT, WAIT or
RESET. A must for the small application.
Order as: ZEOA-CTRL,/K Kit Form ..... f2O.45

ZSOA-CTRL/ B Built and Tested .............. f24.95
ZA4C-CTRL/ K Cmos Kit Form f26.95
Za4C-CTRL/ B Cmos Built and Tested .... f31.45

RS232 to Centronics Converter
This handy little interface is ideal for running parallel printers
from a serial port, the low cost way out of buying expensive
parallel ports for your computer. Originally designed for the
Sinclair OL and Northstar Dimension in mind. The PCB
measuring 60 x 62 comprises of the 6402 UART, Baud rate
generator and all necessary logic, comes complete with wire and
ribbon cable and 36W centronics plug. (For "D" Type connector
and hoods see selection on left. Sinclair OL SERl Plug available
extra @ f 1 .68 order as 9OO-71052F.)
Order as: R5232-a/K Kit Form ........ f18.40

R5232-A/B Built and Tested .................. f23.90
Distance Measuring lnstrument
A invaluable handy instrument ideal for quickly measuring
rooms no bigger than 5O feet square The ultrasonic processing
PTH PCB measuring only 77 x 85 has all the necessary
components to output the distance in four digit BCD (multiplex)
reflecting either feet meters or yards selectable by a three
position switch. The kit comes complete with Parabolic reflector
and transducer. Available extra is a liquid crystal display board
measuring 51 x 101 which can be wired to the BCD output to the
above board directly to display the distance in 0.5 inch high
dig its.
Order as: UOM126/K Kit Form

UDM126/B Built and Tested ..........
LCDM4/K LCD Kit Form ..............
LCDM4/B LCD Built and Tested ...

.... f24.95

.... f34.95

.... f14.30

.... f16.95

Mail or Telephone Orders Only Please to:
Dept. 23, Samuel Whites Estate, Bridge Road, Cowes, lsle of Wight, P031 7LP

Please add fl for 1 st class post and packaging and 1 5% VAT to total,
Stock listing available soon, please send SAE to be put on the mail list

BUITD YOUR ETI DREAM
MACHINE IN STYLE

I enclose my cheque/P.O. payable to A.S.P. Ltd. Please debit
my Access/Barclaycard A/c No.

Signature

Name .

Address

I

Please allow 28 days for delivery. This offer is available to I

readers in U.K. only. Overseas enquiries in writing to the I
above address. 

I

Adjust the controls to suit your mood and let the gentle, relaxing sound
drift over you. At first you might head for the sound of soft rain, sea surf,
or perhaps the wind through distant.trees. Almost hypnotic, the sound
draws you irresistably into a peacerul, refreshing sleep.

For many, the prospect of waking refreshed and alert from perhaps
the first truly restful sleep in years is exciting enough in itself. For more
adventurous souls there are some strange and mysterious dream
experiences waiting. Take lucid dreams, for instance. lmagine being in
control of your dreams and able to change them at will to act out your
wishes and fantasies. With the Dream Machine it's easy!

The ETI expansion parts set contains all you need to turn the
basic Dream Machine into a very special project. The parts set
contains:

TS (trans-
PANSION
rs, preset,

T'fxi?
Tl articles

describing construction, testing and all kinds of dream experiments!)

The expansion set cosls only €19.95 incl. postage and VAT
(You will need the lree componenls and pCB from the November and Decembet
issues lo complete this proiect).

The complerf p_arts-set (including PCB and al! components) is
yours tor only f,20.95 incl, postage and VAT.

r To A.S.P. Readers Services, 9 Hall Road, Maylands
Estate, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7BH. Please

...... expansionsets ROET 8 @ S19.95
completesets BOET 9 @ S20.95
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1000uf [3 25

Pack C:30 x Polyester capacitors a or
0.01 uJ - 1ul f4.50

Pack O: 35 x horizontal presets 1k-1M !'3.00
Pack E:30 x lC sockets 8, 14, 16 Pin f2 00
Pack F:25 x Bed smm LEoS t1 75

Pack G:25 x Green 5mm LEDs !2 00

Pack H:30 x 5mm LEDs 10 Red,
10 Green, 10 Yellow t2 50

s !1.00

C+ 
Bct1lztzi2zs

*- 
robloctvPe)

o/o).

7 5Op* & SAE
for CATALOGUE

(AUTUMN 1987)
*refundable with first order
R1NG (Ot) 567 89rO - 24 HRS.

Omolt
doo and
rho bh.l

XK125 Complete kll ot parls ......' C24.00

ompurs (O- 1 5Vl which whh uir.bl€ ht.rlG
circuitry (rolayr, LircE, €tc - dotolls $ppf,.dl
can b€ usod lo switch up ro 16 hm! of
oquipment on d ofl ,omotely. Th€ uQ(,i!
may bo htchod (to the bst recrived codo) d
momoilory (s during transmirsim) by rp€-
cilying tho decodsr lC .nd s 16V ttatilis.d
supply ls lvsibbh to powor onerul dE t!.
Supply: 2r1()V AC or 15-24V DC !r lOmA
Size (oxcluding tran3fmar) 9 x 4 x 2 m
The compsnlon tr€nsmitter is the t#( 19
which oporat€s ftm s 9V PP3 baflary r.rd
givo6 o rango of up to 6oft. Two koytotdr
oro ry€ilablo-+,,,1K9 (4-wEy) rnd lvlxlo (1&
way), doponding on tho rumbd ol dQut! ro
b€ usad.
MKt2 lH Rocdvd (iml rEn.foffirl

el6.30
MKltTGnrmhtor . .. t7.5O
MK8+WlyKoyb@rd ... - . .. 12,2O
Ml(10 10-W!y Keybolrd . . C6.55
60l l33goxlorTnnsmlttd t2.60

Good qraty bob .!lct d lo ollt, qnrndlE
dr toa nroiay.

CaO Oa A,i E*r. $h. ibs Pll{ . S!a.t.d
im -d lM .p.ing. f2.f O

tS OO! 6ir b loLrt d .lr! ffif,. luJ.t d
ffi-dltm.p.r.rg. €2.tO
a5O OOt Lifi drty ffidr. cmim €p.chY
O 22-l 2,m co9p.. wlt!. Ct.tO
tOOl IIT - Cmh.: .lda ffin, .nlp! lw
pa-t, wit .tlp..t, nn U.& .ffid,lE , phil-

ba Etidiw h bbc* tMuld. Ehfurcad f,d
#q rttdr sriai o9.ncd flt lilm
2/(}x2o5dn fo.0o

ato @, Sd{atd lJrofidc u,it tulpF
sthriJtc#*ifr, f3.t!
alo Ot2 W.tctmkm Sc,lwdtlvlr S.t.
1Olt.al2.ol2.1l3.OB.An et.7l
ato O'lt S.r ol 4 Srhh.t SEI fE6r.
$-]llin ioad, Edfai nqa+rre.cdoo,
bd rc..d, tr ,tad. I toEtt loig. Cs.tl
alo aca h-,i Fl2v dc Dtr. €C.tO
aao!6T.m t2v&Orl. fto.26
t6ot OSrMlIh.Ora. Cla.lo
wE rlto !f,ocx axrE( llol{8 axo

rocBaoflE8

- 3-channel sound to light kit features

DL!000K This valuefor-money 4-way chaser
features bi-dir€ctional sequenco and dimming
1 kW per channel E19.25
DLZ1000K - A lowe coat unr-diroctional version
of the above zero switching to reduce
interlerence Cl0.B0
OLA/1 (for DL & DLZ1000K) Optional oPto input
allowingaudio'beat'/lighlresponse l1P

zero voltsge switching, aulomatic level conlrol
and built-in microphone lkW perchannel El5'60

Tho OLaOOOK i..n 8-w.y $q@ncd lh whh buih
h opieirol.ted @nd ro lioht inpu which com..
cmphto whh . pro-progEmm.d EPf,OM cd-
i.inlng EIGHTY - YES 8Ol ditfo.snl.oq@nco.
lncludiBg tt ndrrd RosNng rnd chr$ .o6im!,
Th. KIT includor full in.tMions and .ll @mpq-
!nl. (.von lh6 PCB )on@tdt) .nd roquiro. oDlY

! bor rnd 6 cdtrol knob to comd.i. olh.r
l..turos include mnull toqMco 0pood odju.r
mnt, zo,o voh.go twhchin€. LEO mimic l.mp.
.nd !@nd to ligtr LED and . 3OO W ompu por
clBnnol

And rh6 bert thing abou it i. th6 prico.

on.' f,31.50

signsd to ropllco o Bt€ndlrd wall twitdr
and control up to 3OOW o,f Eghdng.

fDf,lool( Brmorr Cnt ol txrna tlB.0o
tfo Tnn6minor fo( 6bo{! 15"10
fD:!00l( To$hdmmor f9'30
T8!00I Touchswirch €9.3o
TDE/I(

e.9s
LD300t( t4.7s

lnstall your own burglar alarm and save
pounds All parts available separately.

950 '120 Stair Pressure Mat 1.70
950 125 Floor Mat 29x16 ins 2.60
950 130 External bell box - an ideal

deterrent on its own!
950 130 Xenon Beacon (12v)
950 140 Flush doorlwindow contacts 1.22
950 143 Surface mounting contacts 1.05
960 160 Alarm Control Unit
950 162 Alarm Control Unll

This unit incorporates all the features
requi red to
security sys
Operating o
to charge a
The unit is
225x225x80mm. Full instructions supplied
to connect normally open and closed
sensors. bells. personal alarms etc

entry and exit alarm delays 2
operation complies with BS

attractively styled 2 station mains
handset type door phone

conversation with visitors without
the door Free standing or wall
connections to a 9 volt battery for
Electric doorlock release button

maybe used with our 701150 lock
ease mechanism lvory and Fawn body
0x'l00x70mm 927.95

\af
_/
lemal

Powerful cordless iron complete wilh
table-t charging
bracke emperature
in 10 amp which
lights omes with
mains charging unit and 1 2V car battery
adaptor. Soecial Ofler fl 5.95

This kit contains a Single
Chip [/icroprocessor, PCB,
displays and all electronics
to produce a digital readoul
of weight in Kgs orSts and
Lbs. ln normal useatoothed
wheel (pattern provided) is
made to rotate when a
weight is placed onlo the scales,
interrupting two inla-red beams The pro-
cessor counts the number of teeth passing
the sensor (up or down, depending on
which beam is broken first) and shows the
reading on the LED display in Sts & Lbs,
Lbs or Kgms A PCB link selects the scale
for bathroom or two types of Kitchen
Scales A linear version ol the toothed
wheel could also be used Other uses
include upldown counters A low cost
digital ruler could be made by using a wheel
with the correct tooth to diameter ratio
ES1 ..................................................... C5.50

dioital mullimeter s..'-
toilv a few addrtional resrstors and switches

Itb lft hE b.rn tp.ddlv
md uilNim r S0UIEEI
P0tUilTS, .nd r ElXll(5I witlr lsfirtin t0
mr0l0 tir atroln mvic. t0 fuild TtI tilcir.lii

d, if,hnur,
Erdt pr(frt
ol oparstkn
A ssain m
k imldrd,

.dli{ rh hiffi ro hrild rh ciroir! with
mfidlnm.
oRDER NO XK118 ............ fl5.00

on 2N414 lC, kit includes
PCB, wound aerial and crystal
earpiece and all components to
make a sensitive miniature radio.
Size; 55x2.7x2cms
Requires PP3 9V battery.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS f6.60

ORDERING INFORMATION:
ATI PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

FREE P&P on ordets o
75o + VAT. Oversea

d6.5o. Send ctrequ
with order.

LOCATAUTHORIW AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUB'ECT TO AVAIIABILITY

Designed to con-
trol 4 outputs
independently
switching on and
off at present
times over a 7-day

re and day easily programmed via 20
kevboard ldeal for ceniral heatinqway Keyooaro loeal Tor cenlral nearlng

control including different switing time for
weekends Battery back-up circuit.
lncludes box 18 time settings
cT6000K ......................................... r47.20
XKl l4 Relay kit for CT6000, inclLdes PCB,
connectors and one relay. Will accept up
to 4 relays.3A/240V c/o contacts .. 84,30
701 ll5 Additional relays E1.80

U.e. "buor lic" t6-1ts
nhuo to ruintdn sD
por!tura to wilhln
O 5'C ldealtdphoto!ts
r.phy, incubalo.r,
wim-m.king, dc, M.x.

l@d 3kw (24OV ac) T.mp rrng€ up to gO'C. Slir.:
7t1t2 5c6.,
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Chung Yiu Ko
heeps his
ualuables safe and
sound behind
closed contacts
with his
combination lock
circuit

HOST/ IT WORKS

circuitry, Whenever a

the aclual reset key

F{L]
Erl
trlE
tr

COA/IBO-LOCK
eighbourhood Watch schemes cover
the land. Little orange stickers
appear in the windows of every semi-
detached in the Kingdom.

Security in the home has a
higher pro an ever before and a simple
electronic ce could be worth its weilht
in missing

than programmed and the lock could be used to
protect door openers, burglar alarms, car ignitions

- the applications are limited only by your
imagination.

If the right numbers are entered but in the
wrong order then the s€quence detector is reset
and the entire sequence must be repeated.

try is ted in the design
and ted if not appearing in
the are p

Construction
Though stripboard could be used with care, the
PCB is recommended and the overlay is shown in
Fis.2.

The key switches are of push.to-make
momentary action type and any switches of this
type can be used, However a low profile keypad or
keyboard is more desirable for ease of construc-
tion (again see Buylines).
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PARTS LIST

speaker wired remotely indoors.
For automotive applications a small module

case with metal front panel is most suitable. The
base of the case can be secured onto the dash-
board, with the metal front panel used to mount
the complete unit.

The alarm in the circuit shown is not going to
wake the street and alert the local alsatian brigade.
In its present configuration it is more of a loud
indication that the incorrect sequence has been
entered.

It would not be difficult to fit a second relay
into the alarm section of the circuit which could
trigger a bell alarm, or a flashing neon arrow with
'Burglar' written on it, or even to release an

enormous weight from the second floor onto the
burglar (please note that ETI can take no
responsibility for any visitors flattened by this
method).

BUYLINES

Fig, 1 The circuit diagram for the combination lock

.tr
ItrE
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ussd trq . wss fiom f,$..

stock cod

d unrd lrra $ock EodE,333.- '

_VE SW8 SW6 BESET ALABI\4 SWl(corvil\4oN) (swoi

Fig. 2 The component overlay
for the combination lock
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Inferak 1

N EXPANDABLE DISK.BASED
ZBOA DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF!

Universities, Colleges, lndustry, Enthusiasts:
Unlike home computers, developmenturlilKe nome compulers, oevelopmentsvstems haveentirelv"open" architectures, use staridard TTL etc. chios (ie nirchips (ie no
ULA's!), and are built in aULA sl), ano are buttt in a proper engineering fashion. Usu_aily these superior products carry a correspondinolvary rnese supenor prooucts carty a corresoondinolv
superior price tag, but you can build lnterak vour'selI boir6supenor.pflce.rag, o_ul you can build lnterak yoursell board
?y.b9plg "lg 

tl!1s afford a system whi.ch wotjtd normaily be
out of your reach andlor understanding.

The system can ' because it
uses p_lug in 4.5' ality 19,, 3U
rack. We have be thi6 system
was f irst made in compltersl
it has stood the test of time
Send two second class stamps, or telephone for a
detailed.descriptive leaflet, specification, prices, etc

Greenbank
G?eenbank Electronics (Dept. T4E),460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel:051-645 9:191

(Up to 7 more cards, each 4%" ! 8")

The most sophisticated. and highly
protected modules available today.

POWER/LOAD PR!CE
60W 8Q t2S.B4 Bi-potar

100W 4Q f30.44 Bi-potar
100W 8a C33.59 Bi-Polar
170W 4Q t43.26 Bi-Potar
170W 8Q 149.26 Bi-potar
300W 4e CS5.05 Bi-potar
120w 8Q [38.75 MOSFET
220W 4Q t66.85 MOSFET
4s0w 4Q [83.71 MOSFET

Stereo Preamp 153.88
t/-12v Supply f 19.66

Prices include P+P,VAT. All modules are guarantee d lor Z
years. For more information on these modules and our other
products including our Hi-Fi kit amplifiers. please write
(s.a.e.) or phone.

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK STOKE

PHOENIX WORKS
5OO KING ST.
LONGTON
STOKE_ON_TRENT
STAFFS

TEL.(0782) 330s20

Agents:-
BRADLEY_MARSHALL

382.386 EDGEWARE RD.
LONDON.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
35.39 CHURCH ST.

WILMSLOW
CHESHIRE.

ffiil fl'PJ{n,n o*o*,u1ernco5ril ffiii\fiP

ttliT...r,IIMETERS Atl 31, Digit LCD,

rcasd n ll

*X,Y,l"I,lffi l.oc Hrs tsst drsphv r*rd 0 s/' tnl

" qgtHl**,ll,ffi*gimt"

$,*ilH'l'- -^
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,F POWER SUPPLY KIT

a 25130 Watt MOSFET Audio Power Amplif ier 4-8 Ohms Kit
t21.97 Fl/BUiI e26.00

I 10 Channel Variable Speed running ight Kit drives LEDs or
Mains lamps lncludes LED display board and LED lamps
Kit tl5.89 R/Built tl9.15

I Mains Add-on interJace board for controlling Mains amps
f rom our running light unit Kit t4.95 B/Built t5.00

* Plus & l/inus regulated power supply 1-Amp state 5, 12,
15, or 24v Kit tl1.82 R/Built 814.82

I Variable Time Delay Relay unit Kit t5.71 R/Built t7.71
I 25130 Watt 12-Volt opp R,F Linear Power Amplif ter for

Amateur Radio Kit t26.66 H/Built 031.66
I Selectable tone generator 9 12v operation Kit 85.50

R/Built €7.50
I 3 Note Electronic Door Chime unit, 9 volt operation,

3 melodious tones, variable irequency, Kt e9.83 R/Built
e12.00

I lViniature FM Transmitter, 60 145MHz Kit €6.95 R/Built
e8.95

I 3 Watt FM Transmitter B0 108MHz Kit 813,99 R/Built
el8,99

I 300 Watt Light Dimmer unitfor 240 volt mains lights Kit
t6.95 H/Built t10.95

I 4 Code Digital Code unit plus Key Pad - Select own code g
volt Kit t16.31 R/Bui[ el9.95

I 5-100 Watt Electronic Loudspeaker Overload protector
adjustable Kit t11.40 R/Built El5.40

I VU Meter 10 LED indicator 5 to 12dB range Kit t13.63
H/Built E18.63

I 1B Watt CarlHome Power Amp 12-V Kit 814.50 R/Built
816.80

I Amplilier Power lvleter; 1O LED indicator from 0 25-100 Watl
Input - 9 volt operation Kit e12.94 H/Built E14.94

I Light sensitive relay unit; variable
sensitivity trigger control,
senses rght or dark
selectable Kit 88.91

R/Built f10.91

I Wireless FM Duplex telephone so d in pairs for
Office/Home 854.00

I Smm LCD digital sports Chronograph hand held 810.95
t Digital Blood pressure meter/monitor LCD readcut Eut4.83
I Digital LCD temperature module for panel mount ng 1-o'C

to + 6B"C e16.82
f 3 5" digital LCD Professional series digital mult mete'

reads Capacrtance, Temperature, Vo tage, Cond'"cian:e
Diodes, Trans stors AC/DC voltages & Contrnu tv E63.25

I Zenith Speech processor P-202 t29.50
I High quallty touch dimmer

500w e12.99
I lMains Wiring and Meta

Detector 811.00

I All Kits contain full instructions PCBs and components I A
orices lnc ude VAT and oostaoe and oacklno I Overseas ordersprices nc ude VAT and postage and packing I Overseas r

add I 0% to above prices I Please send Cheque or Posta,

Zenith Electronics Dept. 1234

14 Cortlandt Business Centre

Hailsham, East Susex, UK BN27 1AE

Telephone (0323) 847973 orders

Telex 8783134 FM M7204 Telephone (ma)847973

19'' RACK CASES

Order Code Panel Size Rear Box
WH(inch)W H D

tU-10 19"175 17x15x10
2U-10 19.35 t7,30,tO
3U-10 19 ' 525 17 ,50 .10

weight frice

15olo discount on
r u-l0 2u-t o 3u-1(,with this advert.
2U-12 19x35
3U-12 19x525
4U-12 19x70

Please add !3 00 P&P for the first item and C1 50 for each additionat item
No VAT to be added to the price

TEST EOUIPMENTS

C83A Digital Power Supply/Voltmeter (0/35 Volts 1 5 A)
C83B Digital Power Supply (0/30 Volts 1 A)
C89A Function Generator (2H21o200 KHz\
C86A 60 MHz Counter/Timer
C87A Autoranging Capacitance Meter (0 1 pF to 99.9 mF)
MV338 Metal-mains detector

2 4kg
2 gkg
3 5ks

c25 50
t27 50
c29 95

17x30x12 33kg
17x50x12 40kg
17x65x12 46kg

23 S0
24 50
26 50

f44.95
f.38.95
s39.95
s47.95
e47.95

e4.99

A new range ol quality test equipment at the lowest possible price The
C89A (t34.95) and C864 (€39.95) are also available in kit form with full
construction details Please add !3 00 p/p per item (t1.00 for MV338)

io o.ce' *rc cheq ue, posial order - please al low up to 7 days despatch for cheque clearance
C-a.::r c scouni avarlable. Customers who require further tntormation please send S A E

Trade and over*as orders welcome Matl order only

T.J.A. DEVELOPMENTS
Dept. ETl, 19 Welback Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HA2 0RN.

19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES
-. s na c.ge oi r g' rack {uipment cases have been c,esigned wilh economy and versitilily as their
B,d ,e -^ese ca*s are suop ied as a flal pack kil wilh assembly inslructions.
Tk {. !ment ca*s lealure a black powder coat r/j' (3mm) atuminium lrontpanet with the rest of the
re co"strrtd lton 7mfi d 9mm 'St€lvelite' PVC coated steet Alt kits include lronl panel handlss

ORDEF CODE HEIGHT PRICE
Ul 1rl." (44mm) 16 o0
U2 3rl2" (88mm) 18 00
U3 51/." (133mm) 20.00
u4 7" r178MM) 2200
M5U Sloped mixerconsole f25,50
All prices Exclude V A T
Plre include !2 50 + VAT Perltem
For Post
Flat pac x 260 x 32 Q
Maxim u 1.5Kgs. 19

Blanking Panels, Racking Consoles
and Rack Cabinets also available.
Please send S A E lor lurther details
* TRADE ENOU/F/ES WELCOME a
Tel 0275 823383 for Access/Visa card sales for
immediate despatch or send cheque with order to:

RACKZ PRODUCTS PO, BOX NO. I402, TIANGOTSFIELD, BRISTOL,
ENGLAND. BS17 3NY

FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION

I Binders 85.95 inc. P&P
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Andrew
Armstrong flies
economy but still
arriues in good
shape

travelling east. For
out of bed just in ti
the strain of having
be the last straw.

Such is the case with a certain transatlantic
friend of mine. On her visits to Britain everg few
years, it takes her a month to reprogram herselfto
get up before lunch time, and by then it is almost
time to return home.

F{L]
ErlF-r
EE
tr*

On the theory that the body acts rather like a
phase locked loop and comes into lock at a rate
proportional to the time zone mismatch (the error
signal) I resolved to reprogram her to move faster.
The phase locked loop analogy suggested a
possible solution. A bigger 'error signal' could be
generated by switching on room lighting somewhat
before dawn and the switching of the lamps could
be controlled by (of course) a phase locked loop.

An oscillator frequency of one cycle per day
(CPD) is obviously required and my first thought
was to use a memory backup capacitor of perhaps
one farad as the timing element. In fact, though, a
more reasonable solution is to use a higher
frequency oscillator with a more reasonable
capacitor value and divide it down to 1CPD
(0.0000115H2).

The use of an exclusive OR gate phase
detector in the phase locked loop takes care ofthe
phase advance required in the control system
because phase locking is achieved with the two
waveforms 90o out of phase. All that is needed is a
means to ensure the control output is phase
leading rather than phase lagging. A lead/lag
detector controlling another exclusive OR gate
acting as an invert/noninvert gate will solve the
problem.

It is in the phase detector that the high value
capacitor comes into its own. Though the

TRAA{S/TLAAITIC
TITIE ZOA{E
CORRECTOR

n increasing number of people are
now familiar with the problem of
jetlag. It can be difficult to readjust
the body clock to a significantly
different lime zone, particularly when

oscillator runs at a high frequency, the phase
comparison must be carried out at the input
frequency of 0.0000115H2. This requires a time
constant of at least several input cycles - several
days. The values shown in the circuit will give a
time constant of 5f2 days, which will permit the
circuit to lock in after only a few cycles.

Theory suggests that lockup times of between
two days and two weeks are possible, depending
on the switch-on time of the circuit, its initial state
and the phase of this moon. This last effect is
because a full moon may cause the photodetector
to switch on earlier or off later and may induce a
certain amount of phase jitter on the signal to
which the oscillator must lock.

Some readers may be surprised at the choice
of a relay to switch the load, rather than a triac.
The reason is that it is felt the best form of lighting
may be a flourescent lamp of the'artificial daylight'
or 'northlight' variety. (These tubes simulate the
spectrum of normal daylight more closely than
other forms of light. You can demonstrate this by
trying to read a resistor colour code which includes
purple and red or blue, under ordinary lamps and
under these special types).

Fluorescent lamps are notoriously difficult to
switch with triacs, so a relay is chosen for this
application to ensure long term reliability.

Assembly
The circuit is best built on the printed circuit
board, shown in Fig. 4. For those who wish to do
their own stripboard layout, the following tips may
be useful.

Make sure decoupling is good and that the
earth consists of two parallel tracks to obtain low
resistance. It is vitally important to prevent inter-
f.erence from being picked up by this circuit. After
all nobody wants to find, after two weeks of waiting
for the loop to lock properly, that the phase is dis-
rupted due to the activities of the local CB
enthusiast using slightly over the specified four
watts.

The rest of the assembly should be simple,
with the relay and power transformer being off-
board to prevent mains-borne interference from
disrupting its operation. One thing to remember is
not to underestimate the space required for the
1F0 capacitor. On the prototype, this was fitted
late in the assembly to avoid heat damage. It
wouldn't fit and had to be glued upside down on
top of IC1. Don't make the same mistake!

No specific case has been recommended for
this project, but in order to allow light in to the
phototransistor, one might use a transparent case.
A perspex cube of the type intended to display
photographs would be a good choice.

Fast Locking
Those constructors who are impatient to check
the operation of the circuit and who possess the
necessary test equipment may use the following
procedure.

Fig. 1 The international time zones
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GROUND
UNUSEO
INPUTS

Fig. 2 The circuit for the
time zone corrector

At midday switch on the circuit. The counter
will receive a reset pulse via C4 and R4 and then
will be allowed to count. This is the state which it
should be in at midday, assuming that midday is in
the middle of the daylight period. In this phase, the
output of the counter will be at logic 1 when the
lamps should be on and does not require to be
inverted so the flipflop which stores phase infor-
mation (lead or lag) is also reset.

To complete the fast locking procedure,
connect a 1k0 potentiometer across the power
supply lines and connect its slider to the top of C3,
via a 470R resistor. Measure the frequency of the
VCO using an oscilloscope or a frequency meter
and charge C3 (by adjusting the potentiometer) to
whatever voltage corresponds with approximately
l94Hz. Disconnect the potentiometer.

The circuit has now been artificially put into a
condition near lock. The phase may vary or
oscillate around optimum for a few days but it
should be useable almost immediately.

For those constructors without the requisite
test gear, the method of testing is simple, if rather
slow. First check that all the IC pins are receiving
the correct logic levels and that the clock is clock-
ing. If you connect a meter to the clock output and
it reads about 6V then it is a reasonable assump-
tion that it is working.

Then all you can do is wait. Sometime in the
nexl24 hours the relay should switch over, which
shows that the counter is working. Then it is a
matter of waiting for up to two weeks to see if the
loop will lock. If it does not, check C3 was installed
with the correct polarity and if not throw it away
and buy another one. Check also that the photo-
transistor is actually detecting the daylight. If not,
perhaps a period of testing near a south-facing
window would be in order.

Test Results
Publication deadlines prevented a proper testing
programme, so the author andthe ETI staff carried
out an advanced computer simulation to check all
aspects of the theory. A simulation of the time
zone corrector was compared with a simulation of
a digiial timeswitch (Woolworths, €9.99) and the
results tended to indicate conclusively that the
phase errors on the time zone corrector were no

ETI APRIL

more than 5% greater than the digital timeswitch,
an impressive performance for an analogue
system.

For any who may doubt the validity of these
tests, I would stress the simulations u.rere realistic
and included the effects of a failing timer battery
and of the triac in the timeswitch being destroyed
by a mains spike generated by a defective
fluorescent tube starter. 

E

PARTS LIST
BfSlSTonS (aU
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t2'
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G4"
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ts1.7

01
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RLAl l2V SP relay
T1 I 5V 8VA mains ltansl
PCB or stripboard. C.sr, $anse of *uirour: Irlutr ind.
bolts.
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Due to lack of space the
remainder of this project
has had to be held over
until the April 1989 issue.



HART ELECTRONICS are specialist producers of kits {or
designs by JOHN LINSLEY-HOOD. All krts are APPROVED
by ihe designer

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE BECORDER CIRCUITS

Complete Stereo Record/Play Kit
VU Meters to suit
Reprints of original Articles
860X Stereo Mic Amplifier. .

LINSLEY HOOD 3OO SERIES AMPLIFIEB KITS
Superb integrated amplifier kits derived from John Linsley-
Hoods arlicles in'HiFi News'
Ultra easy assembly and set-up wath sound quality to please
the most discerning listener. ldeal basis for any domestic
sound system if quality matters to you. Buy the kit complete
and save pounds off the individual component price.

K300-35 35 Watt. Discount price for Complete Kit . C98.79
K300-45. 45 Watt. Discount price for Complete Kit I102.36
RLH4&5. Reprints of Original Articles from 'Hi-Fi News'

Complete re curts lor very high quality low
noise stereo Circuits are optimised for our
HS16 Super lloy Head. Switched bias and
equalisationtocaterlorchromeandferrictapes Veryeasyto
assemble on plug-in PCBs Complete with full lnstructions

discehing enthusiast of quality
t for lovers of designs by John
ion of his ultra high quality FM
described in "ELECTRONTCS

together make a tuner which sounds better than the best ol

value lor money To cater for all needs four versions are
available with variations up to the top o, the range full AM/FM
model, with any unit being upgradeable at any time. Send lor
our fullv illustrated delails

STUART TAPE RECORDER GIRCUITS
ystem lor reel-to-
dio quality with a
rd and replay give
head monitoring
s fitted. Standard

250mV input and outpul levels These circuits are ideal for
bringing lhat old valve tape recorder back to life.
K900W Stereo Kit with Wound Coils and Twin Meter

e$.70
!2.30 each

. 75p no VAT
. 48.70

LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH OUALITY AM/FM TUNER
SYSTEM.

H!GH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

,,'g,t

HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. This is the standard head fitted
ks ................t7.66
he best head we can find.
output than Ferriie, fan-

;;; ;; ;,;;; ;;;;"1"' l!9"1
ack head..,..... t14.60

H_Xl_O-O Stereo oy R/P head. Special Offer C2.49
M4481 2/2 La Lab H,/p head. ... ........ t13.35
SM166 2/2 Head. Standard mounting.
AC type. . ... ........ eA.er-s
SM150 2/2 Erase Head. DC Type ....... .. .. .. .. e3.60
HQ751E 4/4 Erase Head for Portastudio etc ... i46.80
Full specifications oI these and other special purpose
heads in our lists.

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST
CASSETTE TC1

One inexpensive tesi cassette enables you lo set up VU level,
head azimuth and tape speed. lnvaluable when litting new
heads. Only e4.66 plus VAT and 50p postage.
Tape Head De-m.gnellser. Handy size mains it
prevents build up of residual head magnetis S
noise on playback I
Curyed Pole Type for inaccessible heads .........14,85
Se nd lot y ou r I rce copy ol ou t Ll ST S Oveoeas please send 2
lRCs lo covet sutlae Post ot 5 lRCs lot Aitmail.
Pldw add Frl co6a o, e,sl ffikhlg and lBunrco as ,orroE
INLANO ovERsEAs
Orders up to t10 - 50p please send sufficient to
Orders f10 tg_fJg 

- 
f]- Surface or Air post as

Orders over !50 - f1.50 required. --
tl.05 no VAT RJS'I Reprints of Original Articles

. t65.67
!1.30 no VAT

Personal callers are always very welcome but
please note that we are ciosed Ltt Aay Saturday 1) 652894

SALES LINE ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
UNLESS STATED

C SPECIAL OFFER O
The TK Electronics Guard Dog

Exclusive to ETI readers is the chance to purchase this
all electronic canine deterrent (as reviewed in ETI

detectors.
The kit includes all the components necessary to build
the dog (!), a quality PCB, mains transformer, horn

comprehensive instructions. All you need
supply and a little free time to put it

Don't delay. Order your guard dog today. Offer ends
1st April 1988. Send your order to:

ETI Guard Dog Offer
TK Electronics

1 3 Boston Road

Signature
Name.
Address

kat f22.95 to ETI Readers

Eili
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ver the past two months we have
looked at the design and construc-
tion of a 280 based CPU card and a
280 compatible 256K DRAM card.
Now we must turn our attention to

the interface board which will turn these multi-
purpose circuits into a dedicated co-processor for
lhe ZX Spectrum.

The interface board (see Fig. l and photo) has
at one end a standard edge connector which plugs
onto the expansion port of the Spectrum and at
the other end a three slot 'mini-backplane'which
conforms to the standard already adopted by the
CPU and DRAM cards.

In the middle there are four locations of
memory shared by the Spectrum and the co-
processor, through which data can be passed to
achieve bidirectional communication between the
processors.

A reset button for the co-processor is also
included, which is useful if software being
developed gets stuck in a loop.

This board derives its power from an off-
board 5V supply, separate from the Spectrum
PSU. In this way, the already overworked
Spectrum power unit is not strained. It is also
possible to run the co-processor without the
Spectrum attached, this being particularly useful if
a stand-alone target application is being tested.

Construction
lf you have managed to struggle this far through
the project, the construction of this last card
should prove no problem at all. Like the 280 CPU
and the DRAM card PCBs, this board is double-
sided without through-hole plating (Fig. 2).

Links between the two layers must be made
'.:sing tinned copper wire or the pins of the ICs. No
cliscrete component leads are used to form
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through connections on this board.
If you prefer to put the ICs into sockets,

'turned pin'types must be used so connections can
be made to the upper layer of the PCB (see the
construction notes for the 280 CPU card). Note
that there are no links or components hidden
under ICs to worry about on this board.

This PCB includes three connectors SK3, 4
and 5, which form a mini-backplane. These
DIN41512 connectors should be soldered in
position and bolted down for reliability, using short
M2.5 nuts and bolts.

The edge connector to the Spectrum (SK6) is
sited at the other end of the interface board, on the
edge of the PCB. It should be mounted so that one
row of pins are soldered to the top side of the board
and the other row to the bottom side. A small
modeller's vice can be used to squeeze the two
rows of pins closer together before fitting to make
soldering easier. Solder should then be run along
each pin in turn to form a good connection with the
PCB pads underneath.

The rest of the discrete components, the reset
switch SW1 and the power supply connector SK7
should now be fitted. Finally, after thorough check-
ing for solder splashes, clean away any remaining
flux deposits from the board.

Testing
Without sophisticated test gear at your disposal,
the best approach to testing is to plug the fully
populated CPU and DRAM cards into the inter-
face card, making sure that ihe various PROMs
are also present.

Without using a Spectrum at this stage,
connect the power supply (a 5V unitwith acurrent
capability of around 2A). lf all is well, the co-
processor will run its self test routine at power-up
and as the DRAM pages are tested, the page LEDs

"R
Etr
frjm
F-#
Graeme Durant
continues to build
his masterpiece
and this rnonth
loohs at the
interface between
the two machines
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should each light in turn for a couple of seconds. I{
this does not happen, remove the power and
check your construction.

The notes on testing which accompanied the
construction notes on the CPU and DRAM cards
apply equally to builders of the interface PCB.

If all is well, the power should be removed
anyway (but with less haste!) and the interface
board plugged onto the back of your favourite
Spectrum. Apply power to both. Wait until the co-
processor LEDs have stopped flashing and the
Spectrum has come up with its start-up message.
Now, on the Spectrum, type OUT 255,0 and press
Enter then OUT 255,224 and press Enter again.

This is the command sequence from the
Spectrum which tells the co-processor to run its
self-test routine. If all is well, the DRAM page LEDs
will sequence again. If not, a problem exists in the
interface PCB and this must be checked
thoroughly.

If you manage to get this far with everything
working: congratulations! It looks like you have at
least the majority of your co-processor hardware
functioning. The acid test will be to see if a real
application will run.

NOTES:
1C36,41 = 74LS3o
1c37.1o,4rff - 74LS374
1C42,{6 = 74LS:12
lc€,44 = 74LS1S
lC45 = 74LS74

lc42,il6 coNNECT PtN 7
TO OV AND PIN 14 TO +5V

Fig. 1 The circuit diagram of the co-
processor interface board

A fully documented application program for
an interactive 280 software development tool will
appear in next month's article. Once this has been
tried and proved to w be certain your
hardware is fully oper e meantime, we
shall go on to have a at the low-level
software side of things.

The Software
The co-processor software is the final part of our
system and it moulds the otherwise general
purp e ated

e two
the s h co-p
itself - handling data transfer, command inter-
pretation and execution - and the software which
runs on the Spectrum - handling the other end of
the data transfer plus the supply of co-processor
commands.

All the co-processor's actions are initiated by
a command from the Spectrum, passed via the
four shared registers. As mentioned in the first
article, the r recognises just five
different co m the host - quite
sufficient for urpose applications.

A7
A6
A5

A3
p
A1
AO

idFEii
iNt
D7
D6
D5
D4
o3
D2
DI
m
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HOW IT $TORKS
. Althqugh visu?lly

oneration of the

lsee the rnain textl.
Uaiertunately, the ;*terrupt system in the

Spectrum is alteady wed and adding turrher iniorrupi

souraes would onty serve to complicate tiiags. Sb han.d-

shaking lram the coarocessor to the Spectrum i$

achieved via a polled shared register.

The address decoding ior dte ro-proeessor is

identical to that desffibed above and is based around

1C36. lC43 and lC46 This time. t+hen the co-proces$or

writes to a shared port, the data is put i*Io ona of lC37'

40 When it reads {rcm a shared port. the data cames

lrom one ot lC47-50.

This is the opposite way round to befora and

provides the desired cagabitity ior bi'directional data

transfer.
Tr avoid confusion, the same port addressus are

used as ior the Spectrum e*d, even though the restric.

tion on available por-ts does not apply. Sa. il the

Spectrum writes data t0 its port at address 191. the co:

processor wili pick up this same data frorn it* 0!$n port at .

address 191.

A Heset buftan is provided on the interfaee bbard.

sry ege

to foree the eo'processor inlo i
simply achieved by swilchirg the

the baekptane ta 0V

T'his tsl
Iiiru'hil

-tr
E
C],l

frlt-l
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Fig. 2 The component overlay of the
interface PCB
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the other, at all times. The flow diagram (Fig. 3)
illustrates the handshake protocol used.

g bit nsists of an

man set. Com_

shar rum to the

This'one'in the MS bit position causes the co.

Ftls

sK6
s{7

However, there is also the facility in the co-
processor code for the user to add additional
specialised commands to these five - more on
that next month.

The commands are transferred from the
Spectrum to the co-processor using a special
handshaking protocol implemented in software
which ensures each party knows the exact state of
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D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO

Block Read
Block Write
Execute User Code
Break Execution
Self Test

ol0xxxx
000xxxx
10oxxxx
1110000
1r 00000

'X'= Don't care

Table 1 Spectrum to co-Processor
commands

D7 D6 D5 D3 D2 Dl DO

DATA label
NULL label

01111110
01111111

Table 2 Handshake labels from
Spectrum to co-processor. Both of
these labels have the effect of removing
the interrupt to the co-processor if sent
to the command port

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO

DATA label
BUSY label
IDLE label
BRKACK label
INVALID labol

1

1

o
1

I

111110
111111
111111'r 10000
100000

Table 3 Handshake labels from
co-Processor to spectrum

also ignore any new commands which arrive

Fig. 3 Flow diagram for the Spectrum co-
processor handshaking Protocol

belore it is ready to receive them.
Next, the new command is read in and

decoded. Once the co-processor has decided what
the command means, it lets the Spectrum know
that atl is well by sending a flag through port
address 255. This is again an 8-bit value with its MS
bit set to one.

Table 3 shows the flag values which may be

returned. The usual flag to be returned is BUSY
but DATA, BRKACK or INVALID may be used
under certain circumstances. These will become
clear next month.

The flag returned lets the Spectrum know
what the co-processor is doing and that the last
command was correctly decoded. After sending
the flag, the co-processor is ready to get on with
executing the command.

In the meantime, the Spectrum has been
twiddling its thumbs, repeatedly reading shared
port 255, waiting for the returned flag' Once
received, it can remove the interrupt from the co-
processor by writing a NULL label (with a zero in
its MS bit position - see Table 2) into shared port
255. This serves as an acknowledgement to the co-
processor that the flag was received and
understood.

Now the Spectrum is free to do a bit of
processing for itself, safe in the knowledge that the
co-processor is also busy, executing its latest
command.

When the co-processor has finished working
on this latest command, it checks shared port 255

to ensure the Spectrum has removed the initial
interrupt. If not, the co-processor waits for the
Spectrum to do so.

Once the interrupt has gone, the co-
processor removes its 'l am busy' flag from
Spectrum port 255 by replacing it with the IDLE
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flag and enables its interrupt again to return to its
time wasting loop awaiting the next command.

When the Spectrum has completed its little bit
of processing, ii looks at the contents of port 255

from the co-processor. If this is not the IDLE flas,
the co-processor is still working on the last
command. The Spectrum will wait (or could do a

Iittte bit more processing!) until the IDLE flag
arrives. Once that has arrived, the Spectrum is

free to send its next command to the co-processor,
starting the whole process again.

Apart from the interrupt driven command
transfer, this entire hand-shaking process is

executed in software. Consequently it is slower
than if it had been realised purely in hardware.

However, the aim of this project is to produce
a versatile test-bed, suited to further experimen-
tation. The limited scope for future changes which
hardware invariably presents was enough to make
its use less attractive. Opting for the software
driven handshaking protocol allows the user
tailor the exact scheme used to suit
application.

It is also worth noting that although the use ol
interrupts in the protocol is limited to Spectrum-to-
co-processor command transfer (due to the tricki-
ness of using the Spectrum interrupts) this link is
by far the most important of the two. In case of
problems, the Spectrum is always in command o{

the co-processor even if user software in the co-
processor goes haywire.

Next month, in the final article in this series,
we take a closer look at the co-processor
commands and the ways in which they work.

to
the

*ffi3
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f ust to show you that ETI isn't all

(f about slaving away over a hot
soldering iron or tying your brain
into knots over circuit calculations,
this month I'm taking a look at two
books which are definitely easy

' in Japan by Akio
Morita with Edwin Reingold
and Mitsuko Shimomura.
Collins. 812.95.

This is the autobiography (semi-
autobiography?) of Akio Morita.
Go on, admit it. You've no idea who
he is. Well Akio Morita is Sony.

Morita was 25 years old when in
1946 he and Masaru Ibuka founded
the Sony Corporation in the
Japanese ashes of World War Il (it
actually started as Tokyo Tele-
communications Engineering -which is rather odd as the first
product was an extremely dodgy
electric rice cooker!).

He is now Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Sony - one of
the most successful companies in
the world. After its unsuccessful
attempts at electric rice, Sony has
produced the world's first tran-
sistor radio and domestic video
recorder, not to mention co-
inventing compact discs and of
course coming up with ihe
ubiquitous Walkman - an idea
entirely conceived by Morita.

The Walkman is typical of
Morita's viewpoint on commerce
On suggesting the idea nobody
actually laughed at him (well you
wouldn't laugh at your boss, would
you) but he was certainly given a
hard time.

He still believes that no amount
of market research would have
indicated any public desire for a
'personal stereo'. Nevertheless he
forced the idea through and now
there are millions of Walkmans
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(and imitations) in use around the
world.

Morita believes you have to
creote markets for innovative
products. He's the Sinclair of Japan

- only he hasn't gone bust four
times proving it.

Mode inJaponisn't just a story of
a clever man's life, interesting
though that life is. It is also a collec-
tion of his thoughts, ideals and
visions and a fascinating glimpse
into the Japanese commercial
environment - so different to the
reserved, hesitant face of British
business life.

This book both confirms the
common picture of Japanese
workers beavering away giving
their all to the faceless company,
and at the same time exonerates
this picture from western criticism.

However, Mode in Jopon is not
an economics treatise. It is a bio-
graphy of a successful life which has
already achieved more than most of
us can hope for and still has plans
for much more.

I thoroughly recommend this one
for an entertaining and an oh-so-
slightly educational read. At f,l2.95
it is a high price for a bedtime book
(it is hardback, though!) but if it
doesn't come out in paperbook
soon, persuade your local library to
enlarge the biography section by
one.

Harwin Chronology of
Inventions, Innovations and
Discoveries by Kevin
Desmond. Constable Pub-
lishing €10.95.
lf this boox was targer, it would be a
'coffee table book.' It has all the
other qualities off to a tee. It is easy
to read straight or to dip into while
watching Eastenders. You can
share the contents with others and
it provokes discussion. It would go
down a treat on Christmas day,
after the Queen's speech.

The book is a chronology of
inventions, innovations and dis-
coveries from prehistory to the
present day (well, to 1985 anyway)
with a short excursion into the
realm of the future to boot.

There are few details on each
entry - just what happened and
when - but there are an awful lot of
entries. Of course, the early entries
are a little vague in their exact
timing. The domestication of wheat
and barley is placed around 8000-
9000Bc.

In more recent times, things get a
little more precise and, for my part,
considerably more interesting.

Did you know that asteroids
were discovered in 1801, the micro-
phone invented in 1828, evaporated
milk in 1884, the Tuxedo in 1886,
the toothpaste tube in 1892, the
safety razor in 1900, the electric
food mixer in 1918, the launderette
in 1934 or the Morris Minor Mini in
1959?

I could go on. There are simply
thousands of entries in this pot-
pourri of trivia. Few of these gems
of knowledge will prove useful
today, this week or even this month
but in the long run this book pro-
vides a fascinating way to pass a few
spare minutes and is a handy
reference source for those other-
wise unanswerable problems.

There is some wastage of space
with the comically vague pre-
historical entries and the'shape of
things to come' for the next 50
years. Some of the items in the
latter are sensible and predictable
(and thereby omissible) - such as
the channel tunnel and a nation-
wide chain of lead-free petrol
stations - but many are (l believe)
just silly - cloned superhumans,
time machines, laser space battle
stations and the like.

All the real inventions are
arranged in chronological order by
year and a comprehensive index is
provided for their location when the
date is not known. I don't know if
euery entry is suitably entered in
the index but I had no trouble find-
ing entries in this way.

Of course, not every invention is
featured here at all. However, this is
a pretty good list. If you take this
book as I believe it should be taken

- as 200-odd pages of entertain-
ment - and you can remain enter-
tained after being relieved of the
811 it will cost you, you will not be
disaPPointed' 

Martin Tame

p ecently the Eciitor forwarded a
[iert", io me rrom a man who
has been reading electronics
magazines for many years.

The letter drewmy attention to a
technique of improving the
eipparent bass response of a sound
system, sending me photocopies of
the original article and subsequent
correspondence from Wireless
World 1951.

Hi-fi it is not but it serves to illus-
trate some current sound process-
ing techniques.

The article outlined a technique
whereby low frequency notes
(which loudspeakers of 1951
vintage handle less efficiently than
present day ones) could apparently
be reproduced more accurately.
Low frequencies were filtered off
and fed to a nonlinear stage which
generated harmonics. The
harmonics were at frequencies
which the loudspeakers could
handle efficiently and the presence
of these harmonics was intended to
fool the ear into hearing the
fundamental that was not, in fact,
there.

The original circuit used valves,
with which many readers may not
be familiar, so I have rendered the
elements of the circuit into block
diagram form (Fig. 1) for ease of
understanding. Excerpts from the
letter and my reply should throw
further light on the subject.

The Letter
Dear Mr Armstrong,

The ideas in the enclosed article
Boss Without Big Baffles have
interested me since I first read it but
I did not have time to build it. Nowl
have decided to take another look
at it. but everything is semi-
conductor now and I am no design
engineer. Do you know of any
further articles on the subject or
would ETI consider doing such an
article?

H Hodgson

The Reply
Dear Mr Hodgson,

I am afraid I haven't time to build
one of these units either but I will
see what I can do from a theoretical
angle.

So far as I know, there is some
validity to the idea that the
impression of bass can be provided
by its harmonics. Virtually the only
time the ear receives, say, a 100H2
tone and a 150H2 tone at the same
time is in the presence of a SlHz
fundamental so there is an unsur-
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Fig. 1 Block diagram for bass harmonics

'returned' to hear the fundamental
rather than the harnronics.

The present loudspeakers seem
to be much more linear at reason-
able outputs down to about tl0Hz

than any others I have used. Now I
am used to this I do not enjog the
sound from srnaller loudspeakers.

In another guise, the use of
harmonics to make the funda-
mental sound louder is with us as

the Aphex Aural Exciter. Some-
time over a year ago ETI published
an exciter circuit which does much
the same thing. Lower middle
frequencies (where the funda-
mental tones of most instruments
are to be found) are selected and
distorted by a circuit with a non-
linear transfer {unction which gen-

erates low order harmonics (verY

little above the fifth harmonic)'
These harmonics are added to

the music as well as or instead of
the naturally occurring frequencies
in the range. At any given volume
level, the resulting signal sounds
louder. It works for voice, and is
used to enhance the sound ofsome
rock and pop music. It is also used
in conjunction with compression to
make the adverts on TV almost
impossible to ignore, even when the
volume is set so that the Pro-
gramme is only just audible.

On reflection, I think that one
further point should be made. The
valves in the 1951 circuit distort the
signal asymmetrically, generating a

significant number and volume of
even harmonics as well as odd
ones. This is in contrast to most dis-
tortion generated in modern equip-
ment, where the waveform is

distorted symmetrically and almost
no even harmonics are generated. I
would expect the presence of even
harmonics to make the illusion of
bass more convincing so it may be
that the system proposed could
work.

It might, for example, enhance
the apparent bass output of'ghetto
blasters'. Perish the thought.

Andrew Armstrong

prising tendency to 'hear' the
fundamental. The drawback is that
tones with little natural harmonic
content cannot be simulated so
accurately.

Two personal observations
relate to this. Some small loud-

speakers I have come across
appear to give a lot of bass outPut
but are in fact generating
harmonics of low frequency signals
when these signals are of anY

significant amplitude. Here we have
an acoustic/mechanical system
doing the same as the bass amPlifier
circuit.

High amplitude bass signals drive
the bass cone outside its linear
region and generate harmonics.
The harmonics are filtered mech-
anically by the loudspeaker so that
only low order harmonics are
audible. This prevents the distor-
tion from sounding too harsh and
'sandpapery' as it would with an
overloaded transistor stage.

When I changed from a modest
sized pair of loudspeakers to a large
pair (the WW transmission line
desigrn) the bass was at first less

noticeable, until my ears had
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tT'he wonders of modern tele-
I comrnunications systems,

coupled with electronics and com-
puting, never cease to amaze me.

Shoppers in Oxford and High
Wycombe may be amazed too to
find their local branches of
Sainsbury's are now linked online
to the Link debit card network.

Now at the end of a long hard
slog around the aisles with that
bloody trolley (whose left front
wheel neuer turns) to pick up the
peas, pizzas, potatoes, parrot-food
and piccalilli, it's possibilities to pay

for the goods not with real moneY
but with a piece of plastic.

No more do you have to fumble
through your pockets looking for
that twenty-pee piece. This remem-
ber is the age of electronic lunds
tronsfer (or EFT for those in the
know) where reality becomes a

dream - oops, sorry - dream be-

comes reality. A single wipe of your
card through the electronic till is

sufficient to debit your bank
account by the requisite amount

The two stores are taking Part in
a year long trial by Sainsbury's to
evaluate cashless shopping with the
aim of bringing the system to all the
company's retail outlets soon after.
trt's For You, Your Majesty
Another test site for somethtng new
in telecommunicating is Windsor -no, not the Castle. Windsor Tele-
vision runs a cable television net-
work franchise covering some
100000 homes in the district.
Recently it has been given the nod
to start a telephone service
operated in tandem with the TV
network.

Business users on the Slough
industrial estate are the guinea pigs
for a five month trial of the service
which if successful will be run
throughout the whole of the
network.

If it's successful a.ll users of the
cable network could be linked by
telephone within.just a few months.
Trunk charges on the network are
expected to be pitched below
British Telecom charges (naturally)
and somewhere around Mercury's.

Being an integral network of
course will give significant benefits
for local calls, with charges
expected to be considerably below
BT's local charges.

Don't Tell Anyone, But . . .

It must gall some of the bigwigs
seated at the top oI BT to realise
that even the greatest generator of
chitter-chatter along the telephone
lines - the British Government -
is not convinced of the efficacy of

the only recently released ex-
monopoly.

Rumour abounds that the
Department of Education and
Science is the first governmental
department to have made the
decision to switch from BT to
Mercury.

It is anticipated that this cost.
cutting exercise will save the
Department over 025,000 a year.

Rumours also abound that Mr
Baker's mob, although the first to
leap the railings and abandon ship,
will not be the last.

On The Air
The old 405-line television band
known as Band III is now being used
as a private mobile radio (PMR)
network, as the Philips-led con-
sortium called Band Three Radio
took to the air in October of last
year. Aiming for a coverage of
around half of the population by
mid-year, Band Three Radio
expects total coverage within the
next year. Band Three Radio's
rival, GEC's National One, had not
switched on at the time of writing.

Germany Does It First
First production D2-MAC decoder
chips are now available, fully work-
ing, for inclusion into MAC-based
satellite receivers lor German
direct broadcast by satellite tele-
vision systems.

Readers of this column will know
from November that D2-MAC is
the MAC (multiplexed analogue
component) version opted for by
Germany and France as a way of
encoding and transmitting their
allocated DBS channels. The
proposed British DBS system will
be in the D-MAC version (similar
but not similar enough).

Availability of D2-MAC chips
(but not D-MAC chips) means that
German (and French for that
matter) television manufacturers
cannot flood the British market
with their products before our
manufacturers have a chance to get
their houses into order.

What it also means though, is
that German manufacturers can
now get down to the incredibly
serious (snigger, snigger) business
of making and selling televisions
capable of receiving transmitted
channels from the German DBS
satellite (snigger, snigger) launched
at the end (snigger, snigger) of last
year (snigger, snigger). Of course,
this relies on the fact that they can
get their stuffed turkey ... oops,
satellite to work (snigger, snigger).
Currently, they can't!

Keith Brindley
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PCB FOIL
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The Co-processor interface topside foil (above) and (below) the Co-processor interface solderside foil
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The Kitchen Timer PCB foil

L
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The Combo Lock foil pattern

The Virtuoso 3u case power supply foil pattern
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Knight Raider (dugust 1987)
In Fig.l(a) pins 4 and 5 of lcl are swapped,
lC2:1 Shqw ihe correct pin-out.

red and its emitter
s connects to earth.

.The t in the parts list went a little
:aw.ry. BQ23f and. Q7 is a TlP31.

-Soiler Conlrollet (Septernber 1987)

the prim hown
Earth.Ihis ral. ln
of the bri odes,

DG9, is shown the wrong way around. This is

eorrectly sho-wn in Fig. 5.

EEG.Monilor (September 1987)
ln Fig.3a the pins ot lC1 connected to the
power rails are shown swapped around. ln
Flg.4a R7 is unlabelled and is between C3
6nd C6, tn Fig.s C20 should be 110 and H18
i5 unfabelled. lt lies betvveen R17 and R19.

rongly lists R6 as
so, note that the

po.wer b.oard's GV raiI must not be connected
to Earth or the 0V rail of the CPU board.

Prlnler Buller (November 1987)
Ihe soltware for the EPROM had three
errqrs fisted. The byte at O39A should read
20i at03gB 14 and at 0492 30. All numbers
are in, Hex,

Dream illachlne (December 1987)
The transistors used in this project are
ST170?, BC108s can be substituted.

flcating Managcmert Syatem
(December 1987)
A 4115 is not a suitable alternative to the 5116
specified. A 4016 RAM chip will suffice. In Fig. 1

the junction of BVDS should connect to
D1-4/C1 and flot cross. The zener diodes above
the temperaturesensor ICs (1C16-19) should be
deleted, C4 should be 220nand not220p. C7 -70
should be 10F. Q2-7 should be 2N3904 and not
8C3904.

RGB
ln Fi
right
1N4'1
to ze
zD1.

PASSIVE INFRA.RED ALABII
(January 1988)
Fig. 2(a) shows th€ base ol 01 connected to
ground and to R14. lt should be connected
only to R14.

Clear Up Carnpaign (January 1988)
In the component overlay (Fig. 3) ZDl is

irrcorrectly orientated. The positive terminal
should be the southern end.

Spectrum Co-ptocessor (March 1988)

Mogul Electronics, given in the Bylines as
suppliers of the BAM chips, have moved to:
Unit 11, Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks TN14 sEU.
Tei: {0732) 74LML.

ET! PCB
SERVICE

E8711-1 Quiz Controller ................ E
E8711-2 256K Printer Buffer ......... N
E8712-1 Heating Management System ........... O
E8712-2 SWR Meter ....................... H
E8712-3 Dream Machine (Free PCB) .............. D
E8801-2 Passive lR Alarm ............. H
E8801-3 Mains Cleaner .................. G
E8801-4 RGB Dissolve ...................................... L
E8802-1 Electric Fencer ................. E
E8802-2 Telephone lntercom ........ L
E8802-3 Transistor Tester (2 bds) ................... L
E8802-4 Spectrum Co-processor CPU board N
E8803-1 Spectrum Co-processor RAM board N
E8803-2 Beeb-Scope (3 bds) ........ O
E8803-3 Jumping Jack Flash ........ E
E8804-1 Spectrum Co-processor lnterface

Board ........................ N
E8804-2 Com bo-lock ........................................ E
E8804-3 Kitchen Timer .................. E

t3.23
f,13.10
f,15.80

f,5.50
c2.50
c5.50
84.75
c8.80
t3.23
c8.80
c8.80

t13.10
c13.10
c15.80

f,3.23

e 13.10
f,3.23
L3.23

Price each
f
fp
fp
fp
fp

E

E

E

E

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ETI READERS' SERVTCES DEPARTMENT
Argug- Specialist Publications [td,
9 Hall Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7BH

Please supply:

No. requiredBoard reference Price
per type number letter

Totalfor
board type f

I

I

I

I

I

I

p
p
p
p

f
f
f
f

POSTAGE & PACKINC

TOTAL ENCLOSED

f
f

0.75 p

.p
ORDER TO BE SENT TO: (BIOCK CAPS PTEASE)

Name

Address

Postcode

(Make cheques payable to ASP Ltd)
ACCESS and VISA credit card orders can be taken on (0442) 41221
(office hours only).

I

J
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EDISWAN llE3 valves. British - 7-pin base. Beam power
amplifier. Unused, boxed. 22 available. Offers. Tel:031229
0067 (Edinburqh).

price fJ1.50. Also Altai3[ digit DVM L72.00. Phone Matthew
07-274 216l evening.
AMSTRAD 6128/464 ADD ONS AMX mouse 040. Arnor
Maxam ROM assembler and motherboard €35. Tel:(0203)
468346.

SCOPE 53lR. Mullard V/tester with
gnal generator 020 each working. North
6.

MU.RPHY FM/LWIMW RADIO (boxed) 012. Five hish
quality amplifier modules+ MTRS directions. 50 watt [6. 100
watt f8 each. Mr Frost, c/o 1 Regent Road, Ilkley LS29.
WANTED ETI January and August 1987. Phone (0329)
41357 afier 4.30pm. Phil.
RADFORD VHF VALVE TUNER E20. Murphy 1930's
Pye, Ferranti 1940's, radios, 05 each. Phone 02i-78Bll21.
SMALL PRINTER willwork with BBC, Dragon. Uses plain
till rollpaper. 815 plus p&p Tel: (0582) 581229.

TL494

a Ads will be inserted as and when space permits lnsertion in a specific issue cannot be
Buaranteed

a ETI reserves the right to alter or reluse ads whenryer this is iudged necessary.
a All ads are accepted in good faith. Neither the magazine nor its publishers can be held

responsible for any errors in the reproduction of ads, nor for untruths or misrepresentations,
nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.

a Mvertisers submittint ads for this section shall be demed to have accepted these
conditions.

0067 (Edinbursh).

Spirographic with control desk as new
d scanner 0150. Phone Worcester (0905)

evenrngs.
METER BC??L-AC with calibration
power unit in excellent condition 070.
52569.

CHEETA RAT €7.00. Currah pspeechr Logo f10.00 48K Spectrum with' Elite
Phone Mike 0l-381 1224.

PRINTER QUENDATA DPf00 Centronics and serialdot
matrix with service manual. Very good condition.0l00. Ring
(0908) 316052.

WANTED BACK ISSUES ETC. June, July, August 1987.
Tel: (0743) 240226. After 7.00pm

Send the form to:
FREE READERS'ADS
Electronics Today International
1 Golden Square
london WlR 3AB

Enter your advertisement below

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
t
T

I

FREE R.EADERS' ADS
Buy, sell or exchange through our free service to readers
YAMAHA CP25 STAGE PLANO to build. Full LSI chip
set, manual 8100. Suit experienced constructor. More info
c_ontact _ Durant, 52 Bishops Court, Trumpington,
Cambridge.
HELP NEEDED for Sky decoder project for disabled
p_erson, expenses paid. Mrs Andrews, 85 Little Cattins,
Harlow, Essex CM19 5RN.
TEKTRONIX TYPE 554 storage oscilloscope. Dualtrace
with screen store. Probe included. 0150 ono. Tel: (0689)
57s96.
TANDBERG 2O25L tuner-amplifier 050. Minimax
speakers €25. All in good condition. Phone Perth (0738)
37165.
SPEAKER 18in Goodmans unit 8ohm. Massive construc-
tign. Weight 351b. 048. Phone Willmot (0424122t636.
WANTED MIDLAND ROSS CAMBION micro units +

PAT4 WANTED. regarding SAD1024 Reticon delay chip.
Eva Hickey, 18 Dray Gardens, Brixton, London SWz 1SL.Eva Hickey, 18 Dray Gardenl, Brixton, London SW2 tSL.
TL494 SWITCHED MODE powersupplychip. New. Half

! o rhese ads are onry ror Err readers not engaged in buyins or serinr the same items or services number. Please write in black ot..* iltlt?#""i$'J::li#'fiJ"J?,|flil[ II on a commercial basis. on this form or a photocopy, \ I
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ELECTRONICS

01-437 0699 Ext 292

Send your requirements to:
Julie Capstick, ETI Class. Dept., ASP Ltd.,
1 Golden Square, London W1.

Lineage: aap (VAT excl) per word (minlmum 15 words)
Seml Display: (mlnlmum 2 cms)
112.20 ger single column centimetre + VAT

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate car (available on request)

FREE BOOKLET
on

BURGLAR ATARMS
with

LOWEST U.K. DIY PUBLISHED PRICES
PHONE OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY

os1-523 8,440
AD ELECTRONICS

zr z w-manEbk MooE - ffi
TREE. LIVERFOOL L9 OHU 

-

1-TBDNs

BUCr87 li{atchbox stzed survelllance
transrnltter - caD be recelved by any
FI{/VHS radlo. ..,... S4.95
ROB(FYOX Instantly transforms your
volce lnto Dalek/Robot type also
amazlng feedback/sound effects posslble.

f,]1 .95
ROBOT CIRCIILAR Unlque radlo controlled
robot - can also be ,converted to
control v1a computer... t16.95
EDU-SCIIPE Bu1ld your own osctlllscope
wlth solld state dlsplay.... .. ,39 ,99
EDU-SCOPE CASEEIT. ..,...811.99
TEBRAf,If f,USIC GBIERATOR An electronlc
devlce based on an anclent legendary
rnystlcal lnstrument,,.,,. tlZ,?s

Please add t0,75 per order for p&p. Fon
FRBB Datapack on all our Products /-trits
sead SAE. Cheques/PO,s payable to:-

I IJIAG I IIA_TROII I CS
Aberdeen House, The Street, Charlwood,

Surrey. RHO ODS

ESKAN
ELECTRONICS

(MANUFACTUBEBS AND SUPPLIERS
OF SUBVEILLANCE AND AUDIO

EOUIPMENT)

MICRO BUG
SK1 Miniature Transmitter 20mmx 47mm x 20mm, extremely
sensitive. Operates trom 1.5v
battery, elegant metal box

included
Ready built + tested only.€29,50
Kit Form...... ................... €24.90

EXTRA MINIATURE
TRANSMITTER

EKz 25mm x 30mm x gmm
Ready built + tested e49.00
KitForm .. f37.95

HIGH POWER FM RADIO
TRANSMITTER

EK65, 65W adlustable frequency
Mains operated..f650 + t35 p&p

(Operation in the UK illegal
without licence).

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
MONITOR

SK19 ready built + tested C34.50
Kit Form .. , . .. .C29.95

Many other surveillance
eguipment available. Send large

S A.E for catalogue.
SOUI{D TO LIGHT UNIT

S(72 separate sensitivity, bass,
:.ebl€ and mid-range frequency

controls. designed and
ranuiactured to highest
prolessional slandard

Ready Burrt _ .€39.95 p&p e3.50
Kit Form .. C21.95
Casrng ... e11.95
SK70 sound to light control unit
Kit Form C14.95

Sen6 Cha€, F O payable to:

ESKAN ELECTRONICS
172 Caledonian Fload,

E London N1 OSG. r
BJ Tel:01 278 1768 rgl.']

Trade and Exporl Enquiil6 Welcome

ROOM BUG. Surveillance trans-
mitter and whisper sensitive
condenser microphone sealed
in shock proof capsule only
30mm x 20mm x 1Smm. Clips on
to standard PP3 type battery,
domestic VHF radio reception,
range upto 200 metres. Unbeat-
able e16.99 (inc. p&p) Longcroft
Security, 30 Longcroft,
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire HD5
8YW.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
Most Makes, Models, Types, Audio, Music
Systems, Colour, lvlono Televisions,
Amateur Radio, Test Equipment, Vintage

etc f3 50 plus LSAE
State Make./lvlodel./Type with order

Full Workshop Manual prices on
request with LSAE

MAURITRON (ETI),
I Gherry Tree Ro8d, Chinnor,

Oxfordshire- OXg 4OY.

PARAPHYSICS Journal (Russian
Translation), Psycnotrontcs,
Kirlianography, Heliphonic
Music, Telekinetics Computer
Software SAE 4 x 9", Paralab,
Downton, Wiltshire

O Surveillonre
O lfits
O (omponenls

O PCB's

lll hos the dght norkel.
Ring lulie (opstick

on 01,{37 0626
lor nore detoils.

MICRO TRANSM]TTER KIT,
500m Range, tunable
88-1 15MHz, sensitive micro-
phone, 13.95. Cheques/PO's to
Quantek Ltd., (ETl), 267 Rednal
Road, Kings Norton, Birming-
ham 838 8EB.

ELECTRONIC KITS-For those
Winter evenings SAE for details:
COVE ELECTFIONICS, 7 St
Anne's Avenue, Southbourne,
Bournemouth, Dorset BH6 3JR

RADIAT]ON DETECTOR
(Beta/Gamma) €49 (Tube + PCB
127) Serial - Parallel Convertor.
PCB + case f7. Tel: 0223
207237.

IDEAS/l NVENTlONSwanted.
Call l,SC 0l 434 1272 or write,
Dept ASP 99 Regent St, London
W1

Turn your surplus
transistors, lC's etc., into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.
Contact:

COLES HAROING & CO.
103 South Brlnk

Wl3bech, Cambs.
ESTABLISHED OVER 1O YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Far Number: 0945 588844
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Octagon Human Resources

Mixod Signal Teff Engineor
The vital linkto furthurAslc Development
A leading semiconductor manufacturer, Texas
lnstruments combines ASIC expertise and technology
resources with a broadly based world wide market.

Currently with a vacancy for a Test Engineer in this
rather unique area of ASIC manufacturing, we are
seeking a competent individual to provide allround test
expertise for mixed signal devices, on a large number ot
short term projects.

Are you:

r A graduate with at least 5 years solid engineering
experience to build on?

! Able to understand both design and manufacturing
techniques, with the ability to bridge the gap
between the two?

r Analytical, with a methodical and extremely practical
approach to test engineering?

I Flexible in your approach to work and responsive to
the challenge of keeping several projects running
successfully at the same time?

r Self motivating and able to meet test requirements
with minimum alteration.

Then you can provide us with that vital link. ln return
we can provide you with a competitive remuneration
package and benefits associated with a multi-national
company, which include private medical care, profit
share and relocation assistance.

lnterested? Please send your full C.V to our
consultants at Octagon Human Resources, Glen House,
200-208 Tottenham Court Road. London W1 P gLA.

Slock Cleoronce of
Resistors ond Pre-sets
(cvolloble xilrllir srockr loirt

Film E96 2p
E24 1p
EZ4 3p. E24 2p

ts PCB mount 2Op

22R, 474, 220R, 470R, 680R, 6k8,
'100k, 220k, 470k. 500k. 1 t\4. 2M2
Vertical
10k,22k, 1M,2M2
Please add fl OO p&p and 1 5%o to total

MARGIN ELECTRONICS
'l 7 Warr6n Cre8cent, East Preston,

Sussex BNl6 1BH.

S.H. COMPONENTS presents
18 pages of very competitively
priced semi-conductors,
switches, Opto Electronics, etc.
Send 50p to: 17 Beeley Road,
Grimsby, S. Humberside.

TMS320 Starter kit incorporat-
ing TM532020, 16K Eprom
RS232. Prices from under !300.
For f urther details send S.A.E. to
Melek Circuits, 18 Kincardine
Drive, Bletchley, Milton Keynes
MK3 7PG.

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and
service centre Cedar Electronics,
Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredon,
Tewkesbury, Glos Tel 0684
73127

56

BABY BOOMERS
SP45 3" 40 Watt I ohm Baby Boomer

Superb value at only f5 60 + f1 50 P&P
JUST ONE ITEM FROM OUR HUGE

STOCKS OF OUALITY ELECTRONIC AND
ELECTRICAL SPARES AND

ACCESSORIES
SENO FOR FREE JUMBO LISIS.

C O D SERVICEAVAILABLE

STRACHAN ELECTRONICS (ET}
9 CFOALL PI.ACE, EOINEURGH EH74TT

FREE RESISTORS plus hun-
dreds of low price-manufac-
turers full spec. c
send 11.50 cheque
and lists or 10" x 4" s
only. Dept. (E), D&M Com-
ponent Supply Service, 2
Glentworth Avenue, Whitmore
Park, Coventry, W. Midlands
CV6 2HW.

PROMS-EPROMS-PALS
ANY PROGRAMMABLE IC SUPPLIED

OR BLOWN
Typical prices (excluding VAT)

(Data Entry P&P extra)
2716 9.420 2732 13.85
2764 12 85 27128 L4 40

BIPOLAF PROMS lrom f1.35
e g 825123, 185030, 745288
PALS, PLDs elc. lrom E3.26
eg 82S153, 16L8, EP310

Full design and prototyping seryice.
Any quantrty programmed - SAE or

phone for details
P.L.S., 80 Central Road,

Worcesler Park, Surrey, KT4 8HU
Phone: 0l-330 6540

UUe occepl
Ert|

bookings. Phone
01.13r 0626 fodoy.

CASSETTE MOTORS large and
small 2 lor f.1 .00. Mono and
stereo cassette tape heads. 2 for
f 1 .00. Microphone small for
cass. tel. etc. 2 for 11 .00" Tele-
phone buzzers at !2.50 each.
Please
Access
Orange
lands R
Lydney,

CHILDSPLAY FROM KlA. Vari-
able power supplies 12-4OV
C5.00. Glass/PCB & TO3
Healsink & Electronic cutout. 8
Cunliffe Road, llkley 1529.
GIVEAWAY NEXT MONTH.

WOULO YOU BUY A CAN

wtfilquT A rEsT lrntvE?
TflEil W'tY ilUY A ttxEn
WIT'IOUT A fESf DNIYE?

Thinking about
Mirer to a laroe
over ideas with
turing and usr

isi,t *s PAEIFIB$,E.nrve_ ,r\-o
, l* --gl)e..--- ilod oltc.. s6 lrlt Rod. B!ilt!!t. rs&r ss7 sJt

wet trt) 

- 

Irhpilm0268-793256

a Leqendable ldeal for Protect Protolype

aSealed to lP65 Can be used outdoors
a16 Pad 4X4 Matnx can be cu( losmaller

aSeveral can be connected togethe. lo
make larger keypads

aFull rnslructron
aFor furlher ilrlormatron send S A E
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Start training now for the lollowing
courses. Send for our brochure -

without obligation or Telephone us on
REF,Ert/4/sa 06267 79398 E

City & Guilds
Exam 271

Radio Amateur
Licence

Micro-
processor

lntroductlon to
Television

& Telecommunications
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, DeYon. TO14 gUN'

TRADE
SUPPLIES

oEVlcE 50+ 100r
CA555CE 0r30 0120
CA741CE 0138 0123
cA3r30E 0620 0580
cA3r40E 0260 0225
1t351 0380 0340
1M324 0286 0230
NE556 0400 0385
TBA820M 0660 0590
uA747 0300 0255

DEVICE 10+ 25+
7805 1 AMP 0,450 0 240
7812 1 AMP 0450 0240
7815 t AMP 0450 0240
79051AMP 0500 0380
LM317T 0740 0675

DEVICE 50+ 100r
BC108C 0,125 0 r23
BC109C 0125 0r21
BC182L 0060 0050
BCr84L 0060 0050
BC212l 0065 0060
BC2I4L 0065 0058
BC547C 0045 0039
BC548C 0045 0039
BC549C 0045 0039
BC558C 0045 0,039
80131 0420 0410
sFY50 0223 0212
BFYsI 0223 0212
T|P41C 0220 0190
2N3055 0440 0 420

Eds--
coLouR 50+ 100+RED 0070 0064
YELLoW 0080 0070
GREEN 0080 0070

FLASHING O41O O37O

4()298 - 0.250
4rp.2B C o.res
40468 i o.szo
4049U8 | 0 165
40508 ! 0.133io7r8 * o.rso/o8rB i o.r3o
401068 E 0.300

Mixed Ou.nW Pilcing
DEVICE t00+

741S08
74LSl0
74151 I
741514
14L522
741542
741547

0 130
0 t50
0 130
0 130
0 135
0 r30
0 'r30

0 210
0 155
0 245
0 410
0 550
0,1 35
0 150

TYPE 50r 100+
tN4l48 0020 00't6
BZY88C5VI 0045 0034
w@5 02m 0192
w04 0210 0190

5 BELLE VUE TERRACE
GILESGATE MOOR,
DURHAM, DHl 2HR,
Tel: (0911 3864500

% WATT CARBON 5% V24 RANGE
MIXED VALUE Pf,ICING
10G 0.008
lK+ 0006
5K+ 0.005
10K+ 0.0045

LIN OR LOG STANOARD SIZE
MIXED VATUE PRICING
50+ 0.32

1 00r 0.30

HORIZONTAL OR VEBTICAL
MIXED VALUE PRICING
MINIATURE 50+ 0.095

1 00r 0.090

STANDARD 5GO,O95
100+ 0,090

ALL PRICES ARE PRICE EACH, PER

OUANTITY UNLESS OTHEBWSE
STATED

AtL TRADE PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Mircd Au.nW P,iciog
DEVICE ^ '100+
4oooB 6 o.rrg
400luB M o.llsi1oo28 P O 132
4oo8B .L o.t6o
401 rB i o.rzo
4o12B E 0.120
40168 ^ 0.265
fi178 I 0.220
4or8B ft 0.225
40228 c 0.24540288 E 0.180

741500
741501
741502
741S04

741548
74LS5l
741S86

PBICES OPEN TO NEGOTIATION ON
SMALLER OUANTITIES TO MSC
CENTRES ETC

PLEASE ADD fI OO CARRIAGE TO
ALL ORDERS

LARGEROUANTITIESPOA

AtSO ST0CKED: ACCESSOBIES.
8OOKS, CABLES, CAPACITORS,
LEADS, TEST GEAR ETC SAE FOF
TRADE CATALOGUE

Do you need
qualified staff?
Electronics Today
lnternational can
find then for you.

Bing Julie Gapstick
on 0l-437 0626

TODAY!

ELECTRONICS
TECHN]CIANS
Updlllng CouEc.

London Ehclronlca College,
(Dept ETI), 20 Penywem Road,
London SW5 gSU. 01-373 8721.

Next Copy Deadline
23rd March for

June issue.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS At
very competitive rates: 4 pence
per square centimetre (less for
orders of 10 plus and large
boards) 1 offs; 100 olfs - send
artwork (1:1, single sided) or
drawings/enquiries. Also art-
work carried out. Watling Wires
PCB Production, 51 Watling
Street, Nuneaton, Warwick-
shire, CV11 6JL Telephone
(0203) 382296.

PROBLEMS with PCB's? Fast,
reliable, cheap PCB and etching
service. Contact Roger on
Walsall (0522\ 23945 after
5.30pm.

Design and build your own electronic
dashboard

Plans instructions circuits, parts lists
!4 95 inc p&p

BURLINGTON MOTOR CO. LTD.
(G9) ARCH 39M, BATH PLACE,
LEAMINGTON SPA, CY3 3AO,

PCB'S; ARTWORK; Single/
Double Sided; one off or
multiples. Professional quality:
Reasonable rates. SAE f or
details. Dene Electronic Ser-
vices, 17 Coniston Avenue,West
Jesmond, Newcastle NE2 3EY.

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATEO
SWITCHES easy to follow dia-

t1 ,00. Com-
s available:
e Farm Rd,

Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solarand wind generators,

, surveillancer"ffi
. 1 50 prolects.

For catalogue, SAE to Plancentre
Publications, String Works, Bye St ,

Ledbury HR8 2AA.

E
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PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dsle Streel Tel: 051 236 0154

47 Whltechspel. Tel:051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,THE ELECf RONICS SPEC/ALlSTS'

Open: TLles-Sat I 30-5 30

FOR COMPONENTS
LOTS OF NEW DEVISES

LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
Phone lor our crlalogusl

01 452 0161/450 0995 Telex;914 977
40 Crlcklewood Broadway,

London NW2 3ET.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (O7O5l 81 5584
Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND KITS

cDcenu

At last, an affordable PCB de-
sign tool for your Amstrad PC.

Plotting service available.
Send SAE for further details,

or f2lor demo disk.

Labcenter Electronics
14 Marriner's Drive,
Bradford, BDg 4JT.
Telz O274 542868
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ADVERT!SERS' INDEX
AUD|OK|TS .. .............. 31BTNDERS ..... .. .. .. 39
B K ELECTRONTCS .........._,_._, .. ..... . .. tFc
CR|CKLEWOOD ELECTRONTCS .... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. 31
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0scrrL0sc0PEs
TELEOUIPMENT D83 Dual Trace 50MHz oelay Swsep.
Large Tube ....-........... . .................. ........ .. ...._.... . f350

SPECIAT OFFERS
CoSSoR OSCILLoSCoPE CDU150 Duat Traca iEMHr
oelay Sweep Dual St.le Ponable 8xlocm Oispl8y Wi(h

5 t, uUs SMllt Duat Trace t8[4HzSolid State Pod-
able AC or External 0C operation 8x10cm display with
lllanual ................. .... . ............. ......... f1E0
SCOPEX 4D10A Dual Traco I 0l\4H, with Manual

optional Front Prolection Cove.. Containing 2 Probos &
Viewing Hood . .. .. ... . ....... ffO
SoIARTRON oSCILLoSCoPE C01400 ouat Be.m
l5[4Hr Wilh Manual ONtY !85 uh
AVO VALVE TESTER CT160 Suitcas sryte 22 Eases

, ONLY f25 mch lDaD fll
TELEOUIPMENT S54A Single Trace 1 0MHz Sotid State
wrth l/anual fgo

with Manual
HAMEG 207 Single Trace SMHZ Wirh tuanual ISO

DISK DnIVE PSU 240V lN:sV 1 6A & l2V 1 5A our Sizo
Wl25mm H75mm Dl80mm Cas6d Un,u$d onlyflO

OWERTY KEYBoAR0 (as in LYNX M
Cased .............................................,.
SWIICHE0 M00E PSU +/.12V0.25

.....,........... c12
oTHEF SWITCHED M0DE PSU avaitabte.
0lS( DRIVES 5%" - Doubt€ Sidod. Dou
track

MULTIMETERS
AVO I Complete with Batteries & Leads from f45
AVO 8 MkV Complete with bafleries Leads & Case fgo
AVo TEST SET No I (lrilitary version ol AVo g) Com-
plele wilh Balteries Leads & case ....... ............. ... . f65
TEST LEAoS suitable lor AVO METEFS Red & Btack wirh
2 croc-cups & 2 Drods lg&p f2) f5
AVo [4odol 7x Complete with Battsries Leads & carry-
tng case f40

irARCoNl AF Power lvleter TF893A 2oHz-35ffi!.
AvU Modet /J Pocket tvluIimeler (Analogue) 30 ranges
Complele wrth batt€ries & leaAs . . . ..... ... . . ... ... it A
AVo - 72 Similar to above but no AC currgnt range With to25wans50ohm WithManuat(p&pf7l onlyf4E

ANAL0GUE P0CKET i,,lULTl[,IETERS Phitips & Taytor elc.
W[h Ealenes & Leads . . lrcim f10

[4ARC0NI AII/F|', Sio Gsn TF10668 l0-470MH! r2EO
lrllc_ONl-Al4i Fl\! Srs. cen. TF995 range trom .. ft 50

COMMUNICATION RECEIVEBS
rAnrtELL orrrE/ JuuAnE rype LtMz I Hz-t Mnz uomptfl

ADVANcESG62BAMl5oKHz.22oMirr f:fl
LAEGEAB Colour Bar Generalor KGI 8 Tgst Psflerns
(P&P f4) ONLY f40 6ach

I{EW EOUIPMEilT

Handheld G0/NOGo for in-situ Testing. Comptete wirh
Baneries Leads & inslructonslP&Pf3) JnusedIl 2 66ch

HAIIIEG oSCILLOSCoPE 203 6 Duat Trace 2OMHz
Component Tester & 2 Probes a3ll

All olher ModelsAv8ilable

ELACK STAH FREOUENCY COUNIERS P&P f4
Meteor 100-1001\4Hr f99

ISOLAIING TRANSFORMERS 24OV INPUT
240v-0ut500VA . fl5(p&pf5) 100VA f6(p&pf2)
24Vour500VA. f6(p&pf5) 200VA f4tD&bf4i

STEPPING MOTORS
Type 1 200 Steps per rev 4 Phase {5 wke} 12 24V

Torque 25oz inch will run on 5V with reduced
lorque f15.00

Type 2 6,/1 2 Steps per rev. 3 Phase. 12l24V(will work
nn 5Vl f2 ..^h E ^fi a, Ri

,. !lz!
irer@r 1000-lGHz e176

EIACK STAR JUPI]OR 5OO FUNCTION GENERATOR
Sine/Square/Triangle 0 lHz-500XHz P&P f4 flt0
BLACK STAH ORION PALTV,/VIDEO COLOUR PATTERII
GENERATo8 .. . trgs

Type 3 NOH PHILIPS 24 Sr
wire 250rph 0.200

Type 4 200 l20V (3 wtrel

including loAmp erew
& leads. P&P f4
As above DMM 6010 0 25% 133.50

Type 7 WAHNEB 24 Stops per rev. 3 Phase (6 wire) 28V.
Holdinq Torque 4502. inch .. ............... fS eich

0SclLLoscoPES PROBES Swirched .., 
: 

r-:H?

Used equipment - with 30 d e. oolied if
Inrs is a VERY SI/ALL SAMPLE 0F SToCK ph . irtease itity before

ordering. CARBIAGE all units f1 ad ol Good

lF STEWART OF READTNG ,.
- 

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READ|NG, BERKS R-c6 1pL BJ
Telephone: 0734 68041 Callers welcome gam - S 30 pm Mon.-Fri: (until g pm Thu[.l

Address ... ... t

lilll;l,;Nr D ,i,1, ! orxDil"w,se,;;,; !

-| | | | | l ll lll 4Li r-r - r--
i tf t"*ffier,ris tl *i"rio
T

I
I
I
I
I
T

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
T

I
I
T

T

T

I
T

I
I
I
I
I
I!

LTII III.IIIIITIIIIIII II I IIIIII IIII.J

lu a cDnyohonsiv? nn$e ol cDnponeils iittqtl 0l lhe ollhusiail:
1N4148 4p 1.5A 100V bridge 36p
1N4001 5p Smm red leds 13p
1M741 25p 5mm green leds 14p
7805 50p 400mW zeners 10p
0A90/0A91 13p l.3W zeners 17p
Skeleton presets 11p Red/black phono plugs 14p
UM 1286 modulator 7 95 Ouality panel meters 5 98
98mm cable ties 2,00/100 Velleman kits/Babani books

The above is a sample of our range and includes VAT P&P 60p Send for catalogue
20p + l8p or 13p stamp Shop open: Monday-Friday 9am-6pm, Saturday gam-

5pm

174 llalkeith Hoad

EDIiIBURGH EHI6 5DX
03r-667 26r r
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ilot t,tE oatt aatE

JaeC ::iJL"J;flJfli::::'Ji*13' l ;:s'*;:H rv"m*",,xrii"xs;r !!- xrGxoultrw-coLouR'wser I

Thela I Thecentral processorplinl e processo( DUALTEACssFs%"
ANlv I isk drives (1 Mb per drive), PSU,4K m en RAM, disk controller, RS232,
Mad€lpansionportqandifthatsnotenoughgARD8"DRlVEportforuptoFOUi
tuner I edensityorlBMlormatTheultraslimg2key,detachablekeyboardfeatures32userdefinablekeyq
Oivev I inqkevsevenitsowninteoral microorocessorwhichallowsthemainZSOAtodevoicALLitstimai.give y I ing keyq even its own integral microprocessor which allows the main ZSOA to devote ALL its time'to
TELEBOX consisls of a compac! stylish two tone charcoal USER 'lostcharacte/'oroblemsfoundonothermachinesTheattractivedetachablel2"moniror.omhincs

a een with f ull swivel mum uscr ea een with f ull swivel mum user c
| 2 day guarantee. Fu quest

I pc2 ith cptv
and les and

0 purchase ledger, supoorts up toO purchase tedger, supports up to,%ffi

Forl2OO-TSbaudmodemscalt 01.679eteS ! | yl:,*vr-tl"--Bl9B!9T!!!.ql th.eElNsrlENcomputer.theDUALPRocESSoR
rc2OOO comprises a modern styiish three ptece system wttn ALL tne necessrttes lor the

""t""tt""",.""ttrt,,t:tt I suatt ntteiureg, tpoUSrni[, cnrrairairii o,fOgAiiSiUSER. Usedwith

LIMITED OUANTITY- DON'T MISS THIS OFFERI!I

ONLY s29.95 OR e24.94 if purchased with ANY of our r ,""idii 31T["r15"Ji"il1'3]i"JJ: ""iil'J"31:""',ffJ

The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial u0 data:
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD fori
goods or services to sell. 10O0's q. 

I

spares and one otf bargains U : I

ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit w o 
I

For 3OO haud modems call ()1 -67 : I

are: internal speakel modularconstruction auto degaussing circuil attractive I AO88 C8 NEC765 tB WD2793 E28 A2O2A - aralraav?"3X
pact dimensions only 52cm W i 34 H-x 24 D,90 day le22 A251 t7 8748 ets ZBOA DAFT t6.50 I ryIOOEM TG2393. Ex BT up io 1200pact dimensions only 52cm W i 34 H-x 24 D, 90 day I 922 A251 t7 8748 C15 ZBOA DAFT f6.50 I ryIOOEM TG2393. Ex BT up io 1200 bauq lull
h_used, units are supplied in EXCELLE NT conditlon. ZSOA C pU t2.OO. thousa ndJ oi iC JgX STOC i I glPlq!4_![e_91lall du-plex_ over 2 wrre ine. ON LY
arriage. ."nO Sngloili"t. ' I E85.oo PEB PAIB +ppelooo

VIOeO nd 2 YEAR i ro_suitat and budgets .....warranty I FI.QUi lf?.""Xii:d*h."
dar) w l6ltSll. diaror direct

^^ad r^ I multt sta de
It--

,l
I r ,,,8 uRE^,r
I "o."r., I auto carl index biffer

computerl n;'M.i.;-l ^-^^^ C498.oo
nC tlture | ;"";,;-";-,;: | 21200 bald FULL OUPLEX
ow direcl | ;, i;;ij,;; I autodia ^^^ F48q.99

ER | "p;i;i;: 
";p;; 

mode only E4s.oo
Supplie nd 90 day i * rh d2r2 ,nd 1. 75-1 200 baud. lor use

?3"i""1' | "'di'pli! i5 !,"J::_t_tt*t cofut%I - .- -. .^ 2 1 200-75 oaud but for

REOIFFUSION MABK 3, 20" COLOUR monitor. Fitted wrth standard 75 ohm
:onposite v deo input and sound amo Th s la.9e sc.een co our display is ideal
'o' SCHOOLS SHOPDS DISCOS CLJBS and otne, AUDIO VISUAL appli-
Btlons Supplied in AS NEW or little used condition ONLY €145.OO + Carr

BUDGET RANGE Ex EOUIPMENT MONOCHROME vldeo monltoB.
A I units are lulty Gsed and se1 for 240v standard working wilh composite video
.puts Units a.e cre lesled and set up lor up to 80 column use. Even when
IJTNOR sr€. 3!rs ex st - norma data displays are unaffected 30 day

f 2 KGH 32O1 3 ,', ?-c^ dla .pul w,,l d,splay up lo 132 x 25 ines €32 95
1 2 GBEEN SCREEN .e.s o1 ol <GM 320.1 C1 y €39.95
9 l(GX 324 GREEN SCREEN lu y cased very compact !nit On y E49.OO

:€"age ard nsurance on a mon torsllO0O

IrI Manulacture/s BRAND NEW surplusDEC 67 qua ty gold pated switches on X-Y
-=:-r 24 gs
ATaKEY MPNK.114 Sracrh w6rd .h2eeic kavhnird 

^h 
cin^la P.RATIKEY MPNK.I 1 4 Suoero word orocessor chassrs kevboard on sinole PCB

- '- ' 'a keys Vany 'eatu'es such as On board \nicrq Single 5v .ail lJll ASCII
t:Ied character set wlh 31 lunction keys numeric keypad cursor pad
t i-c 9600 baud SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUII Less than'hall oriceO bald SEHIAL I lLASU|l UUIPUIII Lessthanhall price

Only €09.CO with data Carriage on Keyboards E3 50

Japanese 51. hall height 80 track double sided disk
drives by TEAC, CANON, TOSHIBA etc
Sold as NEW wrth 90 day guarantee ONLY E85.OO
TEC FE5O3 Double srded HH 40 TRK NEW €75.oo
SUGABT SA4@ SS FH 35 TRK €55.OO
SIEMENS FDO1 0o SS FH 40 TRK €65 OO
carriage on 5!t" drives i5.50
Brand NEW metal 5'. DISK CASES wrth internal PSU.
DSKCI lor2 HH or 1 FH drive €29.95 +pp t4.00
OSKC 2 for 1 HH drive €22.95 +pp e3.50
OKSC3ASDSK1 LESSPSU €12.95+pp12.50
OSKC 4 As DSK2 LESS PSU €10.95 +pp E2 00
8" IBM lormat TESTED EX EOUIPMENT.
SH SS €1 75.OO +pp 18.50
SH €25O.OO +pp e8.50
TW 's2 N4btotalcapacltyinsmartcase,
comDlete with PSu etc €595.m
MITSUBISHI M289+638 DS1 Mbequiv toSHUGART
SAa5OR. BRAND +ppe8.so
DYSAN I' Alisnm .OO - pp C1.00
Various disk drive PSU s6ctlon.
HARD OISK DRIVES
DRqDIABLO Series 30 2 5 N,tb f ront load €525.0O
Exchano PSU €95.OO
DTABLo €750.@
CDC HA 80 MbRMO3
etc €25@.OO.
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb €495.OO
RODIME 5%" Winchesters ex-stock lrom E150 CALL

- No ouarantee
Rem5vable pac( hard
data ONLYe99.oors €199.00

Unless stated all drives are relurbrshed w,th gO day
guarantee [1any other drives and spares rn stock - call

sales office lor details

A300 071 91 31 2 6v 3Ah NEW e9.95
4300 07 1 91 202 6-0-6v 1 8Ah TESTEO Ex

Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnenschein

e 1 3.95

Eouio €5.99

Standard vDU data 6ntry tormlnals
at giv€ away prices!!

OUME OVT108. CJrent oroduct, stale ot the arlGIUME QVTIOA. Current proclucl, state oI tne an
d, 12" Green screen,
ADMSA emulatrons,

Swlvel and tilt base,
BRAND NEw and

E Only e425.OO
AJslO - EX RENTAL, Z8O controlled, 15' green
screen 24 x 80 display, graphrcs, cursor addressing,
pr nter port etc. Very good condrtion TESTEO complete
with manual onlv €225.0O
ADOS 520 - 6umb terminar, JSed, 12 b/w screea
RS232 lnterlace and printer port TESTED.
ONLY €1 25.oo. Ca'r age on termrnals [ 10.00
l OO's ol other term,nals ,n slock CALL lor more delatls

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal

All prices quoted are tor U K Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT Minimum order value €2.

I 30-5 30 Sat 1O 30-5 30 We reserve the riqht to

MinimumCreditCardorderEl0,O0 MinimumBONAFlDEaccountordersfromGovernmentDepts,Schools,Universitiesand
established companiesE20,aO Where post and packing not indicated please ADD e1 OO + VAT Warehouse open Mon-Fn
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Precision

High seruitivily

onAC

cuneni&

resislonce,

ur0t

t36,95

COM. UO.hA

a\
---.1

4a,u-i"ft 
':;"^

TOR

ra

Comprehensive

Wlthtrondstq

diode ond

LEDtester.

YJOE]

fi5.95

BUY llOW, fltE rilnE l5 RIOilr!

?l

Profesrionol
Hor olltherorlgesl

Y]O9K

t27.95

l' _': _'' -" _' ''

T{ide Runge

Wilhboteryleslen

1l07ii

f I l.95

Versqtile

Meosuresiemperofure

cnd copocitonce,

nflA

t24.95

,Q
I

JJ+U,ffi

Top selling

digiloi.

Y.l80B 139:%

t35.95

Prortkol
lnclurbs

iemperofure

probe.

YJ79t

f54.95

4tlzDigit

Feolure Potked

Auto-ronglng

wrth tronsistor

tesier.

YI,I64U

f37.95

Superb

mufiiJeotured

multimeler.

YJ8lC

t59,95

Hobby

Enthusiosts

meter.

YM63T

t25.95

Comprehensive

ronge o{

leotures,

YJ78K

t35.95

!.ow Cost

Push bulion

digitol.

Y77)

t2,l,95

oRDER NOW AND GET A FREE CARRYTNG CASE W|TH YOUR METER (WoRTH Up T0 t3,95)

ELECTRON ICS

P.O. Box 3, Royleigh, Essex. Telephone Soles (0702) 5541 61.
Shopsot: Birminghom.Sutlon New Rood, Erdinglon Te:021 384 8,11 1

Bristol. 302 G oucester Rood Tel: 0272 23201 4
London. I 59-l 6l King Slreel, Hommersmilh W6 Tel: 0l 748 0926
Monchester. S Oxford Rood lel:061 236 0281
southompton.46-48 Bevois Vo ley Rood Tel:0703 225831
Soulhend.on-Seo.282-284 London Rood, Weslc iFf-on-Seo, Essex Tel:0702 554000

Pick up o copy of our 1 988 cotologue

Irom ony bronch of WHSMITH for iusi
11 60 Or to receive yourcopy by posl

sendtl 60 + 40p p&pioourPO Box

oddres. lfyou live ouiside the U K

pleose send 12 75 or 1 2 lnternotionol

Repiy Coupons

. . c ., i-
'/l
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